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Improving Outcomes
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Assessment

Brig Gen Timothy D. Haugh, USAF
Lt Col Douglas W. Leonard, USAF
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed or implied in the Journal are those of the authors and should not be con-
strued as carrying the official sanction of the Department of Defense, Air Force, Air Education and Training Command, Air 
University, or other agencies or departments of the US government. This article may be reproduced in whole or in part 
without permission. If it is reproduced, the Air and Space Power Journal requests a courtesy line.

The seemingly insatiable appetite of US DOD combatant commands (CCMD) 
for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) has driven the 
growth of a massive theater ISR enterprise. Despite this tremendous invest-

ment, one that has seen DOD expenditures rise six-fold from 2001 to 2012, the then 
Air Force deputy chief of staff (DCS) for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-
sance (DCS-ISR), Lt Gen Robert Otto, remarked that the department satisfies fewer 
CCMD intelligence needs today than at the height of the Iraq surge.1 How did the 
DOD get in this remarkable position? The department, it appears, has been a victim 
of its success. The now retired chairman of the joint chiefs, Gen Martin Dempsey, 
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wrote: “The current joint force of ISR personnel, sensors, platforms, and networks 
is so vast, diverse, and distributed that managing their effective employment repre-
sents a large and growing challenge for the Department of Defense.” He added, 
“Currently, ISR sensor and PED (Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination) re-
quirements and associated resources (systems, software, and people) are managed 
separately, resulting in mismatches in collection, processing, and analysis capaci-
ties.”2 Qualitative and quantitative ISR assessment linked closely to a coherent ISR 
strategy will permit commanders and planners to better align these disparate capa-
bilities and avoid duplication or “mismatches.” Commanders can then determine 
the effect of ISR on theater operational outcomes in the forms of opportunity cost 
and return on investment while ensuring the closure of intelligence gaps linked to 
those same objectives.

Current State of Platform Strategy
Since 2001, the DOD has invested significantly in ISR platforms and PED ana-

lysts. Unfortunately, the methodology underlying ISR strategy development did not 
keep pace. Concepts such as special operations forces (SOF) find, fix, finish, exploit, 
and analyze, mission type orders, and time-dominant fusion show great promise 
but have not yet approached the scale necessary to reform theater collection and 
analysis.3 The rapid fusion of all available intelligence to meet the supported com-
mander’s intent ties these disparate approaches together, suggesting an important 
paradigm shift: success in operational ISR requires not platforms, but a wide variety 
of inputs analyzed and disseminated for war-fighter consumption as rapidly as pos-
sible. At present, each theater interacts independently with the national intelli-
gence community (IC) and the DOD to garner collection for local warfighting 
needs. The management of this collection falls into a number of different stove-
pipes loosely organized around collection domain (air, space, sea, land, or cyber) or 
phenomenology (geospatial, signals, human, or signatures-based). Consequently, 
theater components compete to maximize gross collection without linking each 
point of collection to an appropriate lacuna in knowledge (intelligence gap) or sup-
ported commander desired effect (operational outcome). Recent conceptual ad-
vancements in the national IC, such as activity-based intelligence (ABI), object-
based production (OBP), and structured observation management (SOM), when 
combined with recent advancements in automated algorithms to optimize collec-
tion from national assets, should force a corresponding change in the DOD ap-
proach. However, DOD doctrine, beyond the statements of some of the leading 
thinkers outside the formal publication process, does not yet consider these shifts. 
The complexity of ISR support to operational commanders demands such a recon-
sideration beginning with a more robust, qualitative ISR assessment operating at 
the tactical (intelligence production and sensor performance), operational (plat-
form effectiveness and integration), and strategic (resource allocation and future 
purchasing and programming) levels.
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Current State of Assessment
Within the DOD, organizations assess ISR for three primary reasons:
1.  Did services acquire the right ISR capabilities in the right number, performing 

as designed?
2.  Were the available theater airborne ISR capabilities apportioned correctly?
3.  Was theater airborne ISR employed effectively?4

Traditionally, the under secretary of defense for intelligence (USD[I]) assesses 
service ISR acquisition strategy; USD(I), and JCS/J32 assess apportionment and al-
location between CCMDs; and CCMDs and their air components assess the employ-
ment of ISR within theaters. The authors of this article propose a three-level pyra-
midal structure for ISR assessment that links individual intelligence products and 
sensor performance to operational outcomes and the closing of intelligence gaps as 
well as the operational (theater effectiveness) and strategic (resource decisions and 
platform allocation) efforts. Tactical entities such as US Air Force ISR wings and US 
Army military intelligence brigades must contribute to this process in ways never 
codified. Space constraints dictate a focus on those tactical and operational levels 
for the air component in this article, although the methodology will draw on the 
best practices put forth by USD(I) in strategic-level effectiveness as well.

A number of studies have attempted to improve ISR assessment, yet none have 
significantly advanced the doctrine for assessing ISR effectiveness at the opera-
tional or tactical levels. Operationally, the CCMD and the combined forces air com-
ponent commander conduct airborne ISR assessment under the authority of the 
joint forces commander (JFC). Joint Publication (JP) 2-01 describes the process 
simply: “The joint force J-2, through the CCMD joint intelligence operations center 
(JIOC), helps the JFC by assessing adversary capabilities, vulnerabilities, and inten-
tions, and monitoring the numerous aspects of the operational environment that 
can influence the outcome of operations. The J-2 also helps the JFC and staff de-
cide what aspects of the operational environment to measure and how to measure 
them to determine progress toward accomplishing a task, creating an effect, or 
achieving an objective.”5 CCMDs, including coalition or joint task forces, are respon-
sible for creating priority intelligence requirements and collection requirements, 
while the CFACC’s air operations center tasks and directs airborne ISR platforms, 
sensors, PED, and fusion elements to collect, process, and disseminate intelligence 
to satisfy CCMD requirements.6 To date, much of the theater ISR assessment has fo-
cused on measures of performance (MoP), which generally consist of quantitative 
measures focused solely on an individual domain (air) and phenomenology (most 
often geospatial). Some of the most common measures appear in the following list:

1.  Number of ISR sorties planned and executed
2.  Sensor availability
3.  Number of images collected
4.  Essential elements of information satisfied
5.  Number of full-motion video hours
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6.  Number of intelligence products produced by intelligence discipline

These measures are easily quantifiable, but rarely contribute to answering the 
critical effectiveness questions: Did ISR advance the supported commander’s de-
sired operational outcomes (measured in opportunity cost and return on invest-
ment) or close intelligence gaps (measured in terms of knowledge advancement on 
an objective scale)? Why then do CCMDs and air components rely on MoP? RAND 
Corporation’s previous study on ISR assessment states the issue clearly: “(T)he 
most often reported complaint from intelligence producers and consumers alike—
too much emphasis on ‘bean counting’ of sorties flown, hours spent observing, and 
percentage of targets collected and too little on whether the ISR effort is actually 
supporting the commander’s objectives. The reason for this emphasis, of course, is 
that the former is fairly easy to calculate and the latter quite difficult to determine, 
especially given the time pressures of an ongoing campaign.”7

The intelligence cycle and associated tasking processes have earned significant 
description in joint and air component doctrine, but little exists on ISR assessment.8 
As documented in a RAND study in 2008 (and still true today), the USAF’s AOC 
doctrine cites that the Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Division in 
the AOC should “monitor and evaluate the ISR strategy for effectiveness in meeting 
overall ISR requirements, JFC/JFACC (Joint Forces Air Component Command) PIR, 
and supporting JFC/JFACC strategy and plans,”9 but provides no methodology to ac-
complish those tasks. JP 2-01 mandates that “all intelligence personnel and consum-
ers” generate “timely feedback to the joint force J-2 staff regarding both successes and 
problems with the functioning of the intelligence process.”10 JP 2-01.3 provides a basic 
framework for operational assessment via MoP and measures of effectiveness (MoE) 
but stops short of any specific approach for ISR.11 As noted in the RAND study, the 
rapid pace of operations coupled with the enormous difficulty of assessing product 
value at the operational level for such a wide-ranging and complex DOD ISR enter-
prise has caused a drift away from doctrinal requirements.

The greatest portion of the DOD’s massive growth in ISR platforms has been 
through the USAF. The Air Force has committed to ISR as one of its five core mis-
sions with the Air Force Distributed Common Ground System (AF DCGS) serving as 
the primary exploitation weapon system for those missions and a useful representa-
tive of the explosive growth of USAF ISR generally. The AF DCGS support to air-
borne ISR missions increased by more than 1,900 percent from 2001 to 2015 as the 
Air Force flew 80 percent of all operational ISR hours and provided exploitation for 
58 percent of all DOD-affiliated ISR in the second quarter of fiscal year 2016.12 Such 
remarkable, almost unconstrained growth, when combined with an industrial age 
collection management process, has created systemic inefficiencies that demand 
immediate attention. Recent USD(I) studies may provide a useful methodological 
baseline but the air component, assisted by the CCMDs and the JCS/J32, should 
take a prominent role as the owner of a preponderance of theater assets and as the 
collection operations manager in several ongoing conflicts. Traditionally, USAF tac-
tical advances emerge directly from the operator level in the form of tactics bulle-
tins. Unfortunately, ISR assessment has not been a popular subject for edgy think-
ing; only one tactics bulletin since 2001 referenced holistic ISR assessment.13 The 
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enormity of the problem, perhaps, and its linkage back to national-level processes 
has made it seem unapproachable. A strong framework should assist in identifying 
areas for more pronounced and specific tactical advancement.

Assessment Framework: Decision Advantage and the Three Rights
In concert with the growth of ISR platforms and sensors, the USAF has moved to 

revolutionize intelligence analysis. The Air Force DCS-ISR called for such rapid 
change in Air Force ISR 2023: Delivering Decision Advantage:

The fundamental job of AF ISR Airmen is to analyze, inform, and provide commanders at every 
level with the knowledge they need to prevent surprise, make decisions, command forces, and em-
ploy weapons. Maintaining decision advantage empowers leaders to protect friendly forces and 
hold targets at risk across the depth and breadth of the battlespace—on the ground, at sea, in the air, 
in space, and in cyberspace. It also enables commanders to apply deliberate, discriminate, and 
deadly kinetic and non-kinetic combat power. To deliver decision advantage, we will seamlessly 
present, integrate, command and control (C2), and operate ISR forces to provide Airmen, joint force 
commanders, and national decision makers with utmost confidence in the choices they make.14

Lieutenant General Otto’s vision extends beyond a simple satisfaction of collec-
tion requirements to a focus on producing intelligence products driving supported 
commander’s decisions and actions. Subsequently, then Maj Gen Jack Shanahan, at 
the time the commander of Twenty-Fifth Air Force, centered his ISR-focused organi-
zation on the Three Rights: “Right Intelligence, Right Person, Right Time: Delivering 
the right ISR to the right person at the right time. . . our job is to turn data into in-
formation, information into knowledge and knowledge into actionable intelligence 
that results in better decisions.”15 These two senior leader vectors overlay with 
USD(I)’s ISR Task Force-recommended framework for ISR assessment: outcomes 
(decision advantage) and closing intelligence gaps (Three Rights) provide a founda-
tion for advancing air component ISR assessment tradecraft by emphasizing the re-
sult of the intelligence cycle, the intelligence product.

Assessment must begin with the tactical product (See figure). Operational-level 
assessors, in the case of the air component residing largely in the AOC, simply do 
not have the manpower, time, or expertise to adequately link specific products to 
tactical or operational ISR objectives, strategic-level PIRs, or similar commander 
questions. The tactical production element, therefore, must take on this element of 
assessment at the wing or brigade level. This assessment must begin as qualitative, 
examining the specific information passed in a product for its value to operational 
effects in the battlespace, measured in terms of knowledge advancement on an ob-
jective scale. This assessment begins at the producer level via automated fields in 
production control software and in combined intelligence and operational briefs 
and debriefings. In other words, the entire process depends on a structured data en-
vironment whereby intelligence production links to the information state of an in-
telligence object. Each intelligence product, then, contributes to the maintenance 
(in the case of indications and warning) or increase (in the case of target develop-
ment) in knowledge regarding that object. The wing or brigade can then take all en-
tries in the aggregate and assign qualitative values, developed in concert with the 
operations research and lessons learned community, to each product.
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Figure. ISR assessment levels

The process will require heavy involvement from forward ISR elements such as 
ISR liaison officers, and ISR tactical controllers, to assist in the development of ap-
propriately narrow and focused ISR objectives at the operational and tactical levels. 
Tactical-level product assessment will then feed the larger operational-level assess-
ment of sortie and sensor effectiveness, inform resourcing decisions on ISR platforms 
and allocation, and feed directly back into the daily process of ISR command and con-
trol. The accumulation of tactical level inputs, when compared at the operational 
level, will serve as comparative validation of the effectiveness of each input. The lev-
els of assessment, then, remain locked together and focused at the operational level.

CCMDs must share responsibility with air components in linking ISR strategy 
and resulting intelligence production to outcomes and closing intelligence gaps. 
Effective linkage requires a clear connection between the supported commander’s 
intent and the ISR strategy. While this might appear obvious, traditional industrial 
age ISR collection management practices, technology, and data structures mandate 
a focus on individual intelligence collection disciplines such as signals intelligence 
(SIGINT) or geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) vice an emphasis on the resulting 
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fused intelligence product.16 An assessment process based, at least in part on pro-
duction, will require some changes to guidance, particularly on the sourcing of in-
telligence reporting. The national IC has made significant strides in tracking the in-
telligence used to inform senior leader decisions. The clearest example is the 
presidential daily briefing (PDB). The PDB is meticulously sourced, generating a 
relatively simple evaluation over time on collection sources informing presidential 
decisions, the ultimate in strategic outcomes and decision advantage. This approach 
is not limited just to the PDB. The IC has established standards that require sourcing 
for all finished intelligence production. CCMDs, JTFs, and components should 
mimic this practice to identify what intelligence products and collection sources in-
fluence senior leader decision making. The DOD, via the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense (OSD) and joint staff, should mandate sourcing for CCMD and JTF daily 
briefings and finished intelligence products. This sourcing should link to the origi-
nating collection source. Clearly, this data collection comes at a cost, but ultimately 
the CCMD’s benefit from validating effective ISR strategy and employment through 
demonstrable, intelligence-informed CCMD and JTF senior leader decisions. Sourcing 
provides easily quantified measurement of decision advantage at the operational 
level and assists in the tactical-level assessment of products as described above.

The expert assessors in the ISR Task Force have identified other indirect mea-
sures that can inform operational-level ISR assessment.17 A robust operational-level 
process must be introspective and begin with operational effects. Ultimately, the 
process must provide the supported commander with the answers to the questions 
he posed related to the battlespace, typically expressed as PIRs. The ISR assessment 
process must operate at the tactical level, sometimes in SIGINT, GEOINT, or other 
subdisciplinary stovepipes, but accumulate at the operational level for translation 
back into command-level language. In short, each intelligence report and ISR sortie 
must circle back to the operational effects it generates.

If the supported commander is a ground element, traditional operations orders 
and fragmentary orders capture the appropriate information in either the situation 
or enemy disposition. However, an appropriate assessment process requires some 
connective tissue from PIRs, typically general and difficult to use as an objective 
measure, and the conduct of ISR and the accompanying analysis. ISR objectives, as 
mentioned above, can provide these linkages from the commander’s intent to op-
erational efforts and ultimately to tactical objectives and the actual collection. 
These objectives will emerge from a close collaboration between components, the 
appropriate theater-level command and control entity (in this case, the AOC), and 
the intelligence production element with the greatest analytical understanding of 
the theater and problems in question. Assessment must remain firmly anchored in 
an understanding of the changes to intelligence objects prioritized by their proxim-
ity to these operational and tactical objectives. 

Full accomplishment of such a linkage between production and theater-level ob-
jectives for the air component must occur within the AOC. Consequently, the AOC 
must prioritize such assessment for those practices to take root and generate useful 
conclusions. At present, AOCs have an operational assessment team (OAT) that 
could fill this role. An OAT is comprised of operational research analysts dedicated 
to the science and art of assessing operational activities. Traditionally, these experts 
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have focused on assessing the effectiveness of close air support planning and execu-
tion and munitions effectiveness. Instrumenting the ISR processes within the AOC 
and collecting the right data can also enable these experts to assist in ISR assess-
ment.18 Admittedly, changing this emphasis will not be easy, but recent successes 
highlight the potential opportunity. 

During a recent crisis in the US Central Command (CENTCOM) area of responsi-
bility (AOR), the deputy coalition forces air component commander (D-CFACC) re-
quested intelligence products from the US Air Force ISR enterprise at various clas-
sification levels. Producing intelligence at multiple classification levels is routine 
for the expert enlisted intelligence analysts assigned to AF DCGS, but the timeline 
and intent behind the D-CFACC request made this request stand out. He needed the 
intelligence to negotiate basing rights with a coalition partner. Within hours of the 
first sortie in the new area of operations, AF DCGS analysts provided GEOINT prod-
ucts at five different classification levels to contribute to these negotiations. The 
successful outcome of these senior leader negotiations was at least partially enabled 
by effective ISR sorties and intelligence products tailored to the senior leader intent. 
This was a successful outcome, but the standard assessment process had no means 
to capture this success. Instead, the CFACC’s intelligence team developed a separate 
reporting mechanism to track the thousands of intelligence reports provided to co-
alition partners and reported these results to CENTCOM and OSD monthly, though 
that mechanism included only raw numbers without an effort to link those specific 
products back to supported outcomes or gaps. Modification of previously static pro-
cesses can occur, particularly when the supported commander is producing suc-
cessful outcomes. SOF has been moving toward the tracking of successful outcomes 
for more than a decade, identifying the right data to report, capture, and analyze to 
validate ISR apportionment. It is time for CCMDs, JTFs, and AOCs to follow suit by 
capturing and reporting indirect measures to inform ISR assessment.

Closing Intelligence Gaps (Right Intelligence, Right Place, Right Time)
Employing ISR effectively to close the highest priority intelligence gaps is a 

shared responsibility between CCMDs, the national IC, CFACCs, ISR platforms, 
PED, and intelligence fusion analysts. Each organization has a critical role to play. 
The CCMD plays the most important role by identifying the highest priority intel-
ligence problem in the form of PIRs. Cogent PIRs are the first link in crafting an ef-
fective ISR strategy. Developing the strategy to effectively employ ISR is a team 
sport comprised of CCMD ISR planners, CCMD intelligence analysts, AOC planners, 
ISR platform operators, AF DCGS planners, IC representatives, and intelligence fu-
sion analysts. ISR strategists and collection planners should evaluate all potential 
sources of intelligence based on timeliness, phenomenology, the availability of ana-
lytical assets, and relevant platform availability when aligning collection. Ideally, 
analytical elements such as AF DCGS should not “chase” airborne ISR collection but 
instead should analyze and exploit any and all sources available that will success-
fully answer the questions posed by the supported commander, questions ulti-
mately posed as operational and tactical objectives more easily translated into real 
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analytical priorities for a production element. In short, collection is not about infor-
mation from the air domain; it is about information for the air domain. The manage-
ment of these air assets is a necessary and important subcomponent of the process 
that also falls under the responsibility of the AOC with the support of tactical pro-
duction elements such as AF DCGS. When evaluating the ability of airborne ISR to 
satisfy intelligence requirements, ISR assessors consider the effectiveness of the 
intelligence product to satisfy a CCMD PIR as decomposed via a regularized taxonomy 
to operational and tactical ISR objectives. While this seems intuitive, ISR is rarely 
evaluated against the ability to produce intelligence products that close intelligence 
gaps. General Shanahan’s “go-do” provides a starting point: right intelligence, right 
place, and right time.

During a review of combatant command and AOC assessment approaches, each 
CCMD focused on quantitative reporting. The focus on quantity devalues the CC-
MD’s PIR, ISR strategy, and ISR objectives and returns ISR assessment to the trap 
identified by RAND, “too much emphasis on ‘bean counting.’ ”19 Now is the time to 
break this cycle. A number of best practices have emerged that will advance the tra-
decraft necessary to adequately assess ISR production against the desired metric of 
the three rights:

1.  US European Command (EUCOM) tasking to AF DCGS to provide a tailored 
postmission summary of each sortie’s ability to satisfy priority ISR problem 
sets. Many of these products have already elevated to the commander of EU-
COM, the secretary of defense, and one to the president of the United States.

2.  Unified approach in the US Pacific Command Theater between Pacific Air 
Forces/ISR, 613th AOC, and AF DCGS to craft dynamic lines of effort tailored 
to JFACC intelligence needs and theater PIRs and specifically called out and 
linked in all theater-generated intelligence products, a powerful first step to-
ward holistic ISR assessment.

3.  A partnership between US Air Forces Central Command (AFCENT), the 497th 
ISR Group, 693th ISRG, and 363rd ISRG to assess effectiveness of ISR sorties in 
the CENTCOM AOR to produce fused intelligence products immediately in-
gestible into AFCENT and supported JTF targeting processes, particularly dur-
ing the most recent campaign against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria.

4.  The 693rd ISRG national tactical integration (NTI) analyst experimentation 
with big data methods to assess the effectiveness of SIGINT sensors. NTI ana-
lysts used national IC-developed modeling tools intended for intelligence anal-
ysis to transform more than 10,000 lines of sortie data into a product capable 
of linking collection to prioritized PIR.

ISR assessment tradecraft has stagnated for years, but the technology and inter-
est are now present to generate a renaissance. Senior leadership must embrace and 
institutionalize these emerging practices immediately to optimize ISR employment 
in all theaters.
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Advancing ISR Assessment Tradecraft: Air Components Postured to Lead
Many of the preconditions necessary for success in ISR assessment are now pres-

ent. The arrival of Air Combat Command (ACC) as the owning ISR major command 
presents an important organizational backbone even as senior leadership at both 
the operational and strategic levels recognize the inadequacy of contemporary mea-
surements. ACC and theater air components are uniquely postured to develop this 
tradecraft in support of the CCMDs; while decision advantage and the Three Rights 
provide the starting point. Several straightforward steps should enable huge leaps in 
the tradecraft:

1.  Generate a US Air Force Warfare Center (USAFWC) process to collect, store, 
and advocate advanced ISR assessment tradecraft, to include invitations to 
SOF ISR professionals, with an eye toward influencing changes in both Air 
Force and joint doctrine.

2.  ACC would lead the writing of an updated ISR assessment concept of opera-
tions as the basis for codification of detailed ISR assessment practices in a fu-
ture 3-3 volume assembled by the USAFWC.

3.  ACC would partner with component major commands (MAJCOM), nonappro-
priated funds, combat support agencies, and the Office of the Director of Na-
tional Intelligence to codify requirements for the appropriate sourcing of intel-
ligence products, as well as the tagging and tracking of intelligence information. 
These efforts should link closely with the IC Information Technology Enterprise 
projects to deliver interoperable data repositories and collection capabilities 
while enabling advanced ABI tradecraft such as OBP and SOM.

4.  ACC would partner with component MAJCOMs and NAFs on near-term mate-
rial solutions to ensure data interoperability between intelligence production 
databases and AOC baseline systems for operational and ISR assessment.

5.  AF-A2 (ISR) and AF-A3 (operations, plans, and requirements), along with ACC, 
advocate to OSD and the Joint Staff for a policy to link CCMD ISR platform ap-
portionment and allocation, at least in part, to the CCMD’s ability to effec-
tively assess ISR based on operational outcomes (decision advantage) and abil-
ity to satisfy ISR objectives derived from PIRs (Three Rights).

Conclusion
As the United States moves to deal with instability in the Middle East, Africa, and 

Central Asia, it also must confront a rising tide of near-peer military competitors. At 
the same time, ISR collection technology has proliferated sufficiently to remove the 
substantial advantage the United States has enjoyed for decades. The primary 
American advantage in the future will rest on the ability of US decision makers to 
understand and react to emerging situations more rapidly than leaders in opposing 
states and groups. The key to building that decision advantage, though, is the ability 
to dynamically employ ISR across all domains and collection phenomenologies for 
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the benefit of the war fighter and the strategic decision maker. The DOD has 
reached a saturation point of ISR information; the time has come to harness the full 
capability of collection resources through improved ISR assessment at all levels: 
tactical, operational, and strategic. This new approach will require the use of im-
proved qualitative understanding of individual products, a deliberately linked op-
erational assessment process that considers the full scope of response options to en-
able supported commander-driven operational outcomes, and the efficient closure 
of intelligence gaps through an integrated big data approach. The sources and plat-
forms currently in use across the collection domains are sufficient in quantity; as-
sessment will make them sufficient in quality. 
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By now, most military leaders have heard about the development of autonomy 
in weapon systems and are aware of the vocal opposition from outside the 
DOD.1 Autonomy in weapon systems has been under development and con-

troversial for many years.2 Now, however, robotics and autonomous systems have 
been highlighted by the DOD as a centerpiece of the “third offset” strategy.3 This 
strategy seeks to ensure continued asymmetric combat advantage for the United 
States, with a particular focus on the incorporation of future technologies not easily 
replicated by competitor states or nonstate entities.4 The upcoming years are there-
fore a critical time in the research, development, and deployment of lethal autono-
mous weapon systems (LAWS) in the United States and throughout the world.5 
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The DOD’s push, along with recent technological developments, have triggered a 
broad and public discussion of concerns with LAWS, including direct opposition to 
their development. These concerns are of three general types: (1) the belief that 
risks associated with such new weapons outweigh benefits, (2) concerns about 
whether lethal autonomy violates the international law of war, and (3) doubts re-
garding the moral propriety of machines apparently making “discretionary” deci-
sions to take a human life.6

Execution Flexibility
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Figure. Continuum of Autonomy

Defining Autonomy
There are various ways to discuss autonomy in weapon systems. Outside of the 

technical literature, the term is less descriptive and more evocative—that is, term-
ing a weapon system autonomous does less to describe how it operates than it does 
to invoke ideas and concerns about its decision making and predictability.7 The def-
initions of the terms, and even the taxonomy of existing systems, are not always 
consistent among authors on the subject.8 Although precise definitions are critical 
for design and engineering purposes, understanding the debate about autonomy re-
quires an acknowledgement of these differing uses of the term, typically centered 
on ethically relevant subprocesses of the system as a whole; targeting, goal-seeking, 
and the initiation of lethality.

The perception of policy-relevant autonomy has two underlying elements. On 
the one hand, it references the target specificity given to the system in geographic, 
temporal, or descriptive characteristics. Thus, systems that are given a highly spe-
cific target designation by a person (that is, air-to-air missiles that attempt to identify 
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a specifically selected target by location, or the presence of jamming signals, or 
most defensive systems) are not considered autonomous.

On the other hand is execution flexibility, where systems that have tight con-
straints on available actions are considered nonautonomous. Examples include a 
land mine, trip-wire explosive, or defensive gun emplacement, as opposed to a ro-
botic tank ordered simply to “guard a perimeter,” which most would consider au-
tonomous. Devices with limited targeting but broad execution flexibility, such as a 
robot programmed to hunt down a particular individual in a geographic region, 
seem to encounter the same risk/benefit analysis and ethical intuitions as the no-
tional “fully autonomous system” or “robot soldier.”

Therefore, broad targeting specificity and expansive execution flexibility both 
tend to result in the characterization of a system’s behavior as autonomous. Both 
characteristics raise real or perceived concerns about the locus of decision making 
and predictability of the system.

Key Issues
There is a wide variety of topics related to the development and employment of le-

thal autonomous weapon systems. The numerous issues of this debate can be usefully 
divided into ones regarding (1) risks and potential benefits, (2) legal issues, and (3) 
moral/ethical concerns (see table). Positions vary in terms of nuance, but much of the 
primary discussion centers on whether a ban (international or unilateral to the United 
States) on the research, development, and deployment of LAWS is appropriate.

Potential Benefits

Military Capabilities

The potential value of LAWS in armed conflict is uncontroversial.9 With nonlethal 
military systems, traditional automation provides an immediate force multiplier by 
taking repetitive or analytically arduous tasks and removing the need to hire, train, 
and support personnel to perform them. Autonomous action is even more valuable 
as complex systems, incorporating learning algorithms and contextual awareness, 
allow for the automation of much more numerous and difficult tasks requiring judg-
ment and situational awareness, such as automated flight control.10 Additionally, 
autonomous systems will likely be capable of reacting substantially faster than hu-
mans. The initial reaction advantage of autonomous systems could snowball 
through cycles of reaction, creating a potentially insurmountable advantage in warfare.11

Leverage Civilian Technology

The focus on LAWS is also potentially beneficial for the United States because it 
capitalizes on current advances in civilian autonomous technology. The United States 
is a global leader in this area, and one of the imperatives of military technology is to 
maximize areas where an asymmetric advantage is available that is difficult for oppo-
nents to replicate. Investment in these areas of research and development (R&D) 
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may drive the development of industrial capacity and commercial innovation in a 
virtuous cycle. Military and civilian developments in autonomous capability there-
fore have a positive symbiotic relationship.12

Table. Taxonomy of the debate

Category of Concern Specific Issue Critical of LAWS Supportive of LAWS

Benefits and 
Risks

Benefits

Military capabilities Risk related to error and 
adversary action may 
outweigh benefits

Provides significant, and 
perhaps decisive, military 
advantage

Leverage civilian 
technology

Arms race with competitors 
not able to master technical 
side of militarization of 
civilian technology

Takes advantage of areas of 
US technology leadership; 
strengthens persistence of 
advantage

Ethical 
improvements

Will not be capable of 
ethical decision making

May improve on precision 
weaponry in protecting civilians

Risks

Likelihood of war/
Jus ad bellum

Lack of casualties will 
encourage leaders to 
engage in unlawful war

Generic objection that applies 
to development of any 
substantial military advantage

Arms race Triggers a wider arms race Peer development and civilian 
technology will result in LAWS

Asymmetric warfare Increases likelihood of 
strikes on civilians

Excessively generic objection; 
seems to blame victims for 
illegal attacks

Hacking/subversion Allows for hacking/
subversion

Allows continued operations 
without communications

Loss of command 
and control

Runaway escalation due to 
fast LAWS on both sides

LAWS likely restrictive rules 
of engagement; free-ranging 
persistent LAWS improbable

Judgment errors Decision making of the 
system is unpredictable

Reliability and predictability 
will reach human levels; no 
more required

Legal Issues

Weapons Law

Per se Because inherently 
indiscriminate, per se illegal

High-intensity conflicts 
make even unreliable LAWS 
conditionally legal

Distinction Unable to distinguish 
civilians

No negative emotions, human-
level decisions

Proportionality Cannot balance military 
advantage and collateral 
damage

Commander who sets into 
motion makes judgment, as 
current practice

Accountability No one held responsible for 
commission of war crimes

Excessive focus on criminal; 
same as other weapon 
malfunctions

Moral / Ethical Issues Demeaning to humanity for 
LAWS to determine death

LAWS don't make decision; 
commander who sets in 
motion does

Source: Multiple sources.
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Potential Improvements in Ethical Warfare

Both opponents and supporters of a ban on LAWS highlight the potential for au-
tonomous technology to facilitate compliance with the law of armed conflict—at 
least in some areas. LAWS are not susceptible to emotional effects such as shock or 
anger that may result in abuses by human soldiers. The presence of LAWS in mixed 
teams with human soldiers, particularly if LAWS have independent capacity to 
judge ethical conduct, may also temper the willingness and ability of those soldiers 
to engage in inappropriate or unlawful conduct.13

The use of autonomous weapon systems under circumstances where all or almost 
all of the potential targets are lawful, or have already been vetted, may arguably also 
provide humanitarian benefits. For example, if the alternative is between using a 
bomb and a robot soldier, the LAWS might be legally and ethically desirable, even if 
the autonomous system’s ability to distinguish noncombatants is unreliable. In this 
sense, autonomous decision making at the moment of lethal action may be an im-
provement on the precision of weapon systems, eliminating some of the error cre-
ated by imperfect intelligence and distance in time between the initiator and target.14

Potential Risks

Likelihood of War/Moral Hazard

A common concern is that the existence of LAWS encourages inappropriate ag-
gression. Although sometimes couched in terms of jus ad bellum, or the legal the-
ory of just war, this concern does not actually question the propriety of war initia-
tion.15 Rather, the argument is that LAWS would create a moral hazard for national 
leadership. If you suppose that current or future leaders are willing and desire to 
engage in unlawful war-making but are inhibited by the likelihood that it will result 
in military casualties, either for moral reasons or because of spin-off effects of those 
casualties, then LAWS might minimize these casualties and thus result in unlawful 
aggression.16 A counterargument, however, is that this objection is excessively ge-
neric. Any weapon system that minimizes casualties, or gives a substantial advan-
tage to one side in armed conflict, would seem to trigger this same moral hazard.17

Uncontrolled Arms Race

LAWS may also trigger wider arms races. This argument takes two forms. First, 
because of the tremendous tactical advantage associated with the development of 
LAWS, peer and near-peer competitors will be forced to develop increasingly so-
phisticated autonomous capabilities for their own weapon systems. Second, asym-
metric competitors, such as international terrorist organizations, who would other-
wise lack organic R&D to develop such systems, will gain access to the technology 
once it becomes widely used in warfare. In addition to the inherent instability asso-
ciated with arms race dynamics, competitors in both cases may have less incentive 
or less capacity to control the behavior of LAWS.18 Therefore, even the most ethical 
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development of LAWS by the United States may result in the development and 
fielding of indiscriminate LAWS.19

A number of counterpoints have been presented to this risk. First, some argue an 
arms race is already in progress, with peer and near-peer competitors developing au-
tonomous weapon systems, and US efforts are required simply to remain competitive. 
These nations will arguably refuse to adopt, or successfully evade enforcement of, 
any potential multilateral ban. Second, asymmetric competitors may be capable of 
leveraging technological development in the civilian sector, since some argue weap-
onization of some civilian technologies will be relatively easy.20

Asymmetric Warfare

The replacement of soldiers by LAWS also has the potential to increase attacks on 
civilian targets, particularly in the United States itself. Enemies of the United States, 
it is argued, will see no political or strategic benefit in attempting to fight if the 
United States is not suffering human casualties. These opponents are therefore in-
centivized to carry out attacks on civilian rather than military targets.21

Of course, as critics note, any generic technological advantage that makes US ser-
vice members less susceptible to enemy attack appears to create the same risk. In 
the same vein, one DOD analyst notes that this argument essentially “blames the 
victim” by discouraging the protection of soldiers because of the enemy’s presumed 
willingness to violate the laws of war by assaulting civilians. Finally, considering 
the history of nuclear strategy as well as terrorist targeting, both of which focus 
substantially on civilians, both near-peers and asymmetric opponents seem willing 
to place civilians in jeopardy if it serves strategic ends; therefore, the presence or 
absence of US casualties on the battlefield is arguably irrelevant.22

Hacking/Subversion

The reliance on autonomous systems increases the military’s vulnerability to 
hacking or the subversion of software and hardware. The replication of software, as 
well as the complexity and interdependence involved with widespread use of auton-
omous weapon systems could significantly magnify harm if a security vulnerability 
or exploitable system malfunction were acquired by an adversary. Potential conse-
quences could include mass fratricide, civilian targeting, or unintended escalation.23

One response to that argument, however, is that on-board autonomous capability 
may actually counter subversion or hacking of current and future remote systems. 
For example, an autonomous friend/foe system might refuse to fire on friendlies 
when receiving a spoofed set of instructions or an autonomous flight system might 
continue protective flight of a remotely piloted aircraft if the control link is dis-
rupted. Of course, even weapon systems that do not include autonomous capabili-
ties rely heavily on computer hardware and software. This automation does not 
seem markedly less susceptible to hacking and subversion, and the presence of au-
tonomy may make a system more resilient than an equally computerized but less 
internally controlled nonautonomous weapon system.24
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Loss of Command/Control

The literature also identifies a risk that the large-scale adoption of autonomous 
weapon systems may result in runaway escalation. The very interdependence, 
complexity, and flexibility of the system that allows it to perform complex mission 
sets may result in unpredictable and unintended lethality. In addition, the danger 
of uncontrolled escalation is significantly greater precisely because the speed with 
which LAWS are capable of decision making and action—one of the primary military 
advantages—creates a potential time delay between failure and corrective action. Fi-
nally, unlike idiosyncratic human decision making, software control systems may be 
replicated throughout the fleet of LAWS, and so the damage potential of a simultane-
ous failure by all similar LAWS in the inventory must be considered, not only the con-
sequences of a single system failure. Some analysts of LAWS envision an armed con-
flict that begins without either party intending it because of an initial error snowballing 
into a full-scale response, triggering automated response in a vicious cycle.25

The counterargument is that there is nothing inherently more destructive about 
autonomous weaponry; it is simply conventional weaponry directed by an autono-
mous system. Thus, it is not clear why autonomous systems would be more suscep-
tible to inadvertent escalation than humans under the same circumstances. Some 
also question the plausibility of a scenario in which numerous free-ranging autono-
mous weapon systems come into contact with one another while empowered to en-
gage in conflict independent of explicit human tasking or authorization.26

Judgment Errors/Accuracy

The final and most frequently cited risk is in the area of reliability and predict-
ability. For various reasons, almost all involved in LAWS analysis recognize the dif-
ficulties inherent in ensuring reliable decision making.27 Proponents of a ban gener-
ally take the position that the decision making of an autonomous weapon system is 
fundamentally or irreducibly unpredictable, thereby foregoing the need for re-
search to determine future reliability. For example, some argue that because no 
software can include an exhaustive description of all possible circumstances, it is 
impossible for an autonomous system to behave predictably outside highly con-
trolled circumstances. Others argue that the technology required for flexible auton-
omous operations will, by needs, be based on learning or self-altering algorithms, 
which may develop unpredictable behavior patterns invisible to the original design-
ers.28 Finally, there are concerns that, even if developed, ethical decision making 
would be a premium system not deployed by potential state and nonstate oppo-
nents of the United States in a prospective arms race, even if the United States reli-
ably employed it.29

Some experts, however, believe that an autonomous decision-making system may 
plausibly reach a level of reliability and predictability comparable to a human sol-
dier. The proponents of the technology argue that requiring absolute or logically 
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certain predictability from LAWS holds it to a higher standard than that applied to 
humans and risks failing to use a potentially more reliable system because it is not 
perfectly reliable.30 The question of decision-making performance is, however, inex-
tricably linked to a large number of disputes regarding the legality of LAWS. The na-
ture and performance of the autonomous system in making critical decisions about 
the propriety of the use of lethal force are the central issues addressed next.

Legal Issues

There are two areas of legal contention regarding autonomous weapon systems. 
The first area is the weapon system’s ability to comply with US obligations under 
international humanitarian law and rules of engagement (ROE).31 This is essentially 
an operational concern: Will the functioning of the weapon systems comply with 
the appropriate requirements? The second concern is less focused on function, but 
instead questions whether the use of LAWS will make it more difficult to hold par-
ties accountable for misconduct during armed conflict.32

Operational/Functional Laws
There are generally three areas of operational law that arguably affect consider-

ation of LAWS. First, there is the set of legal norms that governs the appropriate 
justification for the initiation of armed conflict, called jus ad bellum, as noted 
above.33 However, when critics and defenders address initiation of armed conflict, 
the critical issue is the potential for moral hazard rather than the law, as discussed 
previously under “Risks.” The second area of operational law classifies weapons 
themselves as lawful or unlawful. Finally, law governs conduct of operations during 
war, or jus in bello.34

Weapons Law

A weapons evaluation for compliance with the laws of armed conflict considers 
first whether a weapon is prohibited per se, or prohibited under all circumstances, 
under the law of war. This status adheres to weapons that are banned pursuant to 
treaty as well as to weapons that cannot comply with legal requirements under any 
circumstance or method of use.35 The first principal legal requirement is that the 
weapon does not cause suffering or injury beyond that required for a military purpose. 
For example, the use of glass ammunition is prohibited, without further evaluating the 
specific circumstances of use, because its use is considered to inflict unnecessary 
suffering. The second legal requirement is that weapons must be capable of being em-
ployed in a fashion to distinguish between military and civilian targets (which might 
be impossible either because of an incapacity to target or to control effects).36

Although some proponents of a ban on LAWS argue that such systems are per se 
illegal on the basis that they can never adequately distinguish between lawful and 
unlawful targets, opponents argue that this assertion ignores many lawful use sce-
narios.37 They point out that even “dumb” bombs and indirect artillery fires are not 
per se illegal, since they can be used under circumstances in which civilians are 
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not present; for example, to target a cluster of tanks in an unpopulated area. Like-
wise, even autonomous weapons without any capability to distinguish between 
combatants and civilians might be used under limited circumstances in combat 
zones without noncombatants.38 The resolution of this disagreement seems to turn 
on the likelihood of any scenario in which LAWS can perform at least equal to a hu-
man, with opponents of a ban pointing to the uncontroversial current use of over-
the-horizon, or sensor-based, targeting as an analogy, and proponents of a ban argu-
ing that these scenarios are extremely limited or unlikely.39

The second aspect of a weapon evaluation is based on the specific proposed uses 
of the weapon. In this case, each of the proposed uses of the weapon must be evalu-
ated for the weapon system’s compliance—under those sets of circumstances—with 
the law of war. This contextual evaluation primarily relies on the weapon system’s 
ability to comply with the principles of distinction and proportionality during ac-
tual operational use.40

Law of Armed Conflict/Jus in Bello

Although a variety of principles form the basis of the law of armed conflict (the 
DOD identifies five), most consideration of autonomous weapon systems has fo-
cused on the foundational principle of distinction and its related principle of pro-
portionality.41 The requirement to take feasible precautions is also frequently 
raised, but has generated little meaningful debate.42

Distinction

Distinction is the requirement that warring parties distinguish between military 
and civilian objects and personnel during the course of conflict and is considered 
customary international law.43 The primary concern, as discussed before, is that 
even if LAWS in principle are not per se indiscriminant, in practice they will simply 
be unable to distinguish between combatants and civilians.44 The difficulty of this 
task is agreed, by all sides of the debate, to be a particularly acute concern in the 
context of irregular warfare. In these conflicts, combatants may be embedded 
within the larger civilian environment, which creates extremely complex decision-
making scenarios.45

In addition, because LAWS lack empathy or human emotion, they are now, and 
may be in the future, unable to effectively determine the intentions of individuals 
on the battlefield, critical to distinguishing combatants and noncombatants. Con-
sider, for example, complex situations involving noncivilian noncombatants legally 
entitled to protection, such as surrendering, wounded, or incapacitated fighters.46

Defenders of the technology, at least in terms of its potential, point out that future 
autonomous weapon systems may be more capable of distinguishing between combat-
ants and civilians than human soldiers. Because LAWS’ capabilities are not degraded 
by the same stress and emotional intensity that affects the judgment of soldiers in 
combat, and because LAWS have no need for self-defense, they can respond more tol-
erantly to ambiguous circumstances than similarly situated soldiers. For example, they 
might delay their response to threatening actions until the initiation of active hostil-
ity.47 Also, governments interested in improving the accuracy of distinctions made by 
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such systems could employ shared standards of testing, as well as leveraging the ben-
efit of evaluation by ethicists of complex or difficult distinction decisions.48

Proportionality

Proportionality is the requirement that military action not cause excessive damage 
to civilian lives or property in relation to the military advantage to be gained from 
the action.49 On one hand, many argue the proportionality judgment that is re-
quired by this rule is inherently complex and flexible and thereby fundamentally 
beyond the capabilities of an autonomous system. When a decision maker consid-
ers the allowable collateral impact of a single action (like dropping a bomb), propor-
tionality requires understanding and integration of the surrounding circumstances 
of the immediate battlefield, as well as an overall strategic understanding of the 
goals of the military action in question. Additionally, determining whether collateral 
impact is excessive is arguably fundamentally inaccessible to LAWS because it em-
beds an irreducibly human judgment of reasonableness, which is a sort of rough-and-
ready appeal to the human faculty of common sense and shared human values.50

On the other hand, technology defenders envision the commander activating the 
LAWS making proportionality judgements about the expected collateral impact re-
sulting from activation of the entire system, drawing on previously established reli-
ability measurements developed for that purpose.51 When some critics have pointed 
out that such judgments are time-sensitive and cannot simply be preprogrammed, 
ban opponents have responded that ensuring their continued viability simply re-
quires time limits to avoid the aging of these judgments.52

Collateral damage estimates for current weapon systems are regularly made us-
ing objective data and scientific algorithms. Some supporters of LAWS thereby argue 
that modern warfare regularly involves individuals executing a kinetic action (that 
is, dropping a bomb or firing a missile) with little or no capability or requirement to 
assess the specific conditions of the target immediately before its destruction or to 
perform an instantaneous proportionality assessment.53

As previously noted, the commander who sets the LAWS in motion, plays a criti-
cal role in the legal responsibility for its resulting action. However, there remain 
questions whether that commander, or any other individual, could be held appro-
priately accountable for war crimes committed by such a weapon system.54

Accountability and Liability

Critics of LAWS have raised legal objections relating to the chain of accountability for 
the actions of these systems. Because machines are not ethical actors, if an autonomous 
system carried out an action illegal under the laws of war (a war crime), holding 
someone responsible for that decision could be difficult or impossible.55 Opponents 
of a ban counter that there is a long tradition of command responsibility for the ac-
tions taken by subordinates. If LAWS were used by a commander with the intention 
to commit a war crime, then the commander could be held responsible for that 
crime.56 Likewise, if the LAWS were intentionally designed or manufactured with 
the purpose of being used to commit war crimes, or with reasonable knowledge 
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that they would be so employed, then the designers or manufacturers could also 
bear criminal liability.

However, while this intent might generate responsibility, arguably war crimes are 
most likely to occur as a result of an unintended action by the autonomous system, 
not as an element of deliberate design. Although commanders are responsible for 
the reasonably foreseeable actions of subordinates, critics are concerned that com-
manders, designers, and manufacturers will be excused from such responsibility be-
cause of the fundamentally complex and unpredictable nature of autonomous deci-
sion making. In this view, victims of war crimes committed by LAWS will lack 
redress, creating a fundamental lack of justice and responsibility associated with the 
use of these weapons. For this reason alone, some argue, LAWS should be banned.57

Of course, some note that Soldiers ordered to perform an otherwise lawful mis-
sion could commit war crimes as well.58 While this still leaves some person crimi-
nally responsible for the misconduct, LAWS’ defenders counter that this analysis 
places an excessive focus on individual criminal liability. 59 They point out that the 
law has effectively managed responsibility for a variety of circumstances involving 
not fully predictable outcomes, such as the law regarding pet behavior or criminal 
negligence.60 Moreover, the law of state responsibility would seem to allocate legal 
responsibility and an obligation to provide appropriate redress to the belligerent 
state employing the LAWS, arguably making the establishment of individual culpa-
bility less urgent.61 The question of whether noncombatant victims of LAWS-related 
violence—whether intentional, collateral, or accidental—can receive justice leads to 
a larger question about the moral propriety of LAWS.

Moral/Ethical Issues

The potential for autonomous weapon systems to make decisions about whether 
to take human life has generated discussion of risks and benefits, as well as legal 
concerns, but it has also raised more fundamental questions. Some, including Chris-
topher Heyns, the United Nations Human Rights Council special rapporteur on ex-
trajudicial, summary, or arbitrary executions, have indicated that the very notion of 
machines making the decision to take a human life is morally problematic.62 As 
some describe, human dignity is at the core of the international law of human 
rights. Allowing a machine to make an independent judgment to take a life im-
pugns that dignity.63 Others argue that allowing machines to make the decision to 
kill treats human being as objects and denies their fundamental moral value.64

Ban opponents argue that moral intuition is based on excessive anthropomor-
phism of autonomous weapon systems, analogizing autonomous processing to hu-
man reasoning in a way that is unlikely to accurately reflect military technology 
within the foreseeable future. In their opinion, even a nondeterministic LAWS (that 
is, using a flexible learning algorithm) is not making a decision in an ethically 
meaningful sense any more than is an air-to-air missile or Patriot battery. Under 
this notion, the relevant decision to kill is made by the commander who assigns the 
LAWS its mission, sets limits in time and space, describes ROEs, and sets the LAWS 
into motion.65 As discussed, still others accept the LAWS as a decision maker in a 
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morally relevant sense but argue that, when deployed, it will make better ethical 
decisions than a human Soldier.66

Autonomy May Highlight Broader Concerns

There are at least three major areas where the risks and ethical issues raised by 
critics of LAWS are not unique to these systems. Supporters of LAWS argue that crit-
ics only associate these issues with autonomy because they either have not consid-
ered or do not fully understand the array of technologies and doctrinal structures 
that— without autonomy—already generate the circumstances that give rise to crit-
ic’s concerns. Specifically, even in the complete absence of autonomy, technologi-
cal disparities result in a tremendous and increasingly disproportionate risk (civil-
ian and military) between the United States and those enemies with whom we are 
currently engaged, producing the same moral hazard for decision makers. Likewise, 
along with reducing risk, stand-off weaponry of all types increasingly abstracts the 
initiator of lethal action from the individual killed in a way that raises fundamental 
questions regarding the dignity of individual human life. Finally, fragmentation of 
targeting and strike decision making is already characteristic of much operational 
tasking, and this mitigated character already complicates traditional notions of ac-
countability and responsibility.

However, dismissal of these three critiques because they are not unique to LAWS 
is profoundly misguided. The fact that risk disproportion, lethal abstraction, and 
mitigated decision making are characteristic of modern US warfighting, indepen-
dent of any particular technology, makes these critiques only more worthy of sub-
stantive engagement. Debate and discussion of autonomous weapon systems may 
bring into sharp focus risks and concerns—operational, legal, or ethical—which are 
characteristic of the entire host of evolving technologies and doctrines, and deserve 
engagement as constructive contributions on questions of national concern.

The United States’ current conflicts with nonpeer nations and peoples have high-
lighted the disproportion in risk between us and our opponents, among both mili-
tary members and civilian populations. While perhaps not significant in near-peer 
direct conflict (depending on the success of the third offset), such a disproportion-
ate impact may distort the decision-making calculus of both military and civilian 
senior leaders, particularly in light of a US population who has little concern for en-
emy casualties or social impact on enemy nations. This heightened willingness of 
US leaders to intervene militarily may be reflected in the national conversation by 
flexibility in adherence to traditional notions of sovereignty (responsibility to pro-
tect) or by a broadening of national self-defense (anticipatory self-defense). Recent 
decades may reflect a growing willingness to seek the achievement of otherwise de-
sirable political ends (replacement of a dictator or the prevention of ethnic abuses) 
via the application of military force precisely because its use risks so little in US mil-
itary casualties and the societal impact that makes war “hell” is not felt domestically.

In addition to contributing to the diminished risk discussed above, stand-off 
weapons—from cruise missiles to RPAs—create an increasingly abstracted and 
technologically mediated interaction between the initiator of lethal action and the in-
dividual killed. Many, both inside and outside the military, find the personalization of 
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each decision to take a life the necessary sacrifice that humanizes the ruthless reali-
ties of combat. As the military continues to develop human-machine teaming con-
cepts and technologies in a context much broader than LAWS, this moral insight may 
contribute to ensuring the final products reflect our national and personal values.

Finally, critiques of accountability of autonomous weapon activation suggest that 
the growing fragmentation of seemingly singular actions such as identify, target, or 
execute may have implications for accountability and responsibility, and that our 
traditional rules-based evaluations may not be keeping up with the changing char-
acter of war. While the military tradition of command attribution (making the com-
mander responsible regardless of personal involvement) may function to counter 
ethical complacency resulting from diffusion of decision making across a bureau-
cratic organization, it doesn’t resolve the absence of individual legal accountability 
identified by critics. Leaving aside autonomy, any modern kinetic strike may arise 
from a complex human-technological intelligence and targeting process, automated 
estimation of collateral impact, and group decision making, and may reasonably 
raise questions about the commander’s understanding of the reliability of the tech-
nology involved. Even actions seemingly indicative of criminal negligence may be-
come increasingly difficult to effectively prosecute, as each individual involved 
owns only a small portion of the overall compounded error.67

Summary
As seen in the table, the debate on LAWS is multifaceted with participants falling 

in a broad range from proponents supportive of LAWS development, to opponents 
seeking an outright ban—with many analysts falling between these extremes and 
focused on risk-awareness and comprehensive regulation. The discussion covers a 
wide variety of issues, including operational risk, legal factors, and overarching 
moral/ethical considerations. As commercial technology advances and the DOD 
continues to develop human-machine teaming and autonomy, LAWS will become 
ever more central to the US military’s competitive advantage. It is increasingly im-
portant that military professionals, outside simply the technical arena, understand 
the grounds of discussion and the arguments being advanced. Even when the cri-
tique presented is not unique to LAWS, it may reflect a meaningful engagement with 
continuing developments characteristic of US warfighting. Understanding the intu-
itions being expressed, along with a willingness to be flexible where appropriate, will 
allow military and civilian leadership to guide the armed forces’ development and 
employment of these and other weapon systems to ensure future warfare is con-
ducted in a manner consistent with American values while still maintaining the 
technological advantages which are the backbone of the American way of war. 
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It appears that the end of the traditional air operations center (AOC) as 
we know it is within sight. Lt Gen David Deptula, USAF, retired, one of 
the chief planners of the Operation Desert Storm air campaign, recently 

stated “. . . our ability to command and control (C2) air and space forces will 
be affected by three major interrelated trends: emerging threats, new technol-
ogies, and the velocity of information.”1 Air Force leaders actually described 
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this future C2 environment in their “Call to the Future” and the “Air Force 
Future Operating Concept (AFFOC)” describing the multidomain operations 
center (MDOC) of 2035, complete with new divisions, impressive resiliency, 
robust reach-back capabilities, and a smaller in-theater footprint, which left 
many asking, how can the Air Force get to that future state?2 Rapid informa-
tion flow and decision making will be critical, and modern organizational 
structures such as matrix and edge offer possible solutions. Furthermore, net-
work centric operations offer information-age organizations structures tailored for 
rapid information processing and utilization.3 The C2 of air mobility aircraft, a lim-
ited worldwide resource utilized yet split between multiple combatant commanders 
(CCDR), presents a particularly challenging problem set in light of these techno-
logical and organizational advances since the advent of the AOC. The purpose of 
this article, then, is to examine how the air mobility C2 enterprise might adapt its 
organizational structure to increase the speed of information flow between the glob-
ally minded 618th AOC and the regionally focused air mobility divisions (AMD). 
This research suggests that increasing the lateral ties between the 618th AOC and 
regional AOCs, while not a manpower savings, would increase the agility and infor-
mation flow through the air mobility C2 enterprise as a whole. A theater-specific 
reach-back cell within the globally focused 618th AOC might be a first step on the 
road to the future operating concept’s realities of 2035.

Background
The current AOC, a concept that is only a few decades old, is based on Air Force 

doctrine and rooted in a history of practices that have shown continual success in 
the crucible of combat. This organization takes a commander’s guidance and intel-
ligence and fuses it into a daily executable plan, more effectively utilizing airpower 
in support of theater objectives. However, the initial design of the AOC structure 
was somewhat limited by the technological capabilities of the time. For example, air 
tasking orders (ATO) were physically flown to aircraft operating locations instead of 
being sent electronically. Air Mobility Command’s (AMC) mobility aircraft are cen-
trally controlled through their worldwide-oriented Tanker Airlift Control Center un-
less these aircraft are transferred to a theater commander with an AOC able to as-
sume that role locally as a result of a request for forces from that theater 
commander. In that case, they’re controlled through that AOC’s air mobility divi-
sion, one of five specialized divisions spelled out in Air Force doctrine and under 
the command of the joint or combined forces air component commander in theater. 
This transfer normally happens when the aircraft perform tasks primarily in that 
one theater for typically more than a few weeks.

Due to increasing demands on air mobility aircraft, US Transportation Command 
(USTRANSCOM) has more recently advocated retaining operational control (OPCON) 
of aircraft it might have transferred to a requesting combatant command in the past. 
This recent approach mirrors that of similar-type civilian logistics operations that are 
centrally managed to maximize efficiencies by flowing resources to the point of need 
without having to navigate through time-consuming sourcing processes. Furthermore, 
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the acceleration of information availability has condensed decision timelines and 
changed how similar civilian organizations organize and perform, allowing them to 
react seemingly on a dime to changing market conditions anywhere.4 While retaining 
OPCON might help USTRANSCOM to meet the demand from multiple theaters, it 
also complicates command relationships and control responsibilities. This current 
challenge presents an opportunity to examine not necessarily changing the rela-
tionship between these entities, but the ways they pass information to assist in 
moving toward the predicted realities of 2035.

As early as the 1970s, organizational theorist Jay Galbraith’s research anticipated 
the information age and sought ways to gain organizational advantages in this new 
domain. He proposed that the amount of information processed between decision 
makers is proportional to the amount of uncertainty in a task. Uncertainty limits 
the ability of an organization to preplan or make decisions about activities in ad-
vance of their execution.5 His resulting organizational information process theory 
(OIPT) can inform the structure of not only commercial business, but also the C2 of 
military aircraft. How the C2 enterprise organizes around information flow and un-
certainty could play a key role in the ability of rapid global mobility to meet the na-
tion’s needs. As such, through the lens of OIPT, this research addresses the follow-
ing questions related to the structure of the air mobility C2 enterprise:

1.  What specific criteria determine the functions that can or should be performed 
at a central hub and which functions should be present in a regional entity to 
increase the speed and reach of information while decreasing equivocality?

2.  How might the structure of the air mobility C2 personnel be leveraged more 
effectively in a future information-driven, integrated planning, and execution 
cycle to increase the organization’s ability to respond to uncertainty?

Literature and Guidance on the Future of Command and Control
Joint Publication (JP) 3-30, Command and Control of Joint Air Operations, de-

scribes joint command and control practices for air operations and prescribes cen-
tralized control and decentralized execution: “Centralized control is giving one com-
mander the responsibility and authority for planning, directing, and coordinating a 
military operation or group/category of operations.”6 Further, decentralized execu-
tion delegates execution authority to subordinate commanders to keep up with the 
pace of operations and the uncertainty and fluidity of combat operations. JP 3-30 
also notes that decentralization enables mission command, allowing for subordi-
nates to take the initiative tactically based on clear instructions and commander’s 
intent. This flexibility is critical for the air operations C2, unique in speed, range, 
and flexibility. Missions with a higher degree of uncertainty are subject to a greater 
degree of decentralized execution, while highly sensitive air strikes would be sub-
ject to a greater proportion of centralized control. The keys to success are clear cen-
tralized guidance and resistance to over controlling, which hampers operator initia-
tive and effectiveness.7
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JP 3-17, Air Mobility Operations, recommends treating the rapid global mobility 
mission as a global enterprise: “Although it is not necessary for a single global orga-
nization to centrally control all air mobility forces, all commanders should envision 
air mobility as a global system capable of simultaneously performing intertheater 
and intratheater missions.”8 There is a clear delineation of control regarding intra 
and intertheater airlift between USTRANSCOM’s air C2 arm, the 618th AOC, or 
TACC and the theater AMDs. While these organizations differ in structure, there is a 
considerable overlap in function: “The AMD functions are similar to those of the 
618 AOC Tanker Airlift Control Center (TACC). The AMD’s theater focus is critical 
in teaming with the joint deployment and distribution operations center or joint 
movement center to coordinate and prioritize the phasing of intertheater and intra-
theater airlift requirements. The AMD has vast theater familiarity and is best able 
to assess requirements, allocate forces to meet those requirements, and when 
needed, seek USTRANSCOM augmentation.”9 Interoperability is considered critical 
between these two entities, “Effective support of the supported CCDRs mobility re-
quirements demands theater and continental US-based forces form a mutual part-
nership. This partnership must operate as an integrated force with interoperable 
planning, tasking, scheduling, and C2 systems.”10 For this partnership to function 
seamlessly, there must be clear, frequent communication and interoperability be-
tween the two entities. Current and former Air Force leadership have provided an 
outline of what this might look like.

In September 2015, the Air Force chief of staff office published its AFFOC where 
“many of the mission specific functions of 2015’s AOCs have merged or moved to 
geographically dispersed reach back cells with globally networked capabilities.”11 
Furthermore, “the AOC’s divisions, benefitting from new technology and use of dis-
tributed operations, have reduced their forward-deployed footprints and reorga-
nized.”12 This ideal vision of the future consists of agility, increased proficiency, and 
change to keep pace with the realities of the information age while reducing physi-
cal vulnerabilities. It also points at using C2 organization that can keep up.

In a 2014 interview, General Deptula stated, “Advancing threats demand that we 
move beyond large, centralized, and static C2 facilities. Replacing them with a mo-
bile, distributed C2 structure that can handle the same volume and diversity of in-
formation as today’s regional CAOC will call for a reappraisal of how we deal with 
information flow.”13 For example, today’s AOCs contain stovepiped divisions that 
task and execute assets using different software that often does not synchronize 
without manual assistance. These types of artificial roadblocks in information flow 
seem to be a symptom borne of the traditional AOC construct. “It is time to end the 
segregation inherent in the current combined air operations center organizational 
and process design and move to a much more integrated planning and tasking func-
tion.”14 In a constrained fiscal environment, General Deptula contends the Air Force 
cannot do this through the systematic AOC upgrades as originally intended by AOC 
creators. The Air Force must leverage its creativity to make a dramatic change in 
how it accomplishes C2.15
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Where Are We Headed?

The term net-centric warfare (NCW) has recently permeated the realm of military 
jargon. Many would classify NCW as the technology or systems linking a variety of 
worldwide sensors to create an integrated information network. However, according 
to David Alberts, a former American director of research with the Office of Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Networks and Information Integration, this is not NCW, but 
rather what enables it in the first place. NCW is about human and organizational 
behavior.16 Due to the increased proliferation of information technology and sensors 
across the battlespace, more information confronts the C2 enterprise than ever be-
fore. The most important focus of C2 is the need to manage that information.17 It is 
transparent to missions, force size, and geography. Moreover, NCW does not focus 
on network-centric computing and communications, but rather on information 
flows, the nature and characteristics of battlespace entities, and how they interact.18 

Because certain types of information flow differently, the type of information pres-
ent in an organization, in this instance, should play a role in how an organization is 
structured to enable NCW. There is a theory that focuses directly on information 
flow within organizations.

Organizational Information Process Theory

In the midseventies, Galbraith published a theory regarding information flow 
called organizational information process theory. The basic proposition follows that 
the degree of uncertainty correlates to the amount of information that needs to be 
processed between decision makers to obtain a given level of performance.19 Further-
more, if the task is well-defined before execution, then much of the task can be pre-
planned, much like what an operational plan attempts to accomplish. Organizational 
structures should be designed according to an overall strategy. In hypothetical organi-
zations, tasks are divided into subtasks that require specialists, and integrating the 
subtasks around the completion of the main task is crucial. To integrate subtasks, an 
organization creates integrating mechanisms. These include rules and programs for 
more predictable tasks, a hierarchy for greater uncertainty, or targets and goals for an 
even higher degree of uncertainty. Each has its virtues, but the ability of an organiza-
tion to successfully utilize mechanisms depends on the frequency of exceptions that 
must be decided by the hierarchy and the capacity of the hierarchy to handle them. 
As uncertainty increases, an organization can either limit or increase information 
processing. There are two strategies for each, with the eventual goal being a reduced 
requirement for hierarchy intervention, assuming that the limiting factor is organiza-
tional ability to process unanticipated, consequential information.20

In reducing information processing, two strategies are the inclusion of slack re-
sources and the creation of self-contained tasks. Slack resources simply do not com-
pliment operational agility in the employment of airpower. The second method—
self-contained tasks—creates multiple suborganizations, each with its complement 
of specialties. The method shifts the basis of the authority structure from one based 
on input, resources, skill, or occupational category to one based on output or geo-
graphical categories.21 This approach applies to the network of regional AOCs, but 
the cost is the loss of utilization of economies of scale. This is also why there is 
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tension over the control of air mobility assets between the respective regional and 
global AOCs.

To increase information processing, two strategies are establishing vertical infor-
mation systems and creating lateral relations. Vertical information systems create a 
formal language that simplifies decision making. This simplification manifests itself 
in the Air Force through systems such as the joint operation planning and execu-
tion system. The authors posit that if the data is formalized and quantifiable, then 
this strategy is viable, yet ambiguous data may prove unable to clear up confusion. 
The lateral relationship strategy brings decision making down to where the infor-
mation exists but does not reorganize around self-contained groups. As uncertainty 
increases, lateral relationships can develop from simple, direct contact all the way 
to a matrix organization. The cost of this approach is an increased amount of per-
sonnel in integrating and managerial roles. In conclusion, when confronted with 
increased uncertainty, the authors state that if an organization does not choose a 
strategy, decreased performance will be virtually automatic.22

Further research on Galbraith’s OIPT by media richness theorists Richard L. Daft 
and Robert H. Lengel shows that organizations process information to eliminate un-
certainty, or the lack of information and equivocality, which refers to information 
that is unclear or of poor quality.23 Furthermore, researchers found that face-to-face 
meetings resolved equivocal data thoroughly by interpretation of nonverbal cues. 
With unequivocal data, an email or document was sufficient. This simple frame 
shows that determining the structure of an organization is more than just process-
ing information to reduce uncertainty. Building on Galbraith’s research, Daft and 
Lengel aimed to show that organizations can be structured to provide information 
with suitable richness to reduce equivocality as well as uncertainty. Information 
richness is defined as information with the ability to change understanding within a 
certain time interval. Viewed on a spectrum, group meetings provide the highest 
return on equivocality reduction, while offering typically only a small amount of 
raw information exchange. On the opposite end, rules and regulations pass large 
amounts of information but do little to reduce equivocality. The best blends are lo-
cated in the middle of these two types of information exchange.24

Differentiation, meaning the different language, goals, and culture that evolve in 
different groups within an organization, influences equivocality. Equivocality is 
highest when differentiation is great, and organizational structure should allow for 
discussion and resolution of conflicts between interdependent departments. That 
said, the characteristic that most influences uncertainty is the strength of interdepen-
dence between departments, or how much two departments depend on each other.25 
Departments with low interdependence experience more autonomy and stability.

In a 2011 interview, Galbraith stated that many international organizations are 
going to a matrix structure to contend with added complexity, and that complex or-
ganizational structures built to keep up with the demands of the world are starting 
to be seen as a strength. This foreshadows the world of twenty-first-century military 
operations, where complex coalitions and anti-access/area denial environments be-
come more common. Furthermore, Galbraith stated that process, along with struc-
ture, is what makes complex organizations work.26 The more complex the structure, 
the more critical the process becomes. Reflecting on the AFFOC, it seems that the 
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ATO cycle will become much more adaptive to rapidly updated information. Gal-
braith’s words indicate that C2 organizational design should take a more adaptive 
and agile approach, but to determine just what that organizational changes might 
be made, it is important to determine what types of information are present now 
and how current organizations relate to each other.

Research Method Analysis

Semistructured interviews were chosen as a research method for this project. 
Upon receiving Institutional Review Board approval and obtaining conformed con-
sent from participants, 17 interviews with C2 experts were conducted. The average 
length of each interview was approximately one hour. The interviews included nine 
participants with experience as either an AMD chief or a director of mobility forces, 
five with C2 experience outside the AMD, and three participants with AMD experi-
ence. Participants had experience at six different AOCs. The interviews were re-
corded, transcribed, coded, and analyzed for answers to the specific research ques-
tions. Not all participants were asked the same questions because, for example, 
certain AMD questions would not pertain to non-AMD personnel. The following is a 
synopsis of the responses from the research regarding the research questions:

Table. Subjects related to Organizational Information Process Theory and location 

Subjects Percentage

Success using reach-back with all AMD positions 0 percent

Success using reach-back with some AMD positions 92 percent

Success integrating entire AMD into AOC divisions 92 percent

Success keeping some AMD entity within AOC 100 percent

Leaders overloaded with information/decision requirements 0 percent

More AMD differentiation with the 618th AOC 75 percent

More AMD interdependence with the 618th AOC 41 percent

AMD deals with more equivocality than a lack of information 75 percent

Lateral relationships highly important for success 65 percent

Face-to-face interaction needed to resolve equivocality 60 percent

Face-to-face interaction not significant to resolve equivocality 20 percent

Results Related to Air Mobility Command and 
Control Task Location Research Question

1.  Most participants responded that using reach-back with some AMD positions 
would be successful.

2.  Regarding physical positions in the AMD, aeromedical evacuation (AE) team 
members needed to be near other AMD personnel due to the typical urgency 
of their operations. Having air mobility expertise close to the ATO integrator 
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was also preferred. Also, a requirements team synchronized with the strategy 
division would benefit contingency operations, although this didn’t necessar-
ily mean the two would be in close physical proximity. The air refueling con-
trol team (ARCT) was often located with the combat plans division already. 
Furthermore, no leadership interviewed proposed that the ARCT be moved, 
nor airlift execution.

3.  Most participants responded that they were more likely to talk face-to-face 
with personnel who were located physically nearby to their position. Specifi-
cally, participants would rather walk a short distance across a building than 
use a phone call or email to resolve equivocality, although email was a pre-
ferred method for record keeping.

4.  Most participants pointed out that while C2 training was imperative, experi-
ence was much more significant in increasing information flow while mini-
mizing equivocality. Specifically, experience in a specific location assists is re-
ducing task equivocality and lack of information, with equivocality generally 
more common.

5.  Regarding reach-back or distributed operations, AMD members encountered 
slower support or products that were different from what they had requested, 
which they attributed to different schedules and the lack of accountability for 
geographically separated organizations.

Results Related to Organizational Structure Research Questions
1.  Some AMD entity within the theater AOCs is essential, and integrating the en-

tire AMD into other AOC divisions would hurt the air mobility C2 enterprise. 
While leaders acknowledge the value of lateral relationships, the synergies 
gained from having at least some air mobility experts working alongside each 
other outweigh potential gains of integrating the entire AMD into the remain-
der of the AOC. Yet gains have been realized in AOCs where air mobility lead-
ers made the choice to embed personnel in other divisions. Strategy embeds 
seemed especially valuable, as AMD members were able to positively influ-
ence planning efforts earlier in the process. Defining command relationships 
amid these lateral moves proved difficult. Others observed success from a 
more complicated matrix structure.

2.  Leaders have an appropriate balance of information/decision requirements, 
with the caveat that when operations moved from phase zero/one into phase 
two, there is a high potential for overload due to manning for phase zero/one 
operations. Most decisions within an AMD would occur with relevant mem-
bers present in a face-to-face meeting.

3.  Most AMD participants responded that more differentiation existed between 
the AMD and the 618th AOC than between the AMD and other AOC divisions. 
Although much of the language between the AMD and the 618th AOC was 
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similar, the varied goals and timelines between the two contributed to vast 
differentiation. It was rare for AMD personnel to interact face-to-face with 
members from other divisions outside of formal planning meetings. This re-
sulted in some unfamiliarity with the other missions being carried out in the-
ater, but did not appear to detract from accomplishing required AMD tasks.

4.  Only slightly more interdependence existed between the AMD and parent 
AOCs. AMD personnel were, however, especially dependent on the 618th AOC 
when performing hub and spoke airlift operations because intertheater air-
craft set the timing for the operation, proving difficult due to competing the-
ater requirement priorities and the somewhat inflexible nature of worldwide 
mobility requirements.

5.  Most AMD participants responded that they usually dealt with more equivo-
cality than the lack of information, typically from requirements and tasks 
from geographically separated organizations. Furthermore, most participants 
responded that face-to-face interaction offered media richness much higher 
than other forms (video teleconference, telephone, and email) when resolving 
equivocality.

6.  Most participants responded that lateral relationships were highly critical to 
ensure mission success. Requirements usually appeared via computer soft-
ware, but did not necessarily paint a comprehensive picture. AMD members 
preferred talking face-to-face to liaisons, but sometimes called units to clarify 
on more complex missions. The units—Deployment and Distribution Opera-
tions Center (DDOC) and AMD—were seldom collocated, creating equivocality. 
Members favored collaborative information sharing websites but sometimes 
felt that finding the desired information usually took too much time. The real 
difficulty became contacting the correct person. Forming relationships quickly 
was deemed of the utmost importance from all interview participants.

7.  Many, but not all AMD members, had an understanding of how the 618th AOC 
functions. When acquiring information from the 618th AOC, unfamiliar mem-
bers usually called a friend or a previous contact. AMD members calling the 
618th AOC were often confused and handed off from person to person to get 
answers. AMD-specific information did not often travel far outside the divi-
sion, and members repeatedly found themselves answering the exact same 
questions over and over. The lack of a mirror organizational structure at the 
618th AOC made it difficult to interpret information flow, acquire information, 
or eliminate equivocality. Additionally, most participants identified slow re-
sponse times from the 618th AOC to geographic AOC requests for information.

8.  Many were concerned about inadequate resiliency at the 618th AOC under the 
threat of a cyber attack. This, combined with observed slower reaction speed 
from a geographically separated organization, was the chief, but not the only rea-
son, why leaders and AMD members alike were skeptical of AMD reach-back.

9.  AMD members saw no need for a traditional full AMD staff intheater. Because 
many AMD tasks are similar day-to-day, personnel felt that some kind of dedicated 
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reach-back entity in the United States might be more efficient and could serve 
multiple theaters if needed, as long as this reach-back entity was dedicated to 
the AMD it served to ensure rapid support and provided overlapping but not 
identical business hours for non-24-hour AMDs.

10.  Non-AMD members felt AMD personnel were generally in sync with other 
divisions, but believed air mobility expertise in their division would be well 
utilized. This embedding of personnel is something that happens occasion-
ally with members of other communities.

11.  Leaders were encouraged by information sharing across different AMDs, but 
saw more improvement opportunities such as a weekly update or at the very 
least some sort of shared information exchange space.

Research Results with Respect to Models
According to the model, the need for lateral relationships is amplified at the 

618th AOC due to the increased differentiation. The observed theme that the 618th 
AOC is generally not responsive enough to theater needs might be due to a defi-
ciency in the amount of lateral relationships and rich media exchange between the 
AMDs and the 618th AOC. One might infer that, although reach-back operations to 
a central C2 entity might eventually yield a manpower savings, the chief motiva-
tion for such a change should be an increase in lateral relationships, such as those 
present at the geographic AOCs between the AMDs and their partner divisions. 
Such relationships could be the key to confronting increased information flow while 
reducing equivocality.

Conclusions
Overall, these findings suggest that increasing the lateral ties between the 618th 

AOC and regional AOCs would increase the agility and reduce uncertainty through 
the air mobility C2 enterprise as a whole by improving the flow of rich information. 
This study’s research questions centered on physical location for air mobility C2 
tasks, as well as what adjustments to the current air mobility C2 organizational 
structure best improve information flow to reduce uncertainty. In regard to the first 
research question, the results indicate that deciding which tasks should be per-
formed in a theater AOC and which tasks could be performed via reach-back or dis-
tributed operations depends mostly on the definition of those tasks. Easily defined 
tasks are ideal for accomplishment via reach-back. Furthermore, those tasks that of-
ten require clarification, rapid changes, or joint and coalition interaction are best 
suited for the theater AOC. Interviews revealed that AMD personnel contend with 
more equivocality than uncertainty, and most equivocality exists between entities 
that are geographically separated and different, specifically the 618th AOC. Tasks be-
tween the DDOC and AOC, another source of equivocality, are delivered by an elec-
tronic vertical information system. By moving functions such as requirements and 
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planning, which sometimes deal with unclear information, to a reach-back entity, 
their ability to clarify those requirements remains virtually unchanged since they 
were usually separated from their DDOC in theater. Other sources of equivocality 
are from both a lack of familiarity with the 618th AOC and unclear information 
from organizations within the theater. The increased efficiency of a theater-focused 
reach-back cell at the 618th AOC could help eliminate equivocality between the the-
ater AMD personnel and those at the 618th AOC, while allowing for additional man-
power in the theaters for another purpose.

Regarding the second research question, interviewees from outside the AMD fre-
quently steered toward lateral relationships between divisions inside AOCs as a fac-
tor in their success. These included air mobility personnel, eliminating much of the 
lack of clarity of information and smoothing the seams between divisions during 
operational planning. With more differentiation between the AMDs and the 618th 
AOC than there is between the AMDs and the other AOC divisions, a strengthened 
lateral relationship between the AMDs and the 618th AOC could be advantageous. A 
chief cause of their differentiation is their contrasting goals.

The danger here is the possible splitting of control between two Airmen. The risk 
to the mission will depend on the fidelity of the process developed in place of the 
current AMD process, and the fidelity and resiliency of the communications be-
tween the two entities. These arrangements would need to be worked out between 
CCDRs and AMC to ensure a single air commander in theater over mobility forces 
OPCON to that command.

Recommendations for Air Mobility Command and Control
The AFFOC spends considerable time expounding on both rapid global mobility 

and C2, including the assumption that our information-handling capacity needs to 
increase. Moreover, it explains that MDOC Airmen will need to be able to integrate 
global assets with those already in theater.27 This project, while seeking to optimize 
information flow and organizational structure, is ultimately about a path to the pro-
jected realities of 2035.

A proposed first step in developing an optimal organizational structure could be 
to develop a theater-focused reach-back cell at Scott AFB, Illinois in support of the-
ater mobility operations. These Airmen, during phase zero/one operations could 
perform a theater airlift requirements and planning function, along with AE func-
tions. Tanker personnel would remain in theater due to close ties with other divi-
sions. This reach-back division of geographic AMDs, which would essentially per-
form the easily defined tasks with little to no equivocality and almost no 
face-to-face interaction with coalition or joint members, would be led by a colonel, 
as other divisions in an AOC to separate this intratheater mission from the general 
intertheater mission of the 618th AOC. It would be highly critical that the same ex-
ercise participation at the geographic AOCs continue unaffected by this change, be-
cause such exercises establish trust for the 618th AOC as a responsive partner.

This, however, would not be planned as a manpower savings change, as any sav-
ings would be used to increase the degree of lateral relationships across the global 
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C2 enterprise. AMD chiefs would remain in theater along with their smaller but 
more integrated AMD. The mobility Airmen essential to each theater would remain 
in place, working on harder-to-define tasks and ensuring the success of the execu-
tion of air mobility assets in theater. The amount of personnel present in theater 
would need to be capable of requirements, plans, and AE functions for a short time 
in the case of an attack on the 618th AOC, but at a phase zero/one operations tempo.

 A critical piece of this proposal is the ability to rapidly deploy elements of the 
reach-back cell in the case of a contingency. Such a reach-back cell would be effec-
tive and efficient in phase zero or even phase one, but once beyond that, the effec-
tiveness of such an entity would be questionable due to rapidly changing conditions 
in the AOR. A theater AMD needs to be responsive to the CFACC’s scheme of ma-
neuver, and this becomes increasingly difficult to accomplish from a reach-back lo-
cation during a contingency. With the lateral relationships built at the steady-state 
reach-back location, some members could deploy forward when needed, eliminat-
ing the increased information backlog by shifting the balance of lateral relation-
ships to the theater.

Final Remarks
The speed and reach of information across organizations is the key to meeting 

future C2 needs. The C2 structure must be such that leadership is not overloaded 
with information and decision requirements when exceptions arise. Tasks that can 
be preplanned should be, but as experts predict, tasks are increasingly uncertain, 
requiring increased information processing capability. Differentiation leads to 
equivocality and can be best solved through optimized organizational structure. 
Complex organizational structures are better poised to confront complex informa-
tion requirements, but demand enhanced processes for success.

According to the majority of research subjects, at best, most AMD tasks can be 
performed from a central location, and at worst, at least a few can. But should they?  
Interviews have shown that easily-defined tasks are the best candidates for trial in 
the near future. AMC and USTRANSCOM aim to solve the challenge of supporting 
multiple COCOMs with limited resources. The 618th AOC sought to alleviate this 
problem by placing a liaison in theater AOCs, but complications appear to persist. 
The ongoing restructure of the 618th AOC may also assist in this effort. Having a 
theater planning element or even a staff of theater liaisons in the 618th AOC, while 
not reducing the overall C2 manning requirement, could perform easily defined 
tasks and act as an information conduit that reduces the equivocality and differen-
tiation between the 618th AOC and theater AOCs. This element would assist in 
building a more agile air mobility enterprise in support of geographic COCOMs and 
help the enterprise take another step into the future of airpower C2. 
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Answering the two questions regarding the application of airpower is essential 
to the modern international security environment. The twin inquiries of 
how airpower should be applied (doctrine) and to what purpose (strategy) 

defines and describes the contribution of airpower to international conflict. In light 
of the role that airpower continues to play in the international security system, it is 
necessary to articulate a clear strategy for the future of the domain and how best to 
employ airpower in the associated international security paradigm.
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The current threat environment places airpower at an inflection point. The strat-
egy that the Air Force and airpower advocates will become increasingly aimed at 
what might be termed an Expeditionary Trinity, wherein airpower combats emerg-
ing threats, in emerging locations, with both sides employing emerging capabilities 
to achieve strategic objectives. By discussing the types of engagements in which 
politicians choose to employ airpower, and by analyzing the character of the cur-
rent international security system, not only will the Expeditionary Trinity continue 
to gain in strategic importance, but that airpower—and more specifically the Air 
Force—will, by necessity, become the preeminent tool in sustaining American na-
tional security interests.1  Equally important, the continued demands of expeditionary 
operations have serious implications for military readiness and the manner in which 
the Air Force organizes, trains, and equips Airmen to employ combat airpower.

Interests and Interventions
According to Carl von Clausewitz, the most important task that statesmen and 

commanders have to accomplish is the proper identification of the “kind of war on 
which they are embarking; neither mistaking it for, nor trying to turn it into, some-
thing alien to its nature.”2 In strategic terms, one must correctly identify the nature 
of the conflict to develop and employ a strategy that can logically connect the avail-
able means to the appropriate military ways that achieve the desired political out-
comes.3 Failure from the outset to properly identify the nature of a conflict ensures 
mission failure, as the devised ways will be designed incorrectly.4 What are some-
times considered second- and third-order effects might rightly be considered fail-
ures in strategic planning owing to incorrectly assessing the nature of conflict. A 
military built for—and employing combined arms—warfare will likely prove inef-
fective waging irregular combat against unconventional forces.

While the military views the nature of wars according to a spectrum of conflict 
(see figure) which reflects the level of exertion required to achieve political output-
based objectives, an alternate method of viewing conflict is based on the magnitude 
of a threat aimed at input-based levels of interest. Proposed shortly after the Cold 
War, political author Donald Nuechterlein’s conception of national interests in-
cluded survival, vital, major, and periphery interests, where survival interests are 
existential threats that—if they cannot be overcome—are likely to result in the end 
of a state.5 Only the War of 1812 and the Cold War represent this type of threat in 
US history. Below survival are vital threats, those which are so important to political 
leaders that compromise is unacceptable such as unconditional surrender in World 
War II or the Civil War.6 Each of these interests resides clearly in the orange/red ma-
jor theater war and greater area on the spectrum of conflict and thus represent se-
curity threats for which the DOD must always be prepared to address. Below vital 
are major interests, something that a country considers “important but not crucial 
to its well-being.”7 Major interests could range from stability in foreign countries to 
freedom of the seas. Least important to national security are periphery interests, 
those that do not impact the security of the United States but may be important to 
private interests.8 Major and periphery interests lie in the green and yellow area of 
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the spectrum of conflict, issues that could result in military action, but by and large 
are not issues directly related to the national security of the United States.
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Figure. Spectrum of conflict. (Figure adapted from Army Vision 2010 (Washington, DC: Headquarters, De-
partment of the Army, n.d.), 5, https://rdl.train.army.mil/catalog-ws/view/100.ATSC/CE5F5937-49EC-44EF 
-83F3-FC25CBOCB942-1274110898250/aledc_ref/army_vision_2010.pdf)

Since 9/11, the most common use of the US military is of the low-threat nature, 
and this represents a perpetuation of military employment rather than a deviation 
from historical norms. According to the Congressional Research Service, since 11 
September 2001, there have been 73 instances of the employment of US armed 
forces overseas.9 By generously including each successive use of force authorization 
for Iraq and Afghanistan (as opposed to counting the entire 16-plus years in Afghan-
istan as a singular use of force), 50 uses are for low-threat to national security en-
gagements from the left side of the spectrum of conflict, and 23 uses for Iraq and 
Afghanistan. This two-to-one ratio for low-threat engagements only increases if one 
chooses any alternate date in US history as far back as 1798.10  The regular pattern 
of employment of US armed forces is for intermittent periods of vital interstate war-
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fare (World War I and II, Korea, Vietnam, and the Gulf War) surrounded by low-threat 
conflict at the level of major national interests. The fact that American politicians 
have chosen to employ the military element of national power most frequently on 
major interest issues at the low end of the spectrum of conflict does not imply that 
conventional warfare between near-peer states and the vital or survival level of in-
terests should be discounted, but rather that a military that is both effective and ef-
ficient requires honest appraisal of both the most dangerous and the most likely 
uses of force in conflict. Short of invasion, which hasn’t occurred in the United 
States since 1812, states choose when to engage in war, and American politicians 
choose to engage primarily in low-spectrum conflict.

In the context of defining the operational environment, low-threat conflict 
should be considered permissive. For the sake of this article, a permissive operating 
environment is considered one in which US forces have freedom of action to con-
duct missions across domains. A permissive environment does not mean that forces 
are entirely secure, only that employed components (air, land, or maritime) can 
conduct operations at a time and place of their choosing. Permissive operating envi-
ronments are a defining factor of what expeditionary operations have become.

The evolution of the expeditionary Airman could not have been foreseen when 
the original air expeditionary force (AEF) concept was being developed and imple-
mented in the 1990s. The AEF was a construct designed in a unipolar international 
security setting, with early contingency response groups designed to transition 
from the battlefield to the airfield rather than a dirt patch to expeditionary opera-
tions.11 As envisioned, an AEF would represent prepackaged airpower capabilities of 
30–40 aircraft from units that had trained and deployed together previously, ready 
to provide regional combatant commanders, then known as regional commanders-
in-chief, “rapid, responsive, and reliable airpower” tailored Air Forces.12

In operations such as Northern and Southern Watch, squadrons would deploy ac-
cording to predefined schedules, conduct operations, redeploy, and reconstitute as 
a unit to air bases manned by either individually deployed or permanent party 
members such as Inçirlik Air Base, Turkey. By 2016, the only remaining vestige 
from the 1990’s conceptual model is that flying squadrons deploy together (but not 
with other units with whom they have trained) on cycles, sometimes. For most of 
the expeditionary Airmen engaged in operations around the globe, however, de-
ployments are single endeavors by single Airmen, so much so that by 2016, the in-
coming Air Force chief of staff, Gen David Goldfein, criticized the habit of individu-
ally deploying Airmen as inhibiting unit cohesion and mission effectiveness.13 
Although the officers that crafted the AEF model recognized in advance that the 
construct would represent a “journey, not a destination,” the direction that expedi-
tionary airpower evolved was not, and likely could not have been, anticipated in 
the relatively stable unipolar world in which the AEF was created.14  In contrast to 
known threats in recognized locations with a traditional force structure (for example, 
the Iraq and Middle East traditionally combined an arms warfare approach in the 
Gulf War), expeditionary operations have evolved emergently, neither solely respon-
sive nor continually proactive, but often a combination of both simultaneously.
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The Expeditionary Trinity’s Who and Where: Emerging Threats and Locations
From the counterinsurgency in Iraq through the surge in Afghanistan, to the Arab 

Uprising, al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula or the Islamic State, airpower remains 
the first and often enduring response to emerging threats and, as the recent examples 
of Sirte and Mosul demonstrate, can prove effective when combined with ground-
based special operations forces. The fact that airpower is the politically preferred 
military means to combating emerging threats is not in and of itself surprising; air-
power has always enjoyed a shorter response time over land and maritime powers 
as well as a reduced risk of US casualties. What is surprising is how emerging 
threats and emerging locations have worked in concert to demand airpower persis-
tence where previously only airpower projection was required.

In the last decade, expeditionary airpower operations have typically focused on 
nonstate actors or weak states. Organizations such as the Taliban, various al-Qaeda 
affiliates across three continents—the Islamic State, Boko Haram and others—have 
been the predominant target of airpower operations, with occasional efforts against 
weak states such as Libya adding variety. Because weak states can collapse quite 
suddenly, frequently creating the vacuum necessary for nonstate actors to arise, the 
use of force against nonstate and weak state actors is a characteristic of emerging 
locations. The Arab uprisings of 2011 illustrate this point precisely, where a revolu-
tion in Tunisia rapidly expanded to encompass all of North Africa and the Sahel. 
Everywhere in the region that weak states collapsed, including Libya, Mali, Mauri-
tania, and others, emerging threats have flourished, with al-Qaeda in the Islamic 
Magreb (AQIM) and the Islamic State spreading as far as Western and sub-Saharan 
Africa following the trail of collapsing states.15 By the fall of 2016, only in Tunisia did 
a stable government rule, and even the Tunisians are under assault from AQIM, Is-
lamic State in Iraq and Syria, and homegrown terrorists, with dozens of attacks 
grabbing international attention.16

As weak or collapsed states are often without large foreign support, in geographi-
cally isolated areas where the government is unable to effectively control contested 
regions, in many cases violent extremist organizations (VEO) represent threats to 
major (important, but not crucial) interests rather than vital, and assuredly not 
survival, to US national security and are therefore perfect targets for expeditionary 
airpower. Furthermore, where VEOs are concerned, one of the chief difficulties in 
defeating threats in the expeditionary environment is the fleeting nature of success. 
An organization defeated in one location can quickly reconstitute in another location, 
or even as another organization, demanding yet more American effort to suppress 
the VEO. The ability of VEOs to rapidly reconstitute using modern multimedia re-
cruiting methods from virtually any ungoverned location requires an ever-increasing 
demand for building partner capacity (a core military mission) in new locations 
with the hope that weak states can eventually secure their territory without American 
military assistance.

While VEOs pose the most recognizable emerging threats, they are certainly not 
alone. In the last several years, emerging threats have included disease outbreaks, 
cyberattacks, natural disasters, and humanitarian crises, with some of these other 
types of emerging threats leading directly to increased threats from VEOs. The West 
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African Ebola outbreak of 2014 was quickly assessed as a rapidly emerging threat to 
US security interests, and necessitated an expeditionary military intervention deliv-
ered with airpower to austere locations to mitigate the threat.17 Refugee crises from 
natural disasters and war represent threats to regional security and global security 
when VEOs can operate in uncontrolled areas and export violence. The inherent 
flexibility of VEOs, combined with modern methods of mass communication, means 
that any strife can swiftly go from localized violence to global violence. Whereas in 
the post–Cold War security environment, failing states such as Somalia or Rwanda 
remained largely confined to the single or immediately surrounding states, in the 
post-9/11 security environment, the collapse of Libya becomes an immediate and 
unanticipated security threat to the entirety of North Africa and Europe.

Precisely because emerging locations arise rapidly and in unexpected areas, a 
chief advantage of airpower in preparing for conflict in emerging locations is the 
margin of error in selecting operating base locations. Whereas an early incorrect 
basing decision can have strategic consequences down the road, the range of air-
power increases the likelihood that basing locations will remain relevant longer, al-
lowing planners to create airbases in strategic locations and knowing that future 
emerging threats will likely occur within airpower strike range.18 In the African the-
ater, one can witness real-time the importance of basing decisions as US Air Forces 
Africa (AFRICOM) continues to expand according to the emerging threats moving 
swiftly across the continent. While the primary AFRICOM mission of building part-
ner capacity remains paramount, the command is also steadily increasing airpower 
available to combat emerging threats.

If the pattern of regional combatant commands establishing expeditionary oper-
ating locations continues to follow emerging threats, then it is extremely possible 
that the next frontier for expeditionary airpower will be Southeast Asia, where the 
Islamic State is making inroads from Thailand south through the Philippines, and 
every state in between.19 Because the nation states of Southeast Asia enjoy more 
stable governments than those of Africa, western airpower might not be necessary 
to meet the emerging threats, but whether western states or Southeast Asian states 
meet the threat, emerging capabilities will play a critical role.

The How: Remotely Piloted Aircraft’s Emerging Capabilities
In the post 9/11 security environment, VEOs purposefully employ a strategy of 

irregular warfare to mitigate the advantages of American technological superiority 
and render many modern weapon systems and doctrine that the Air Force had spent 
decades developing largely irrelevant. Emerging threats and locations demand inno-
vative approaches that focus on capabilities designed to meet threats as they 
emerge.20 Emerging threats that can hide among populations remain hidden—until 
they decide to act—and often gain control of limited amounts of territory. Later these 
threats must relocate to avoid American airpower which presents new challenges for 
their own airpower application—all of which the world has seen play out as the Islamic 
State moves from Iraq and Syria across Africa and Southeast Asia. These factors have 
demanded persistence in a way airpower was previously incapable of maintaining, 
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and it is the ascendance of the remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) technology that has 
enabled this persistence.

While the first video-capable RPA operated in the Vietnam War, it is the nature of 
the Expeditionary Trinity that required the RPA become the critical component of 
American (and increasingly foreign) airpower. The ability of various RPA platforms 
to engage across the three levels of warfare—strategic, operational, and tactical—
increases flexibility by combining previously separate roles into fewer airframes. In 
the American inventory, strategic assets such as the RQ-4, can transit continents and 
oceans before loitering over targets for almost a calendar day. Meanwhile, the opera-
tional flexibility that characterizes the MQ-1 or MQ-9 (each of which can be config-
ured for a variety of tasks and would make previous multirole aircraft, such as the 
F-16 jealous) allows the assets to conduct purely intelligence, surveillance, and recon-
naissance (ISR) missions, strike missions, over watch, or any combination thereof. 
Even down to the purely tactical, single-role, RQ-11 used in airbase defense, the RPA 
has become the go-to technology of necessity for airpower employment for a multi-
tude of reasons. Persistence, rapid reaction, minimal host nation support (compared 
to traditional air assets), reduced production timelines, and an inherent flexibility 
that is unmatched by manned aircraft are critical aspects of the fragmented and 
empty battlefield characteristic to expeditionary operations.21 Combined, these char-
acteristics have made the RPA the most enduring image of expeditionary operations 
in the last decade, and likely the most critical in the decade to come.

Additional benefits of RPA technology include reduced human risk and less flight 
limitations based on human physiology.22 The simple act of removing the pilot can 
dramatically improve aeronautical performance by removing requirements for 
pressurization and life support systems, both of which represent critical weak-
nesses in aircraft. The notorious case of the F-22 grounding because of life support 
system failures illustrates this point precisely.23 Range and loiter can also be re-
duced by designing RPAs from the ground up to operate under specific conditions. 
Weapons systems designed to operate in permissive environments can focus on 
fuel efficiency and range in a way other platforms cannot. Thus, even the persis-
tence of the RPA is directly related to the nature of expeditionary operations. The 
ability to have an RQ-4 on station in less than 24 hours at any spot in the world, 
with loiter time long enough to conduct persistent ISR gathering, and without any 
additional air refueling is unprecedented and a uniquely American version of air-
power. The time to package and ship the MQ-1 or MQ-9 worldwide on-air mobility 
assets can be measured in mere days if not hours. When deployed, these same sys-
tems can represent the entire kill chain (find, fix, track, target, engage, and assess) 
with a minimal footprint or basing requirements in a way no manned asset can. For 
the price of shared ramp space, a couple of hangars, and some living area for less 
than a hundred people, these RPAs can deliver ISR and kinetic strike capability in a 
manner which previously required entire forward deployed groups or wings of hun-
dreds or thousands of Airmen.

Equally important to the operational benefits of RPA in emerging locations and 
against emerging threats is the concept to the combat operations timeline that RPAs 
have been able to reinvent. While the MQ-1B Predator was employed as early as the 
Balkan conflict in the late 1990s, the Predator was declared initial operating capability 
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(IOC) ready as a USAF weapons system in March 2005, and the MQ-9 was declared 
IOC-ready and shortly after that combat-deployed in October 2007. While the Reaper 
represents a herculean leap forward in capabilities from the Predator B, a mere two 
and a half years separated their production, procurement, and employment timeline. 
Especially compared to the decades it typically takes the Air Force to acquire weap-
ons systems through the normal acquisition process, the RPA concept-to-combat 
timeline puts greater capabilities in commanders’ hands in response to and during 
existing conflicts rather than in the successive peace. When this timeline is further 
combined with the plug-and-play nature of RPAs, the capabilities generated are 
even greater. From improved avionics to engines operating at greater torque to yet 
more advanced sensor capabilities such as Gorgon Stare, RPA combat capability can 
be improved as fast as Big Safari can acquire new systems.24 In the case of Gorgon 
Stare, the capability went from concept to able-to-tag-and-track vehicles in Afghani-
stan using new sensor technology in just a few years.25 In addition to all of the ad-
vantages that RPAs possess, the permissive character of the expeditionary operating 
environment means that even these systems’ inherent weaknesses are mitigated by 
operating in austere locations.

With limited to zero evasive capabilities, signature reduction technology, or air 
package support, current RPA technology requires an almost completely permissive 
environment to operate. As emerging VEO threats move to occupy and operate in 
ungoverned areas, they can employ integrated or even minimally advanced air de-
fenses. Even legacy radar assisted antiaircraft technology can be mitigated with the 
Hellfire missiles adapted to fly on the MQ-1 or MQ-9. Other threats such as shoulder-
fired man portable air defense systems typically require close proximity to launching 
or recovering aircraft and can be defeated merely by avoiding the weapon engage-
ment zone of these systems, easily accomplished by positioning RPA assets in safer 
states or locations with semistable governments and airfield security, then later 
operating near VEO activity thousands of miles away. Africa again provides an excel-
lent case study of this very dynamic. VEOs such as the Islamic State’s Boko Haram 
in Nigeria, AQIM, Al-Mourabitoun, and others operating in Africa do so specifically 
because of the inability of stable governments to prevent them from doing so, but 
the lack of development that is a hallmark of weak or failing states is equally a hall-
mark of the type of operating environment in which RPAs can flourish. While cur-
rent RPAs can effectively dominate the lower spectrum of conflict in permissive en-
vironments, it is not clear that future conflicts or weapon systems will enjoy this 
same freedom of action.

The efficacy of RPAs in a vital-level interstate conflict defined by contested air-
space is worth considering. The current platforms of the MQ-1, MQ-9, and RQ-4 are 
utterly dominant in permissive environments, creating asymmetrical advantages by 
enabling kill chains and friendly ground forces a superior operating picture. If, how-
ever, this asymmetrical advantage is that beneficial, how will RPAs function in a 
contested environment? Let us for a moment consider hypothetical conflict in 
Southeast Asia. Given the Chinese drive toward an antiaccess area denial strategy 
and a USAF highly reliant in recent years on RPA employment, how would these 
weapon systems fare? While the capabilities of the Predator-C Avenger are yet to be 
determined, current RPAs would likely be unable to operate in the contested air-
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space of a Southeast Asia conflict. Chinese offensive counterair, defensive counter-
air, and air defense networks could track and engage current US RPAs. Simultane-
ously, Chinese RPAs would enjoy the benefit of operating in uncontested airspace, 
having the ability to operate over mainland China inside defense zones. If RPAs do 
in fact generate an asymmetrical advantage, then their employment might favor 
adversaries in a near-peer conflict. This possibility must be accounted for in future 
operations. While RPAs have a demonstrated advantage over manned assets in un-
contested and permissive environments, they may well represent a disadvantage in 
contested and nonpermissive environments. In the Expeditionary Trinity, RPAs are 
ascendant, but further research and analysis are warranted regarding the efficacy of 
these systems in contested airspace.

Further enabling RPAs as the emerging capabilities in the space and cyber do-
mains not only make operations possible, but it also facilitates interservice and in-
teragency cooperation and decision making in ways impossible just a decade ago. 
The ability to provide varying customers with tailored ISR products creates efficien-
cies and reduces knowledge gaps by delivering information in parallel rather than 
sequential fashion. Since current RPAs are regressive in the traditional critical avia-
tion concerns of engines, avionics, radar cross section, and maneuverability, the 
true emergent capabilities are those space and cyber advances that do enable entire 
kill chains.

Fighting the Expeditionary Trinity: The Expeditionary Airman
The expeditionary operating environment has forced massive cultural changes 

on an Air Force designed since inception for an interstate war fought in traditional 
combined arms fashion. Assumptions following the Gulf War that airpower could 
eventually act as a silver bullet for some conflicts did not change this fundamental 
characteristic; nor did the original Air Expeditionary Force concept. What changed 
it was the experiences of officers and noncommissioned officers whom, having 
spent entire careers waging irregular warfare and various subsets thereof, will rep-
resent the most significant change to airpower theory and employment. Indeed, the 
increasingly divergent experience of expeditionary Airmen from previous genera-
tions is what is changing the manner of airpower employment.

The expeditionary Airman represents an almost complete inversion of what the 
Air Force had come to view as operators (typified by the name operations group) 
and support personnel (mission support group) during the last several decades. In 
the expeditionary operational environment, the traditional support Air Force Spe-
cialty Codes (AFSC) are the actual forward deployed Airmen, and if pilots are even 
found at forward operating locations, they are RPA pilots operating launch and re-
covery elements while most of the mission time is logged from stateside ground 
control stations. For many of these austere locations, the expeditionary air base 
squadron (EABS) represents the current construct for forward deployed basing. The 
EABS purpose is to fulfill a mission of base operations support integration. Each of 
these squadrons exists to enable expeditionary operations (often with RPAs, but not 
solely), in many cases, including support for joint and coalition operations. As the 
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name makes clear, these squadrons are at their core support units. The Airmen 
who man them, however, are beyond a doubt more closely engaged in operations 
than previous generations of Airmen, as evidenced by the very training newly cre-
ated to address the specific issues of current expeditionary deployments.

The expeditionary Airman receives Code of Conduct training, the like of which 
was previously reserved for aircrew and field craft training from the air expedition-
ary center that prepares them to conduct operations in uncertain, if not outright, 
hostile environments while simultaneously building host nation relationships and 
capacity.26 The expeditionary Airmen who go off base for contracting, host nation 
support, intelligence gathering, or base defense do so with armed escorts, Office of 
Special Investigation support, gunned up, or perhaps all of the above. In all cases, 
expeditionary Airmen know that, regardless of their AFSCs, they are at all times op-
erating in uncertain environments, with innumerable potential threats to their per-
son, their base, and their mission, forward deployed so that expeditionary airpower 
can be brought to bear in low-spectrum conflicts.

For many Airmen in the expeditionary operational environment, the first deploy-
ment comes with the first tour. At the end of a career, many expeditionary Airmen 
will have half a dozen or more deployments. For all of these Airmen, the defining 
characteristic is that they have real-world combat, hostile, and expeditionary experi-
ence. The days when deployed Airmen were assigned to massive bases safely en-
sconced away from enemy lines are as remote as the days when combat flying expe-
rience was predominantly the realm of the fighter or bomber pilot. In some 
expeditionary bases, the only flying operations are conducted by security forces Air-
men flying RQ-11 Raven unmanned aerial systems for base defense. These Airmen 
can log more sorties in a month than many pilots will in a year and more flight hours 
in a six-month deployment than some Air Forces give their most elite pilots.27

Alongside the operational experience that expeditionary Airmen get is an addi-
tional and perhaps even more critical skill set. The expeditionary trinity of emerg-
ing threats, emerging capabilities, and emerging locations means that combatting 
VEOs and engaging in low-spectrum conflict is, by its very nature, a coalition and 
joint endeavor. The expeditionary Airman lives in the joint and coalition environ-
ment and often both simultaneously. The Airmen in an Air Force expeditionary re-
connaissance squadron located on a US Naval installation in Europe are at all times 
working through joint planning and regulations, as well as coalition concerns, all in 
the interest of employing airpower. At some emerging locations, Army forces stage 
from USAF squadrons colocated with one or more joint allies all working with host 
nations to execute airpower. In both examples and others around the world, expedi-
tionary Airmen are working operational issues with host nation governments, state 
department officials, and nongovernmental organizations. The net result is that 
more Airmen than ever before are learning with and from sister services, coalition 
partners, and civilian experts on different approaches to airpower and how to wield 
airpower in defense of national interests. The ability to actually deploy these Air-
men will be essential to combat emerging threats.

While the Air Force has made improvements at the operational levels of warfare, 
such as the creation of expeditionary wings, groups, squadrons, combat communica-
tions squadrons, and others to account for the unique demands of the Expeditionary 
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Trinity without the ability to fully man these organizations with seasoned expedi-
tionary Airmen, the USAF risks placing the proverbial cart before the horse. Expedi-
tionary units that lack critical capabilities because the Air Force cannot provide the 
necessary Airmen in a timely fashion and are a hindrance to the mission and 
agency for which the units are designed to support. Recognizing that the role of the 
Air Force is to organize, train, and equip Airmen for combatant commanders, the 
character of the Expeditionary Trinity requires fundamentally reevaluating how the 
Air Force accomplishes these tasks to facilitate expeditionary operations.

By definition, the Expeditionary Trinity demands forces who maintain near con-
stant readiness to respond to threats as they emerge, and wherever they emerge. 
Readiness implies that any necessary skill set or AFSC is available to deploy on 
short notice and to any required destination, and providing this capability consis-
tently will demand reconsideration of how the Air Force thinks about readiness.28 
The reality is that the legacy air expeditionary force construct—which was designed 
in the 1990s to operate in the post-Cold War international security environment 
rather than the post—9/11 security environment—does not maintain a constant and 
measurable supply of readily deployable expeditionary Airmen. Instead, the legacy 
AEF construct is relying on just-in-time training as Airmen head out the door while 
attempting to pair the appropriate equipment to the appropriate Airmen based on 
deployment destination.

To have a steady supply of experienced, mobility-qualified Airmen ready to de-
ploy on short notice, this article recommends changes to how readiness status can 
be achieved and assessed, when and how Airmen receive expeditionary training, 
and when they are equipped. First, the current model of just-in-time training 
(which is often not in time and drives both late deployment reporting and involun-
tary extensions for Airmen already deployed) should be replaced with initial quali-
fication training and recurring training where appropriate. Second, Airmen should 
be, to the maximum extent possible, equipped to deploy whenever their air expedi-
tionary force cycle window is open, rather than after receiving a tasking. Most im-
portantly, to maximize time spent in readiness status, pay, promotion, and assign-
ments should all be directly tied to readiness as well as performance in the line of 
duty. After all, in the expeditionary operating environment, an Airman who is non-
deployable for any reason has far less utility than an Airman who is deployable.

Training and equipping Airmen before deployment would clearly demand more 
staff work on the front side, but the return on investment might well warrant the ef-
fort. Simply by incorporating expeditionary combat after capture and fieldcraft 
training into USAF basic training requirements would immediately reduce a month 
of predeployment hassle every Airman experiences. More importantly, grounding 
every new Airman in an expeditionary and deployable mindset would help instill 
readiness status as part of the airpower identity. Similarly, many late deployments 
could be avoided by providing every Airman an official passport upon graduating 
from basic military training. Yes, the State Department would initially balk at such 
a requirement, but the reduction or elimination of rush passport applications 
should provide sufficient leverage to allow the change. Providing all Airmen mobil-
ity gear before their deployment window would likely demand excessive inventory 
and be a waste of precious resources, but having all Airmen qualify on the pistol 
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and rifle, attend active shooter training, and complete deployment uniform sheets 
before AEF windows open are all simple and value-added measures that would dra-
matically improve expeditionary readiness.

The characteristics of the Expeditionary Trinity predict an ever-increasing de-
mand for deployable Airmen. Each year, several new expeditionary air bases are 
stood up, each of which requires a full complement of experienced Airmen ready to 
employ airpower. At the same time, the USAF faces critical manning issues and 
budgetary considerations. To combat these issues and ensure that the Air Force can 
meet the demands of the Expeditionary Trinity, serious consideration should be 
given to a dramatic makeover of the way in which the USAF incentivizes Airmen. 
Pay should be directly tied to deployable status, with consecutive years on deploy-
able status receiving increasing pay scales. Similarly, rather than reenlistment or 
retention bonuses, which can never represent a measurable increase in deployable 
Airmen, bonuses should be tied to deployments. The more Airmen are called away 
from home station, the more they should be paid, precisely because they are pro-
viding more airpower application than those unable to maintain deployable status. 
Succinctly, the mission is expeditionary airpower employment, not home station 
training. The notion that two Airmen of similar experience, AFSC, and time in 
grade should receive the same compensation is nonsensical if one of those Airmen 
is deployable, and the other is not. There is no real neutral ground; if the Air Force 
does not incentivize deployable status, then the service has automatically disincen-
tivized maintaining deployable status. When there are neither consequences to los-
ing deployment status nor benefits to achieving and maintaining it, the Air Force is 
sending the message that deployable status is of passing importance rather than the 
defining characteristic of being mission qualified.

Conclusion: Expeditionary Trinity and the Character of Airpower
Near-peer conflict at the level of vital or survival interests will necessarily drive 

how the DOD addresses the ground, maritime, and air domains, and rightly so. How-
ever, the DOD cannot ignore the character of the conflicts which politicians have 
chosen to employ the military element of national power since the inception of the 
state. Rather than the Cold War security structure where known states (communists) 
in known locations (Asia and Eurasia) employ known capabilities (conventional 
forces and possibly nuclear weapons employed in a combined arms fashion) against 
US interests, the post—9/11 security environment is largely defined by unknown 
threats (ISIS) acting in unexpected locations (Libya/northern Africa) with emerging 
capabilities. Airpower must simultaneously be organized, trained, and equipped to 
engage in continuous expeditionary operations to support major interests while re-
maining ready for the defense of vital or survival interests against state actors.

National security interests drive military intervention, and for almost three de-
cades after the conclusion of the Cold War, interventions have targeted the low-in-
tensity side of the spectrum of conflict. The Expeditionary Trinity is not going away 
anytime soon. Pressures that the Expeditionary Trinity place on Airmen, the Air 
Force, and airpower demand innovative approaches to meeting the challenge. As 
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the only service truly capable of providing sustained airpower during near indefinite 
periods of time on very short notice, the USAF cannot expect that other services will 
step in to meet the demands of the Expeditionary Trinity. More importantly, why 
would the Air Force want such an outcome? Airpower maintains an inherent com-
parative advantage in meeting emergent threats in emergent locations with emerg-
ing capabilities; the USAF should seek to embrace that role and build toward a cul-
ture where every Airman aims to achieve and maintain the ability to deploy on a 
moment’s notice. Creating that culture will be critical to the ability of the Air Force 
to meet national security objectives and continue to wage war on the low-intensity 
end of the spectrum of conflict. 
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The Requirement for Critical Thinkers
Air Force senior leaders have stressed the importance of developing and main-

taining critical thinking capability. The service has approached the requirement as 
an academic shortfall, failing to accord this important skill its place as a core combat 
capability. The 2015 Air Force Future Operating Concept (AFFOC) plainly states that 
the Air Force must “recruit [and] assess individuals with [the] demonstrated potential 
for critical thinking” to successfully fight and win in contested environments.1 Al-
though the Air Force articulated an ambitious end state to build and utilize Airmen 
of the future who can think critically about vexing issues, it is not properly identify-
ing personnel who possess the necessary skills. The USAF has habitually relied on 
intuitive assessments regarding high-stakes outcomes in uncertain conditions. Indi-
vidual judgment is typically plagued by overconfidence, cognitive biases, and other 
psychological factors that lead to poor decision making. The Air Force needs a more 
deliberate approach if it wants to improve critical thinking so that it can make better 
decisions across a range of areas including strategic planning, budgeting, human 
capital management, intelligence, medicine, and acquisition.

Implementing a forecasting program is one low-cost method which would allow 
the Air Force to measure critical thinking, provide accountability, and identify Air-
men with the ability to demonstrate and improve critical thinking by mitigating 
cognitive errors. To start this process, critical thinking is defined as a mode of rea-
soning in which one improves the quality of their thought by skillfully analyzing, 
assessing, and reconstructing their thought processes. A forecasting program, as 
will be discussed in this article, will provide the best means to measure progress.

Before discussing a practical implementation plan, it is useful to identify why, 
given multiple requests to improve critical thinking, it has not yet occurred. This 
problem requires a different resourcing strategy than the typical Air Force acquisi-
tion response to meet requirements. Critical thinking is essential to waging modern 
warfare today, but its intangible nature complicates the service’s ability to resource it 

*In the Summer 2017 edition, Air & Space Power Journal published an article by Col Adam J. Stone, USAF, entitled, “Critical Think-
ing Skills in USAF Developmental Education.” The authors believe that the proposal within could be one way to quantitatively measure 
and develop critical thinkers within the Air Force to meet Colonel Stone’s objectives.
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as compared to how it resources most other combat capabilities. For instance, to ad-
equately meet operational plan requirements for defensive counterair, the Air Force 
understands it must purchase a certain amount of jets, radars, and air-to-air missiles. 

Thus, the Air Force is able to measure this traditional combat capability by the num-
ber of aircraft, weapons, and qualified aircrew. The Air Force approach to develop crit-
ical thinking has primarily consisted of formal training classes, such as the Critical 
Thinking and Structured Analysis course at Goodfellow AFB, Texas. While such at-
tempts may be helpful, no process exists to routinely measure the critical thinking ca-
pability within the Air Force. Accurately measuring critical thinking cannot be done 
by counting graduates from a course. Rather, the individual critical thinking skills of 
each Airman should be developed and measured throughout their careers.

Critical thinking skills should be measured over time in a way similar to how in-
structor pilots conduct periodic check rides for their students. In a cognitive check 
ride, the evaluator can host a sort of forecasting debriefing or a survey, from which 
data can be used to improve thought processes. Until we hold ourselves accountable 
for our assessments derived from critically analyzing problems, it is impossible to 
judge whether one’s subjective opinion is worth anything.

The Illusion of Expert Judgment
In the absence of a systematic effort to collect critical thinking metrics, the Air 

Force turns to those with experience. Considering experienced individuals have seen 
and often been instrumental in key decision-making events, this seems to make per-
fect sense. It is not unreasonable to assume that these individuals would be best 
suited to recommend future solutions simply by their experiences. Unless decisions 
are captured in a policy memorandum, most experienced individuals rarely have any 
documented history of making the best decisions. Indeed, multiple scientific studies 
have shown that individual judgment is habitually plagued by overconfidence, cogni-
tive biases, and other psychological factors.2 Oftentimes, those affected by decision 
makers’ judgments do not know whether critical thought was applied to a problem, or 
if the best decision to solve it was made. In many cases, the thought processes behind 
decisions simply are not documented using a standard rubric.

In the absence of these things, the Air Force by and large resorts to considering 
qualifying details such as one’s time in service or some outward signifier of experi-
ence, such as a weapons school graduate patch on the uniform that signifies some 
specialized training or experience, rather than solid evidence of critical thought and 
good decision making. Certainly, extensive experience carries a quality all its own, 
but experience by itself does not equate to skill in critical thinking. Individuals with 
unexamined records of success should not answer complex predictive questions 
based solely on their intuition. At the very least, these same individuals, when 
asked to provide critical thought, should first be held to an objective standard that 
measures the secondary and tertiary effects of a proposed course of action.

Some Inconvenient Results
Col Adam “Mez” Stone was one of the first Air Force officers to measure critical 

thinking ability. He used a standardized exam called the Watson-Glaser Critical 
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Thinking Appraisal (WGCTA). The test consisted of 40 questions, measured five 
critical thinking skills, and provided a means for identifying critical thinking ability 
in comparison to a similar reference population.3 He knew senior leaders were ask-
ing for better critical thinkers, but his first task was to establish a baseline of behavior 
and to answer the question, “Where do we stand, right now?” His results, which were 
published in the fall of 2008, became an indictment of the Air Force’s critical thinking 
skills at the time.4 The group of 180 junior Air Force officers who were the test sub-
jects scored well below average when compared to the graduate degree norm group.

While studying at the Air War College (AWC) in 2015, Colonel Stone used the 
WGCTA again for a similar study of officers’ critical thinking skills at Air Command 
and Staff College (ACSC), AWC, and the School of Advanced Air and Space Studies 
(SAASS). In his study, SAASS students scored in the 61st percentile. The ACSC and 
AWC students scored in the 36th percentile, which was below average in compari-
son to similar master’s level programs.5 The 2015 study concluded with a condem-
nation of the Air Force’s failure to appropriately educate and train its personnel to 
develop critical thinking skills through professional military education programs. 
His assertion is coincident with demands at the highest levels of our leadership for 
better critical thinking skills.

Despite Colonel Stone’s efforts to measure the Air Force’s critical thinking capa-
bility, there are still no sustained, long-term measurements collected within it. Al-
though measuring critical thinking will not in and of itself provide a complete pic-
ture, the mere fact of having individuals make verifiable assessments will improve 
their critical thinking skills. In short, performance will improve through measure-
ment, feedback, and repetition. The Air Force should capitalize on Colonel Stone’s 
findings and begin to methodically gather data to measure and improve the critical 
thinking skills of Airmen.

Ways and Means: Practicing and Measuring Critical Thinking
Participants who learn to overcome cognitive traps by measuring their perfor-

mance and adjusting their approach based on reliable feedback will demonstrate a 
quantifiable ability to think critically, consistent with the definition proposed ear-
lier in this article. Fortunately, there is evidence that one’s subjective judgment can 
be aided in several ways to avoid mental pitfalls. In so doing, we may identify criti-
cal thinkers like Colonel Stone did, build critical thinking capability, and adequately 
respond to our senior leaders’ stated request for critical thinkers.

Few areas are as fraught with cognitive pitfalls as forecasting. While we do not 
dispute there are many avenues to improve one’s critical thinking skills, attempting 
to anticipate future events provides unique opportunities for individuals to get un-
ambiguous feedback, identify cognitive errors, and improve skills. Therefore, due to 
the proven success demonstrated by the Good Judgment Project, an Intelligence 
Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA)-funded geopolitical forecasting tour-
nament and research study in which “thousands of people around the world predict 
global events,” this article recommends a long-term critical thinking program which 
uses forecasting as one measure of critical thinking ability.6 The program should in-
clude a modest amount of training to deal with typical errors in reasoning, such as 
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overconfidence, bias, and base-rate neglect.7 The program’s participants would make 
predictive estimates based on numeric probabilities (that is, 40 or 60 percent), rather 
than possible or probable estimative language. Finally, the program should track per-
formance over time.

Multiyear-long research studies funded by IARPA have shown impressive results 
with this approach. The first IARPA tournament began in 2011 and explored the po-
tential of crowd-sourced forecasting. Participants made predictions about real-world 
events, which were then judged by their forecasts’ precision. Perhaps the most im-
portant aspect of the IARPA forecasting events was that it measured participants’ 
performance longitudinally. These measurements identified individuals who con-
sistently improved and performed well over time. Dubbed super forecasters, they 
demonstrated the same critical thinking skills, such as bias mitigation and open-
mindedness, the Air Force desires in its personnel.

Thus, the primary method to develop critical thinking is submitting regular fore-
casts in areas of specific interest to the Air Force. For example, since the DOD pro-
gramming, budgeting, and acquisitions cycle takes years to produce a new weapons 
system, it is necessary to make the right decisions as to which weapon systems the 
Air Force should invest to counter a future adversary threat. When making these 
forecasts, individuals should characterize uncertainty and express that characteriza-
tion in probabilistic terms through predictive analysis that drives good decision 
making. Social scientists have published empirical data showing the ability to im-
prove one’s forecasting accuracy can be cultivated.8 They have identified character-
istics that differentiate between those who are better and worse at accurately pre-
dicting the results of a course of action over a period. Those elements are not 
indicative of natural-born intelligence or aptitude, but rather a mental determina-
tion to exercise critical thought and learn from mistakes. Critical thinkers will take 
the feedback obtained by measuring their performance, critique the process they 
used to make a forecast, and improve their decision making.

The process of evaluating an individual’s forecast might appear to generate sub-
jective results, which is the reason that the forecasting questions and scoring should 
be done by an independent central authority, such as the Air Force Research Labo-
ratory. Moreover, proper academic preparation can help minimize the influence of 
natural heuristics and biases yielding forecasts with remarkable precision.9 Several 
studies in the field of decision theory show that a modest amount of preparation 
can radically improve cognitive performance compared to those who do not receive 
training.10 Training is needed that helps identify certain cognitive errors including 
overconfidence, confirmation bias, and base rate neglect. Daniel Kahneman, Amos 
Tversky, and Philip Tetlock all explored critical thinking in great detail as it relates 
to forecasting and cognitive dissonance.11

What’s Your Brier Score? Operationalizing Critical Thinking
The results of repeated assessments should be graded using a Brier Score, which is 

a useful way to verify the accuracy of a probability forecast. Brier Scores provide a 
quantitative means to compare and improve critical thinking while also holding indi-
viduals accountable for their estimates. For instance, consider the following question, 
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“Will the ruler of Country X conduct a nuclear test by the end of 2017?” The outcome 
is binary, the leader will (100 percent) or will not (0 percent) test a nuclear device. 
Assume a predictive analyst forecasts a 60 percent chance the test occurs and a 40 
percent chance that it does not. If Country X conducts the test, then the score for the 
assessment would be 0.16. If it does not, the score would be 0.36. Since the Brier 
Score measures error, the lower the number is, the better, like a golf score.12 

If the Air Force commits to improving its personnel’s critical thinking skills 
through a forecasting program, it could prove both inexpensive and lucrative. This 
program would require an administrator function to manage enrollment, generate 
forecast questions, and score the results. But how might the program attract partici-
pants? One option is through monetary incentives. The Air Force already incentiv-
izes individuals to gain and maintain foreign language capabilities. If they attain a 
high enough reading, writing, and speaking proficiency level on the Defense Lan-
guage Proficiency Test, they then receive additional compensation. If the Air Force 
judges that critical thinking skill is as valuable as, or more so than, foreign language 
capability, then there is a precedent for such incentive pay.

Alternatively, individuals could opt into the program purely to better their cogni-
tive capabilities and compete with peers. It may be possible that the pursuit of a bet-
ter Brier Score might be incentive enough to improve cognition. Studies show that 
job satisfaction routinely eclipses financial incentives as primary drivers of personal 
fulfillment.13 Since a Brier Score is an objective method to determine the accuracy of 
a forecast, it levels the playing field. This approach could spotlight a young, inexpe-
rienced Airman seeking a reputation for being a person whose thinking is objective 
and uncluttered by bias. It could also repel those who have established a reputation 
for fear that their lack of CT skill will be exposed. In short, because it provides ac-
countability, some may avoid establishing a Brier Score if given a choice.

Just as the Air Force requires physical training (PT) culminating in regular tests, 
so should it mandate participation in a “cognitive PT” program. While coercive, this 
approach could maximize participation at the lowest cost. Over time, the Brier Score 
could become a part of the Air Force culture, and the benefits would become obvi-
ous to all. Results from multiple large-scale forecasting tournaments revealed, “Pre-
diction accuracy is possible when people participate in a setup that rewards only ac-
curacy—and not the novelty of the explanation, or loyalty to the party line.”14 In 
other words, competition like this fosters critical thinking while sharpening skills on 
an individual level. Furthermore, a mandatory competitive program may lend itself 
to developing and asking questions that can be answered, measured, and scored.

Competitive events are not new for the military. For decades, fighter pilots have 
trained against rival squadrons during “turkey shoot” events. Winners receive acco-
lades and the recognition of their peers. The Air Force would be well-served by a 
cognitive turkey shoot, challenging participants to form their conclusions based on 
openly available information, thereby granting agency to the individual and allow-
ing motivated professionals to best demonstrate their analytic prowess. Ideally, to 
check a peer’s decision-making process, individuals might routinely ask each other, 
“So, what’s your Brier Score?”

Furthermore, the prediction tournament proposed in this article would be one 
way to quantitatively measure and develop critical thinkers within the Air Force to 
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meet Colonel Stone’s objectives. For instance, the top forecasters in the prediction 
tournament should be measured for critical thinking skills according to Colonel 
Stone’s method to test for a correlation between forecasters with above average Bri-
er’s scores and higher than average critical thinking skills. If a positive correlation 
exists, then the forecasting tournament may prove to be one of the most effective 
ways to measure and develop stronger critical thinking skills within the Air Force.

Summary
In short, we must value critical thinking as a core combat capability and measure 

it. It requires the same degree of training, monitoring, and validation that flying 
qualification demands. The Air Force would never allow a nonqualified aviator to 
pilot an aircraft. The risk to individual life and equipment is too great. Similarly, we 
must ask, why would we be less stringent about larger situations of uncertainty that 
could introduce risk to thousands? In areas that demand verified critical thinking 
skill, why would we turn to one’s intuitive judgment that may be susceptible to un-
mitigated cognitive error?

President John F. Kennedy once said, “Too often we. . . enjoy the comfort of opin-
ion without the discomfort of thought.”15 As scientific studies have shown, intuitive 
judgment is flawed. Institutionalizing a culture of critical thinking will complement 
expert intuition by mitigating cognitive error and bias. In doing so, the Air Force 
will step toward a process that rewards true skill through measurement, account-
ability, feedback, and improvement. 
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If it’s not broke, don’t fix it. This seemingly sound policy is a double-edged 
sword. A 2016 RAND Corporation study observed that USAF innovation hinges 
largely upon problem recognition, finding Airmen to be remarkably innovative 

once they have identified a problem.1 But the USAF sometimes fails to identify prob-
lems, declaring them not broke when in fact they are. In these cases, the Air Force 
will, with the best of intentions, vigorously do whatever is necessary to “not fix” the 
problem that it failed to recognize. This bipolar love/hate relationship with innova-
tion leaves Air Force innovators unsure if they’ll be promoted or shown the door.

We’re going to look at innovation with the same type of approach used in a 
fighter debrief. Fighter pilots dislike the word maybe, as in maybe we’ll be better 
innovators if we implement Quality Air Force, Six Sigma, Lean Air Force, or Air 
Force Smart Operations of the 21st Century (AFSO21). No, fighter pilots focus upon 
mission objectives. If they meet their objectives, then it’s “well done, beers are on 
me.” But if they don’t meet their objectives, then it’s time for a long debrief. They 
determine exactly where the problem occurred, and they look at the tapes and ask 
questions until they determine exactly what went wrong. Once the problem is iden-
tified, they focus on specific corrective action.

USAF leaders are not providing the type of clarity found in a mission debrief. In 
his 2013 Vision for the United States Air Force, Gen Mark A. Welsh, the previous USAF 
chief of staff (CSAF), commends the Air Force for a long history of innovative 
thinking. So maybe it’s mission accomplished and beers on the CSAF, but the same 
document tells all Airmen to “look for smarter ways of doing business” and cau-
tions leaders to “empower Airmen to think creatively, find new solutions, and 
make decisions.”2 So maybe these are things we aren’t currently doing, and it’s 
time to settle in for a long debrief. Leaders need to clarify whether we are meeting 
the standards of innovation or not. If we aren’t, then they need to identify the 
problem. We’re going to examine a case study on aircraft deconfliction to show that 
the Air Force does indeed have an innovation problem. Spoiler alert: the problem 
is problem recognition, so we’ll look at that first to provide a proper lens through 
which to view the case study.
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Innovation and Problem Recognition
We like to think of ourselves as rational beings, capable of reliably identifying prob-

lems and developing good solutions. However, cognitive scientists have amassed an 
unassailable body of knowledge that demonstrates humans are not always as rational 
as we would like to believe. Their explanation is surprising, fascinating, and valu-
able to our quest for innovation.

Reasoning is generally seen as a means to improve knowledge and make better decisions. However, 
much evidence shows that reasoning often leads to epistemic distortions and poor decisions. This 
suggests that the function of reasoning should be rethought. Our hypothesis is that the function of 
reasoning is argumentative. It is to devise and evaluate arguments intended to persuade. Reasoning 
so conceived is adaptive given the exceptional dependence of humans on communication and their 
vulnerability to misinformation. A wide range of evidence in the psychology of reasoning and deci-
sion making can be reinterpreted and better explained in the light of this hypothesis. Poor perfor-
mance in standard reasoning tasks is explained by the lack of argumentative context. When the 
same problems are placed in a proper argumentative setting, people turn out to be skilled arguers. 
Skilled arguers, however, are not after the truth but after arguments supporting their views. This 
explains the notorious confirmation bias. This bias is apparent not only when people are actually 
arguing, but also when they are reasoning proactively from the perspective of having to defend 
their opinions. Reasoning so motivated can distort evaluations and attitudes and allow erroneous 
beliefs to persist. Proactively used reasoning also favors decisions that are easy to justify but not 
necessarily better. In all these instances traditionally described as failures or flaws, reasoning does 
exactly what can be expected of an argumentative device: Look for arguments that support a given 
conclusion, and, ceteris paribus, favor conclusions for which arguments can be found.3

In other words, people have a genetic blind spot for problem recognition. The 
word adaptive, used in the biological sense, means that evolution favors argumenta-
tion and persuasion. An individual who can persuade others has a survival edge 
over individuals who cannot. A society that can be persuaded into unified action 
has a survival edge over societies that cannot. Evolution has designed confirmation 
bias to serve as a built-in mental filter that helps us argue—we subconsciously cap-
ture the data that supports our beliefs and discard the data that might disprove 
them. But the same bias that helps us persuade others to adopt our beliefs also 
makes it difficult to see when our beliefs are wrong.

Cognitive science supports RAND Corporation’s observation that the USAF often 
has difficulty seeing problems. But we can train ourselves to smell what we can’t 
see. Bad ideas will often exhibit a strong odor of argument because irrationality and 
confirmation bias are the genetic result of a brain designed to argue. It’s easy to dif-
ferentiate argument from invention because they are opposite mental processes. 
An inventor starts with a broad survey of data, then sorts through many solutions to 
pick the best. When presented with a new idea, an inventor will become excited, 
ask questions, and investigate. An arguer starts with the solution, then sorts 
through the data, discarding anything that doesn’t support the conclusion. When 
presented with a new idea, an arguer will become uncomfortable or angry and will 
immediately try to scuttle it without investigation. Arguers are so certain of their 
answer that they won’t reopen the question.

When we come across an idea or doctrine that is characterized by the omission of 
relevant data, twisted and contorted logic, and a refusal to consider alternatives, then 
that odor should alert us to the potential presence of bias and irrationality. We might 
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be arguing our way to a suboptimal solution, rather than rationally inventing our way 
to an optimal one. We’ll now examine a flight safety issue that reeks of argument.

The Deconfliction Problem
The Air Force has some good rules on deconfliction. General Flight Rules 3.17 and 

3.18 require all pilots to “detect and avoid” other aircraft, and USAF Training Rules 
require pilots to knock off any engagement if safety is in question; if a dangerous 
situation is developing; or when situational awareness is lost. But these mandatory 
rules are bent and broken in subordinate training publications.4

For instance, the requirement to detect and avoid other aircraft has somehow 
morphed into the requirement for pilots to clear their flight paths, fundamentally 
changing the visual cross-check in ways that are not good. Rather than looking for 
the presence of nearby aircraft wherever they might be, they instead look for the 
absence of aircraft along their own flight path. An article from Weapons Review Mag-
azine explains: “while both fighters should clear their own flight path, the engaged 
fighter has the option to completely disregard the other.”5 Substituting the specious 
notion of clearing the flight path in place of the requirement to detect and avoid 
other aircraft is a safety rule violation that has killed many pilots. The following ex-
ample will illustrate.

Maverick is flying east at 300 knots. He has 12 seconds until he reaches the place 
he will die, just 1 mile ahead. He looks east along his intended flight path and sees 
the exact spot of his demise, but he doesn’t see a jet there or any other indication of 
hazard. That’s because Iceman is flying at 450 knots and is still 1.5 miles from the 
collision site. So where might Iceman be? The locus of points representing Iceman’s 
possible locations forms a circle with a 1.5-mile radius from the crash site. If we 
drop a pencil anywhere on this circle and draw a line toward the center, then that is 
one of an infinite number of Iceman’s potential collision vectors. We can also do 
this in the vertical plane, so Iceman could really be at any point on a sphere with a 
1.5-mile radius from the impending fireball. From Maverick’s perspective, Iceman 
could be at virtually any position on the horizontal or vertical clock. The only way 
Maverick can be sure to detect and avoid the hazard is to keep track of Iceman, but 
that’s precisely what the Weapons Review article says we don’t have to do.

Perhaps the requirement to clear the flight path is not to be taken literally. 
Maybe the guidance is intended to warn pilots to take whatever action is necessary 
to prevent another jet from ever becoming a flight path conflict. But that’s circular 
reasoning—collision avoidance requires clearing the flight path, and clearing the 
flight path requires doing the things to avoid a collision. The question remains: exactly 
what are these things that pilots must do to prevent a collision?

For all other subjects related to flight safety, the USAF has logical and detailed 
written guidance. The guidance is refined during mishap investigation: the school 
of hard knocks. It’s a beautiful example of the scientific method in action. For each 
hazard, the USAF provides what amounts to its best hypothesis on how to avoid or 
survive it. The hypothesis is tested on each flight. Data is gathered from each mis-
hap to improve the hypothesis, and the cycle repeats, but somehow deconfliction 
has escaped this process of optimization.
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The innovation we’ll examine next is simply the application of the above process 
to the subject of deconfliction, or more specifically, element deconfliction. The 
flight lead and wingman pose the greatest mutual collision threat by constant exposure 
to one another under every conceivable variation of formation and combat maneu-
vering situations. We’ll focus on formation deconfliction because that’s where most 
of our collisions occur. We’ll cover the proposed plan and then evaluate it with re-
spect to logic and the school of hard knocks.

✵  ✵  ✵  ✵  ✵

Proposed Element Deconfliction Plan
Safety is the first priority for all pilots at all times. In accordance with General 

Flight Rules 3.17 and 3.18, all pilots must “detect and avoid” other aircraft regard-
less of flight position or maneuvering role. Element members should adhere to the 
deconfliction contract depicted in the table below.

Table. Element deconfliction contract

Yielding pilot Pilot with right-of-way

Cross-check element mate Cross-check element mate

Detect collision geometry Ensure mate yields

Alter course for safe separation Take corrective action

Cross-check
The visual cross-check should be proportional to the hazard. In formation, the 

wingman’s cross-check frequency is a function of distance. The flight lead should 
cross-check flight members before, during, and after initiating any action requiring 
a deconfliction response: rejoins, turns, formation changes, and so forth.  In larger 
formations, all pilots should use these same cross-check techniques to maintain sit-
uational awareness on all aircraft in the flight.

During air combat maneuvering (ACM), each pilot must maintain situational 
awareness on the other and must again base the visual crosscheck on the hazard 
(distance and closure). Pilots should use the air-to-air tactical air navigation system 
and radio to aid in deconfliction. Clearing the flight path does not ensure safety 
and cannot substitute for an effective visual cross-check on nearby aircraft.

Collision Geometry
Collision geometry is indicated by an airplane with zero line-of-sight, frozen on 

the canopy, and growing larger. The yielding pilot should immediately alter course 
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to ensure safe separation. It is not acceptable to remain on a collision vector, in-
tending to correct the situation later (after taking a shot, for example).

Safe Separation
In cruise formation, safe separation is specified by the formation parameters. 

During tactical formation and ACM, safe separation is specified by major command 
regulations (usually 500 feet). If safe separation is in question, then the yielding pi-
lot has failed, and pilot with right-of-way must immediately correct the dangerous 
situation (verbal direction, “knock it off,” and/or evasive maneuvers).

Formation Integrity and Wingman Consideration
Flight leads should use “wingman consideration” techniques to avoid creating 

task overload during critical phases of flight. Flight leads must also correct poor for-
mation before a dangerous situation develops. Inadequate spacing reduces reaction 
time, while excessive spacing and poor fore/aft positioning can lead to confusion or 
loss of visual. If the flight lead fails to correct such situations, it is appropriate for 
any flight member to make a “check formation” call.

✵  ✵  ✵  ✵  ✵

Deconfliction Logic
We’ll examine the proposed deconfliction plan above by logically dissecting its 

component parts, beginning with the easily misconstrued concept of priority. Pilots 
often speak of priority as a time apportionment tool, but this isn’t the case. Some-
thing can be a high priority and take very little time to accomplish. The definition 
of priority is: “something given or meriting attention before competing alterna-
tives,” so safety only interferes with tactics when these two things become mutually 
exclusive. That’s why we try to teach pilots to be safe and tactically effective at the 
same time.

Pilots have a wide playing field on which to accomplish the mission. At the edges 
of this field are the boundaries formed by our regulations and safety rules. All pilots 
must know where these boundaries are and never cross them. A pilot who stays in 
the wide part of the playing field can be as mission-oriented as he likes. This enables 
pilots to spend the majority of time and brain cells on mission-related tasks while 
periodically asking, “Am I getting ready to lose control, or run out of gas, or hit the 
ground, or hit another airplane?” Usually the answer is no, and the pilot is free to 
continue focusing on the mission. Occasionally the answer is yes, and the pilot is 
faced with a situation where mission and safety have become competing alterna-
tives. In these situations, the pilot must immediately address the safety hazard.

Both pilots should be involved in the deconfliction plan. Although it only takes 
one pilot to avoid a collision, resting the entire plan on the yielding pilot’s shoulders 
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is a bad idea. While it is true that USAF pilots are almost perfect, the word almost 
becomes important when we fly millions of sorties. As a general rule, any safety 
cross-check should be proportional to the hazard. Our ground avoidance techniques 
provide a good example. At high altitude, the ground hazard is nil, so the ground 
cross-check is nil. At low altitude, the hazard increases, so the cross-check in-
creases. If the cross-check is too slow, the pilot can easily “die relaxed” and impact 
the ground before realizing the hazard. If the cross-check is too rapid, the pilot is 
wasting time that can be put to good use for tactical employment. For element de-
confliction, the hazard level increases whenever the flight lead initiates an action 
requiring a response from the wingman. 

The yielding pilot’s cross-check is based upon the worst-case assumption that the 
flight lead could initiate action at any time. In the closest formation (fingertip), a 
collision could occur almost instantly, so the wingman must stare almost continu-
ously at the flight lead. In the loosest formation (tactical) it might take 10 seconds 
for a collision to develop, so the wingman can relax the cross-check to that time in-
terval. By contrast, the flight lead does not have to assume worst case because he 
knows when he will do something that will increase the hazard. A flight lead should 
cross-check his wingman (all of them) before initiating a turn, rejoin, or any other 
action requiring a deconfliction response. 

With a good cross-check established, pilots must be able to recognize collision 
vectors. Because collision geometry is identical to rejoin geometry, the visual indi-
cations are exactly what the USAF teaches during rejoin training: a jet with zero 
line-of-sight rate, frozen on the canopy, and getting bigger. Once collision vectors 
are recognized, wingmen must know the safe separation standards that guide their 
actions. The proper criteria for safe separation also provides a margin of safety that 
gives the flight lead adequate time to realize that the wingman has fumbled, then to 
take whatever action is needed to prevent the collision.

Finally, pilots should avoid situations that unnecessarily aggravate the collision 
hazard, like poor formation and bad wingman consideration. In other words, they 
shouldn’t poke the bear and create a predicament from which they will subse-
quently have to extract themselves.

Deconfliction School of Hard Knocks
We’ll look at five randomly selected collisions to see what patterns emerge. 
1.  Misawa AB, Japan: G-awareness turn (fatal)6

2.  Hill AFB, Utah: 30-degree check turn during a tactical intercept (fatal)7

3.  Nellis AFB, Nevada: Rejoin (fatal)8

4.  Hulman Field, Indiana: Tactical 180-degree turn (fatal)9

5.  Kadena AB, Japan: Slight check turn during a tanker intercept10

All five collisions resulted from a chain of events that, if broken at any link 
would have prevented the crash. The proposed deconfliction plan provides detailed 
instruction for the wingman: the most obvious link in the collision chain. But we 
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also address the two adjacent links: we teach all pilots to avoid situations that un-
necessarily increase the potential for conflict, and we teach flight leads to verify 
that the wingman is properly yielding during critical times. These other two links 
are easy to address and effective at preventing collisions.

In all five mishaps, the flight paths of all ten aircraft were clear until the instant of 
impact. For example, at Kadena (fig. 1), the flight paths were clear to the west, but the 
collision axis was north/south. At Misawa (fig. 2), the jets were turning to a south 
heading. The flight paths of both jets were clear to the south, but the collision axis 
was east/west. The jets were turning hard in a 90-degree bank, so the flight lead was 
actually below the wingman’s feet, obscured by the floor of the aircraft. The wingman 
was directly above the flight lead’s head, or slightly behind. In these two crashes and 
the other three, clearing the flight path could not have prevented collision.

Collision axis
was north/south

Jets headed west
with clear flight paths

Figure 1. North/south collision axis 

Collision axis
was east/west

Jets turning to south
with clear flight paths

Figure 2. East/west collision axis

In three of five accidents, the jets were grossly out of position. At Misawa and 
Hill, the pilots were flying at less than half the proper spacing. This increased the 
potential for conflict and reduced reaction time. At Hulman, the 4-ship was spread 
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out over 10 miles—more than twice the proper spacing. This certainly contributed 
to the number two wingman’s loss of situational awareness. Making matters worse, 
the flight lead called for an operations check in the middle of a turn, causing all pi-
lots to go heads-down into the cockpit instead of heads-up to monitor the formation. 
After rolling out of the turn, number two began flying formation off of the wrong 
jet and collided with his flight lead. There were eight pilots in these three flights, 
and they all silently accepted situations that greatly aggravated the collision hazard. 
The proposed deconfliction plan teaches pilots the dangers of bad formation and 
poor wingman consideration and empowers anyone in the flight to say something 
about it. This single measure would have prevented all three of these accidents and 
saved three pilots.

In four of five accidents, the wingmen showed poor cross-check techniques. At 
Kadena and Hill, the cross-check was too slow in relation to the distance between 
the aircraft. The flight leads changed direction and covered the intervening dis-
tance before the wingman noticed. At Nellis and Hulman, the wingmen were not 
visual on all three other jets in their four-ship; nor did they think that this lack of 
awareness merited a radio call. They both began flying formation off the wrong jet 
and collided with their flight leads. We should also note that a proper cross-check 
by the noninvolved members of these four-ships would have given them the oppor-
tunity to see and prevent the impending collision between their element mates. 
The proposed deconfliction plan teaches proper cross-check techniques for wing-
men. This single measure surely would have prevented the mishaps at Nellis and 
Hulman, saving two pilots. It would have lessened the likelihood of the Kadena and 
Hill mishaps, but it’s impossible to eliminate momentary lapses of attention. This is 
why we must teach flight leads to cross-check the wingmen during predictable 
times of increased collision hazard.

In all five accidents, the flight leads exhibited no effective cross-check whatso-
ever. Each initiated an action without glancing over to notice that the wingman was 
either distracted, confused, or not in a position to safety react to the event. The pro-
posed plan teaches flight leads to cross-check when they initiate action that re-
quires a deconfliction response from the wingman. This single, low-effort measure 
would have easily prevented all five of these crashes, saving the lives of four pilots.

We’ve seen that properly addressing any one of the three links in a typical acci-
dent chain is very effective in reducing collisions. Teaching all pilots to address all 
three links is exponentially more effective. Almost any of the 14 pilots in these 5 
mishap flights could have prevented the collision at multiple links. Good deconflic-
tion training would have prevented all five accidents with near certainty.

Improving our element deconfliction guidance also improves our mission effec-
tiveness. A collision is a highly negative mission outcome: we’ve not only failed to 
accomplish that particular mission, but we’ve also lost the use of those aircrews and 
aircraft for all future missions. The safety techniques pilots must learn to keep 
track of their wingmen can be put to tactical use in keeping track of enemy aircraft 
in complex situations. Any pilot who demonstrates the inability to maintain aware-
ness of his wingman is not only unsafe, but also unready for large force employ-
ment like Red Flag Exercises or actual combat.
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Before we conclude this section, we’ll note one final pattern: collisions are expen-
sive. These five midair collisions cost four highly trained pilots and eight combat air-
craft worth $144.6 million. That dollar figure does not include the value of human 
life, the cost to train the pilots or the cost of the accident investigation and aircraft 
salvage operations. The jets from our examples were older fourth-generation fighters 
valued at about $20 million. But now that fifth-generation fighters cost upwards of 
$100 million per copy, we’re starting to talk about real money. 

Innovation and Problem Identification
So why hasn’t the USAF recognized the deconfliction problem? There has been 

ample opportunity. Midair collision is historically one of the leading causes of air-
borne Class A mishaps. Our five example accidents were drawn from a 10-year pe-
riod (1997–2007) when Air Combat Command alone experienced 18 Class A ele-
ment collisions involving 4 A-10s, 10 F-15s, and 22 F-16s. If we include Class B and 
C mishaps, the number grows to 26 collisions involving 52 aircraft.11 

The accident reports from our five collisions are notable for two reasons. Firstly, 
three of the boards reached conclusions that were simply wrong. The reports from 
Kadena, Hill, and Misawa mention a failure to clear or deconflict flight paths even 
though the jets involved were displaced from each other’s flight paths by 90, 60, and 90 
degrees respectively. Lastly, all of the boards made some great observations that 
should have been captured in our element deconfliction guidance but were not. To 
consistently find these two failures in a series of accident reports is rare, troubling, and 
indicative of confirmation bias. The boards subconsciously selected and interpreted 
the data to fit to their preexisting belief that we have good deconfliction guidance.

The author has tried to alert the Air Force to its deconfliction problem. He has 
written two articles published in Combat Edge magazine, contacted the Air Force 
Safety Center, AFSO21, and attempted to engage leadership. The answer at every 
level was “we don’t see the problem, so we aren’t looking into it.” The Catch-22 is 
that they won’t see the problem unless they look into it. Given the high quality of 
Air Force officers, the deconfliction problem is inexplicable until we view it through 
the lens of confirmation bias. USAF education does address bias but tends to ap-
proach it from a historical perspective. Airmen study examples of biased decision 
making, along with the familiar warning that those who are ignorant of history are 
condemned to repeat it. The implication is that those who are familiar with history 
can avoid the mistakes of the past, so we think we have a good handle on bias, but 
cognitive science tells a different story.

Science tells us that history is a rich source of data, but that enlightenment only 
occurs after we synthesize the data to find patterns and causes. For example, in the 
early days of aviation pilots caught in clouds were taught to fly by the seat of their 
pants. We racked up a history of mishaps, each seeming to show how important it 
was for pilots to rely very carefully upon their senses to maintain attitude. Finally, 
we synthesized the data and discovered that our senses were easily duped by the 
peculiar motions of flight. Thus enlightened, we developed gyroscopic instruments. 
Now we teach pilots to rely upon their gauges because our senses lie to us.
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Cognitive scientists tell us that our brains often lie to us. When we believe some-
thing, the bias resulting from our genetic proclivity for argument and persuasion 
naturally leads us to collect only the evidence that our belief is correct. Innovation 
requires us to search for evidence that our beliefs might be wrong. In short, an in-
novative Air Force doesn’t argue with its innovators. Instead, the USAF must engage 
with its innovators to look for patterns and root causes that reveal new ideas and 
beliefs. This article provides the opportunity to do exactly that. 

Here are the patterns to look for in our element collision records. These are sim-
ple yes/no questions that can be answered in a half-hour per collision. Every “yes” 
answer provides evidence that we need a new deconfliction plan. The 5 collisions 
we’ve examined have already produced 22 yes answers out of a possible 25, and 
studying additional formation mishaps will further confirm these patterns. 

1.  Were the flight paths clear before the collision?

2.  Was bad formation or poor wingman consideration involved?

3.  Did the flight lead just initiate an action requiring a deconfliction response?

4.  Did the flight lead perform this action without cross-checking the wingman?

5.  Did the wingman exhibit a slow cross-check, or fail to account for all jets in 
the flight?

Approaching the deconfliction problem with the mentality of a fighter debrief 
will produce two desirable outcomes. First, we will have solved an unrecognized 
safety problem that has the potential to save a squadron of aircraft worth more than 
a billion dollars during the next 10 years. That’s not far-fetched: If we prevent only 
1 collision per year, then that’s 20 jets. As more fifth-generation fighters enter the 
fleet, we’ll start to see single collisions that cost hundreds of millions. 

The second outcome is harder to quantify but far more valuable. The deconflic-
tion problem is not just a safety failure—it’s also an innovation failure. If we are to 
learn from this, we must determine exactly what went wrong. The authors of Air 
Force Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures should have produced effective and compli-
ant deconfliction doctrine but did not. The USAF Safety Center should have cor-
rected the problem, but did not. Leadership should have stepped in, but did not. 
Applying a fighter debrief mentality to these issues will produce quantum improve-
ments concerning tactics, doctrine, safety, professional military education, and our 
main subject: innovation.

Conclusion
We began with the axiom if it’s not broke, don’t fix it, and we’ll end with the re-

lated axiom that necessity is the mother of invention. Although the USAF claims to 
value innovation, it has done little to address its blind spot for problem recognition. 
Time will tell whether it has a senior officer with the vision and leadership to rec-
ognize and fix the deconfliction problem before events make it necessary. Other-
wise, the day might come when a 60 Minutes news team knocks on the CSAF’s door 
with a copy of this article, asking why we just had a $300 million F-22 collision that 
scattered flaming, toxic wreckage onto the community below.
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A truly innovative Air Force is eager to exchange a good idea with a better one. 
The deconfliction example shows that today’s Air Force is unwilling to exchange a 
terrible idea for an excellent one. Our current deconfliction guidance is ineffective, 
irrational, violates flight rules, lacks detail, and fails to incorporate lessons learned 
from collision reports. The proposed deconfliction plan corrects all of those issues while 
simultaneously improving mission effectiveness. But the USAF considers this to be a so-
lution for a problem that doesn’t exist, despite losing scores of aircraft to collisions.

RAND observed that the Air Force fails to innovate when it fails to see problems. 
Cognitive science supports and explains this observation as a byproduct of a brain 
that evolved to argue and persuade. Instead of seeing innovative solutions that bet-
ter fit the facts, arguers see only the facts that fit their favored solution. But we can 
smell what we can’t see, because argument always produces an odor. If we catch a 
whiff of contorted logic, omitted data, and refusal to consider alternatives, then that 
should alert us to an unseen problem and trigger the innovation process. The Air 
Force must train its nose. 
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Counterair has been the bedrock of theater air operations and is a critical en-
abler to the continued success of the joint force for decades. According to 
DOD Joint Publication (JP) 3-01, Countering Air and Missile Threats, counter-

air integrates offensive and defensive operations to attain and maintain the desired 
degree of control of the air and protection by neutralizing or destroying enemy air-
craft and missiles, both before and after launch.1 However, in the last few years, 
“IAMD,” or integrated air and missile defense, has crept into the lexicon of combat-
ant command operation plans, theater area air defense plans, Air Force instruc-
tions, and even USAF doctrine, gradually replacing long established terms such as 
air and missile defense (AMD) and defensive counterair (DCA), and inventing new 
terms such as IAMD operations and IAMD forces. This terminology is incorrect, and 
conflating IAMD with or supplanting DCA and AMD could have negative conse-
quences for not only the Air Force, but joint operations writ large.

The Counterair Framework
While often perceived as Air Force-centric, counterair is a joint mission using air 

and surface assets from all of the services. Counterair is unique because it holds the 
enemy at risk by dominating the airspace while protecting friendly forces from the 
effects of enemy air and missile threats. The purpose of offensive counterair (OCA) 
is to destroy, disrupt, or otherwise neutralize the adversary’s air assets (including 
cruise missiles), ballistic missiles, missile launch platforms, and supporting com-
mand and control (C2) networks and structures that enable them—before or after 
launch—as close to the source as possible. The OCA mission consists of attack op-
erations, the suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD), fighter sweep, and fighter 
escort, with the aim of controlling the air and preventing enemy launches of air 
and missile capabilities. DCA is a protection mission with the objective of destroying 
or neutralizing the adversary’s air and missile assets and their effects when attempt-
ing to penetrate friendly airspace. AMD is all active and passive defensive actions 
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taken against hostile air and ballistic missiles threats.2 Fundamentally, the USAF 
conducts DCA with AMD assets.

The integration of OCA and DCA occurs within the air operations center (AOC) 
and is the responsibility of the joint force air component commander (JFACC), with 
the JFACC commanding OCA and the area air defense commander (AADC) com-
manding DCA.3 Normally, the individual who is designated as the JFACC by the 
joint force commander will also be designated as the AADC and the airspace con-
trol authority, although doctrinally the JFAAC and AADC could be two separate in-
dividuals given certain conditions. The AADC’s responsibilities are extensive, and 
the two most important are to establish the integrated air defense system (IADS) 
and develop the theater area air defense plan (AADP). The IADS is comprised of 
active and passive AMD capabilities—the two key pieces of DCA of all the services’ 
capabilities available in the theater—and consists of sensors, weapons, intelligence 
systems, associated personnel, and the C2 systems that integrate them together. 
The AADP prescribes the integration of active and passive AMD measures and the 
required C2 to implement the IADS and puts the comprehensive approach to defend 
against enemy air and missile threats into an executable format. While OCA and 
DCA are the two elements that comprise counterair, they are not autonomous from 
each other. This simultaneous offensive and defensive capability provides a credible 
deterrent to any adversary.

What IAMD Is and What It Is Not
At the joint level, IAMD is an “approach” that is supposed to “synchronize” DCA 

and OCA attack operations with other missions outside of the counterair frame-
work, specifically homeland defense, global missile defense (cross-geographic com-
batant command boundaries), global strike when the target is associated with an air 
or missile threat; and counter-rocket, artillery, and mortar (C-RAM).4 IAMD is not 
synonymous with counterair, nor is it a mission or an operation. Both the 2012 and 
2017 versions of JP 3-01, Countering Air and Missile Threats, clarified the separation, 
and the 2017 version included a diagram attempting to show the relationship be-
tween the counterair mission and the IAMD approach. (See figure)5

Joint IAMD (separate from Army and Navy IAMD efforts primarily focusing on 
netting together integrated fire control networks and elevated sensors to counter 
tactical indirect fires, low and slow unmanned aerial vehicles, and cruise and anti-
ship missiles at the service-level) began as a joint integrating concept (JIC) pub-
lished in 2004. The JIC envisioned a holistic approach to countering air and missile 
threats across six broad mission areas: common battlespace awareness and under-
standing, C2 and battle management, OCA attack operations, active air defense, 
passive air defense, and joint logistics. It was a concept to support an acquisition 
strategy to develop new technology and processes and integrate them together to 
“defend the Homeland and US national interests, protect the Joint force, and enable 
freedom of action by negating an adversary’s ability to achieve adverse effects 
from their air and missile capabilities” in the 2015 timeframe.6 Since the JIC was 
published, these have been narrowed down to OCA attack operations, active air de-
fense, passive air defense, and command, control, communications, computers, 
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intelligence, and reconnaissance (C4ISR). Coincidentally, these four mission areas 
were also the operational elements of Joint Theater Missile Defense (JTMD) and in-
cluded in the 1996 edition of JP 3-01.5, Doctrine for Joint Theater Missile Defense. 
JP 3-01.5 was retired as a standalone joint publication many years ago, but the four 
legacy operational elements of JTMD are sometimes referred to today as the “four 
pillars” of IAMD, although that term has never been included in joint doctrine.7

Relationship Between Counterair and Integrated Air and Missile Defense

Counterair Mission

Offensive Counterair

• Attack Operations

• Suppression of Enemy Air
Defenses

• Fighter Escort

• Fighter Sweep

Defensive Counterair

• Active Air and Missile
Defense

• Passive Air and Missile
Defense

Integrated Air and Missile Defense Approach

• Homeland Defense

• Global Missile Defense

• Global Strike

• Counter Rocket, Artillery,
and Mortar

Figure. The relationship between counterair and Integrated Air and Missile Defense. JP 3-01, Countering 
Air and Missile Threats, 21 April 2017, I-3, http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp3_01_20172104.pdf

In the following years, various concept and capabilities documents were developed 
outlining material requirements to bring joint IAMD to reality. Some of these solu-
tions were a single integrated air picture (SIAP) that allowed battle managers to main-
tain high situational awareness and direct operations as needed; elevated sensors to 
overcome line-of-sight limitations, improve surveillance capabilities, and provide 
cued engagements; integrated fire control (IFC) so weapon systems can develop fire 
control solutions from nonorganic sensor sources and engage adversary assets re-
motely; and automated decision aids so commanders could make decisions at a faster 
rate and gain the advantage over the enemy by controlling the pace of the battle. 
Most of these were considered “critical” and “necessary” to achieve IAMD in the con-
cept papers. However, none have come to fruition to the level envisioned, if at all.

SIAP has been a holy grail of visualization tools since the Tactical Air Control System/
Tactical Air Defense system was launched in 1969.8 Thirty years later, SIAP was a 
primary requirement in the joint theater air and missile defense vision—the fore-
runner to IAMD—to provide commanders with a view of the battlespace to improve 
coordination and decision making, as well as to permit everyone to understand the 
situation the same way.9 However, SIAP proved too costly and technically challenging 
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and was cancelled by the secretary of defense in 2009. A lesser capability named 
the Joint Track Management Capability (JTMC) was pursued which greatly relied 
on the Army’s Joint Land Attack Cruise Missile Defense Elevated Netted Sensor 
System (JLENS) and the Navy’s Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC). How-
ever, like SIAP, JTMC never materialized, in part, due to the bleak future of JLENS 
after one of the aerostats broke free in 2016 and drifted over several states before 
deflating and falling to the ground.10 IFC systems and automated decision aids are 
in development by the Army, as well as the Navy’s development of IFC systems 
that are part of CEC, but are years away from fielding.11

The oft-cited 2014 chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Joint Integrated Air and 
Missile Defense: Vision 2020 lays out even more “imperatives,” such as incorporating, 
fusing, exploiting, and leveraging “every bit of information available regardless of 
source or classification;” and targeting the development, modernization, and fielding 
of IAMD capabilities to fill gaps while “stressing affordability and interoperability.”12 
The problem with these broad strategic vision statements is the vagaries are never 
translated into action. Like many “vision” documents, IAMD Vision 2020 contained 
no resourcing solutions, no direction as to whom is responsible for achieving the 
broad platitudes, or any strategy to accomplish the objectives. Vision 2020 articu-
lates the need to invest in new technology, develop the technology into integrated 
weapons systems, and field these systems that are “melded into a comprehensive 
joint and combined force capable of preventing an adversary from effectively em-
ploying any of its offensive air and missile weapons.”13 However, using the old ac-
quisition adage of you can have it good, cheap, or fast, but not all three, this just 
can’t be done without sacrificing other programs and impacting readiness. Finally, 
Vision 2020 stresses IAMD is beyond solely DOD activities, and must include other 
government agencies, thus making IAMD a national-level approach but lacking a 
national-level strategy.14

Another problem confronting IAMD is the lack of ownership. The Joint Inte-
grated Air and Missile Organization (JIAMDO) plans, coordinates, and oversees 
joint AMD requirements, operational concepts, and operational “architectures.”15 
However, JIAMDO, which is under the Joint Staff Force Structure, Resources, and 
Assessment (J-8) directorate, is a coordinating authority at best and is not empow-
ered to compel the services or other offices to agree on issues. United States Joint 
Forces Command (USJFCOM) was the executive agent for joint IAMD; however, this 
responsibility was not officially passed to another organization when USJFCOM was 
disestablished in 2011. United States Strategic Command requested and was granted 
the role as Air and Missile Defense Integrating Authority in 2008, but a few years 
later asked to be relieved of this responsibility, which was approved in 2015. Finally, 
technical authority for joint IAMD was passed from JIAMDO to the Missile Defense 
Agency (MDA) in 2013, but unfortunately the resources to do it were not. The MDA, 
whose funding has been reduced significantly in the past few years, has little capa-
bility to focus on threats other than ballistic missiles, which is only part of IAMD.

In the end, IAMD isn’t really very integrated. There is no operational C2 structure 
for IAMD from C-RAM at the tactical level, through counterair at the theater level, 
and cross-area of responsibility (AOR) operations and defense of the homeland at 
the strategic level. Joint IAMD is not a whole—it’s merely the sum of its disparate 
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parts and provides no basis for terms such as IAMD forces or IAMD operations. With 
no dedicated IAMD material solutions for integration on the immediate horizon, no 
singular agency acting as the integrator or executive agent, and no C2 structure that 
integrates the disparate missions, joint IAMD is rudderless and remains largely a 
collection of operational concepts, requirements documents, and planning guides. 
So why is IAMD in joint and Air Force doctrine?

Confusion between Counterair and Integrated Air and Missile Defense
In 2010, the secretary of the Air Force and the chief of staff of the Air Force 

(CSAF) endorsed a white paper on the relationship between counterair and IAMD.16 
The paper established IAMD as a subset of counterair, using as justification the 
statement “IAMD is a Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) – approved 
subset of the counterair mission.” The white paper was primarily focused on the 
need for better cross-combatant command AOR integration, development of better 
missile warning systems, and development of air-launched ballistic missile inter-
ceptor technology. It also instructed the Curtis E. LeMay Center for Doctrine Devel-
opment and Education to incorporate IAMD into its service doctrine.

IAMD was subsequently incorporated into Air Force Doctrine Annex 3-01, Coun-
terair Operations. It states that the IAMD approach is a subset of counterair and cau-
tions that IAMD has the potential to split offensive and defensive activities and 
fracture unity of command and unity of effort. It therefore instructs “Airmen should 
always advocate the counterair framework vice IAMD when discussing countering 
air and missile threats, even in a joint context.”17 It clearly specifies that OCA attack 
operations are commanded by the JFACC and DCA operations are commanded by 
the AADC, with the JFACC responsible for the integration of offensive and defen-
sive components of IAMD. However, it also goes further and explains OCA attack 
operations will be planned and executed within the larger offensive campaign 
against the adversary targets and conducted simultaneously with suppression of en-
emy air defenses (SEAD), fighter sweep, and fighter escort operations.

However, the original statement above implying that the JROC approved IAMD 
as a subset of the counterair mission is elusive and, so far, unverifiable whether it 
was specifically contained in a JROC memorandum or another JROC-approved doc-
ument. Joint doctrine does not recognize IAMD as a subset of counterair, nor does 
any other service’s doctrine, and the Air Force’s position may be a loose interpreta-
tion of the 2008 IAMD Operational Concept. This concept was approved by the JROC 
and was heavily focused on OCA attack operations and DCA, and less on the tacti-
cal level and missions beyond the AOR. There are three reasons why it is not in the 
best interest of the Air Force to consider IAMD as a subset of counterair.

First, IAMD serves no operational purpose within the theater-level counterair 
construct. As mentioned earlier, OCA attack operations will be conducted and inte-
grated simultaneously with the other elements of OCA as part of the JFACC’s coun-
terair campaign. Viewing IAMD apart from counterair misses the broader opera-
tional approach envisioned by the JFC, and the JFACC’s staff will need to plan for 
that. Even though the AOC is the C2 center for theater counterair operations, it will 
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still be the JFACC’s C2 center for certain missions beyond the theater such as global 
strike or cross-AOR operations. If there is an air or missile threat emanating from 
another AOR, the theater commander at risk will be designated the supported com-
mander and that AOC will coordinate with the supporting AOCs to synchronize op-
erations. If the cross-AOR threat is deemed significant, persistent, or more than just 
air and missile defense, a joint operations area crossing AOR boundaries may be es-
tablished with clear C2 structure and supported/supporting relationships specified 
in the establishing directive. The IAMD approach does nothing at the theater level 
that isn’t already being accomplished through the counterair framework.

Second, by putting a fence around IAMD at the theater level and saying IAMD is 
a subset of counterair, the Air Force has confused planners, operators, and those 
assigned to AOCs, and has led to doctrinally incorrect instructions within its own 
service. Air Force Instruction 13-01AOC (Volume 3), Operational Procedures–Air Op-
erations Center, states IAMD is the responsibility of the defensive operations team, 
which has “oversight of the overall coordination of global, IAMD for the theater, and 
execution of theater operations.”18 Since the IAMD approach includes OCA attack 
operations, this gives the impression the defensive operations team, and the AADC, 
are responsible for OCA attack operations. This is incorrect. Doctrinally, the defen-
sive operations team is responsible for AMD within the theater, not IAMD, and the 
AADC, through the defensive operations team, makes targeting recommendations 
to the JFACC for OCA attack. Courseware within the 505th Command and Control 
Wing, teaching AOC operations to personnel assigned to AOCs, teaches “(t)he IAMD 
Cell is responsible for the execution of IAMD within the Counterair framework.”19 
This also implies the IAMD cell executes OCA attack operations. Finally, Air Force 
Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) 3-1.AOC erroneously quotes JP 3-01 as 
stating “IAMD is the application of the counterair framework at the theater level.” It 
is incorrect since IAMD does not include SEAD, fighter sweep, and fighter escort—
the other parts of the counterair framework and not part of IAMD. The application 
of the counterair framework at the theater level is simply counterair.

In 2015, Air & Space Power Journal published an article suggesting, among other 
things, the “I” in IAMD is made possible by C2, and described how the Air Force 
major command commander, as the JFACC, relied on the AOCs in the theater for 
“IAMD operations.”20 That’s technically correct, but it’s factually wrong. The AOC 
does exercise C2 over the theater-level missions that are enveloped under the IAMD 
approach, but it’s because they are counterair missions, not because they are part of 
the IAMD approach. AOCs were developed before the inception of IAMD to plan and 
execute the C2 of counterair operations within the theater and oversee AMD in the 
theater.21 The “I” is implied within the Air Force and joint definition of AMD.

The 2012 version of JP 3-01 stated the geographic combatant commander is re-
sponsible for IAMD within the theater. This may have been misinterpreted or as-
sumed to be a mission that the JFACC would have responsibility for, but no mention 
was made in the publication that this could be operationally delegated to any com-
ponent commander. The 2017 edition of JP 3-01, just as Air Force doctrine, is very 
clear that the JFACC commands OCA, the AADC commands DCA, and the JFACC is 
responsible for the integration of the two. Since IAMD is not a mission or operation, 
JP 3-01 does not address the command or authority of IAMD, only that the integration 
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of the offensive and defensive counterair components of IAMD is the responsibility 
of the JFACC.22

Third, IAMD is too broad to plan for in the joint planning and execution commu-
nity. Current CCMD operation plans (OPLANS) consistently use opaque and inaccu-
rate terms such as IAMD operations and IAMD forces, usually in an IAMD appendix to 
the operations annex. However, the focus of these appendices is always on theater-
level AMD. If OCA attack operations are discussed, it’s for the purpose of pointing out 
the coordination required with the offensive operations team. C4ISR systems are also 
discussed, but these are systems that were developed for support of overall counterair 
operations, not IAMD. Due to the multiple missions that are under the broad concept 
of IAMD, the logistics planners who develop the time-phased force and deployment 
data, the TPFDD, will need more granularity on what types of forces should be 
planned for to support an OPLAN. IAMD forces and IAMD operations would encom-
pass C-RAM, air defense artillery batteries, multiple launch rocket systems, squad-
rons of fighter aircraft, ships, and on and on—many of them multimission platforms. 
These are vague and obfuscated terms of reference and serve no purpose in an envi-
ronment where specificity of types of capabilities and gaps are needed to develop 
plans that execute operations. This propagates inaccurate and confusing planning 
and execution documents with statements, such as “IAMD of the DAL,” when discuss-
ing how assets on the defended asset list will be protected, “conduct IAMD with DCA 
in support of the JFC” when describing a line of effort to support the JFC’s opera-
tional approach, and identify the theater AADC as the “supported component com-
mander” when describing the air component’s authority level.23 Merely telling the 
JFC the joint force will conduct or is conducting IAMD operations does not convey a 
picture useful in supporting the JFC’s operational approach.

The bottom line is AMD is already integrated at the theater level through the AOC. 
Putting an “I” in front of AMD serves no purpose in Air Force doctrine. More impor-
tantly, it has the potential to split offensive and defensive activities and fracture unity 
of command and unity of effort. AOC directors, deputy directors, and IAMD cell 
members will dutifully say IAMD is a subset of counterair in Air Force doctrine, but 
seldom if ever follow up with “but Airmen should always advocate the counterair 
framework vice IAMD when discussing countering air and missile threats.”24

Moving Forward
IAMD is a valuable term for developing acquisition strategies for air and missile 

defense systems. “Integrated air and missile defense” is a clear, albeit bumper 
sticker, umbrella phrase that easily points out to even those unfamiliar with mili-
tary operations what our objectives are when procuring weapons and C2 systems. 
But integration is a continuous process and one that we have been doing for many 
years and will continue to do as more and better technology and processes evolve. 
IAMD is not a condition that can be achieved in the sense that we achieve air supe-
riority; nor can it be conducted like DCA or OCA are conducted.
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It’s in the best interest of the Air Force to stress the primacy of counterair. This 
needs to come from the top of the Air Force leadership. The following are some 
suggested actions the Air Force could take:

•  Delete “theater-level IAMD” from Air Force doctrine since it’s redundant to the 
current discussion of counterair contained in the Air Force Doctrine Annex 3-01 
and confuses the separation of counterair and IAMD. Air Force doctrine should 
instead focus on how C2 of theater-level air and missile defense operations 
should be integrated with missions beyond the theater that impact the JFC 
and/or JFACC operations.

•  Review Air Force instructions and TTP to ensure terminology is consistent with 
Air Force and joint doctrine. It is clear there is confusion in Air Force instruc-
tions between IAMD and AMD in the theater—that without the “I” in front, AMD 
somehow is not integrated—but AMD is much more accurate since it is specifi-
cally defined as all active and passive defensive actions taken against hostile air 
and ballistic missiles threats, instead of the broad definition of IAMD.25

•  Review current Air Force training curriculum to ensure that personnel under-
stand the integration of the two halves of counterair, the responsibilities of the 
JFACC and AADC, and how DCA is commanded and controlled. There are too 
many invented definitions and a consistent misunderstanding of what IAMD 
is, and its relationship to counterair.

•  Develop TTPs for split operations when the JFAAC and AADC are not collo-
cated. Hawaii’s emergency management agency is developing preparedness 
plans for their islands in case of a North Korea missile attack due to the con-
cern that so much key military infrastructure is based in their state that it 
could make them a target for hostilities.26 A key component of passive AMD is 
the dispersal of assets. This dispersal could include CCMD and component 
leadership and headquarters, but we seldom exercise this level of continuity of 
operations if C2 centers have to transfer responsibilities to other commands 
and locations. It’s a common assumption the JFAAC will always be dual-hatted 
as the AADC and operate at the theater AOC. However, with the range and pro-
liferation of ballistic and cruise missiles, theater AOCs are vulnerable to attack 
which could negatively impact the ability to conduct JFAAC and AADC respon-
sibilities at the same location. With the expanding missile capabilities of adver-
saries in the Pacific and Europe, JFACC responsibilities could relocate to the 
continental United States if the AOC cannot be defended, while the Army air 
and missile defense command commander or the Navy component com-
mander could assume the duties of the AADC, and remain in theater.

•  Finally, the CSAF should consider sending a “personal for” message to AOC di-
rectors and deputy directors emphasizing the primacy of the counterair frame-
work as opposed to the IAMD approach. This message should emphasize to 
them that, in their course of duties at the AOC, they should always advocate 
the counterair framework versus IAMD when discussing countering air and 
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missile threats, or otherwise risk splitting offensive and defensive activities 
and fracture the unity of command and unity of effort.

If the Air Force believes that IAMD has the potential to fracture the unity of com-
mand of counterair, then it’s a problem largely of its own making. Counterair is at 
the core of the USAF’s existence, yet it has incrementally allowed IAMD to take the 
place of counterair in both lexicon and practice. IAMD is a good term to use for ac-
quisition programs of systems that will provide the commander greater visualiza-
tion tools and battle management aids to allow quicker decisions and quicker ac-
tion, but the integration of air and missile defense has been a continual process and 
the reason that the Air Force developed AOCs. The USAF needs to be at the fore-
front of the intellectual discussion of counterair and IAMD, but it is not. At least it 
is not now. 
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Deterring Aggressive Space 
Actions with Cube Satellite 
Proximity Operations
A New Frontier in Defensive Space Control

Capt Michael Nayak, USAF, PhD* 

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed or implied in the Journal are those of the authors and should not be con-
strued as carrying the official sanction of the Department of Defense, Air Force, Air Education and Training Command, Air 
University, or other agencies or departments of the US government. This article may be reproduced in whole or in part 
without permission. If it is reproduced, the Air and Space Power Journal requests a courtesy line.

Today, America’s strategic advantage and military superiority are critically 
codependent on its space superiority.1 Space-based systems provide critical 
information, intelligence, warning, and communication capabilities to com-

manders and warfighters across the spectrum of global conflict. As the reliance of the 
military enterprise on the effective use of space power grows, top leaders are consis-
tently sounding the warning bell about a growing vulnerability to hostile action.2 Call-
ing the US dependence on space its “soft ribs,” one Chinese analyst writes, “for coun-
tries that can never win a war with the United States by using [. . .] tanks and planes, 
attacking the U.S. space system may be an irresistible and most tempting choice. Part 
of the reason is that the Pentagon is greatly dependent on space for [. . .] its military 
action.”3 It is, therefore, no surprise that countries such as China, Russia, and India 
have chosen to aggressively invest in counterspace capabilities.4

Within this operating picture, it is vital to note the considerable recent progress 
of nanosatellites called Cube Satellite or CubeSat-sized spacecraft. A standard 1-unit 
(U) CubeSat form factor is 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm in dimensions, 1 liter in volume, 
and weighs approximately 1 kg in mass.5 The number of CubeSat segments desig-
nates system size; a 10 x 10 x 30 cm system is a 3U, and a 10 x 20 x 30 cm system is 
a “6U” CubeSat, roughly 3 and 6 liters in volume respectively. Developed in the 
1990s to train students in real-world satellite integration and testing, government 
and private entities have launched more than a thousand CubeSats.6 Science require-
ments for sophisticated instruments, communications, propulsion, and three-axis 

*This work is adapted from two other works by the author, “Cube-Satellite Proximity Operations: The Natural Evolu-
tion of Defensive Space Control into a Deterrence Initiative,” published in The Space Review 18 January 2016; and “Fight-
ing a War in Space: An Unusually Careful Selection of Staff,” (in journal review as of October 2017) in Astropolitics.
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stabilization have been demonstrated.7 The commercial utility of CubeSats are in-
creasing exponentially; the firm Planet Labs has launched more than seventy 3U 
CubeSats for responsive earth imaging.8

Extrapolating the explosive growth of satellite system miniaturization to a national 
security context, CubeSat systems are easier for adversarial nations with less sophisti-
cated space programs to design, build, and launch. In considering the question of 
what the United States should do to better prepare to deter aggressive action in 
space, an active deterrence strategy to effectively combat small satellite-enabled 
hostile actions is of vital importance. In parallel with the development of new deter-
rence strategies that consider small satellites,9 taking immediate steps to direct integra-
tion of CubeSat technologies into the US military space enterprise can help the United 
States respond proportionally and prevail should deterrence fail.

The Threat from Nations with Less Advanced Space Programs
In less than a decade, space miniaturization technology has come so far that stu-

dents at a high-school level of education are now capable of designing, integrating, 
launching, and operating CubeSat systems.10 Some university-designed systems 
boast sophisticated maneuvering and navigation capabilities and are capable of ad-
vanced military-relevant mission sets.11 From a doctrinal and policy point of view, it 
is important to consider that CubeSat systems are far easier for nations with less so-
phisticated space programs to design, build, and launch. The price of failure in the 
small-satellite industry is less, making incremental growth more practicable. With 
the elimination of a need for heavy space lift and triple-redundant systems, it is al-
most certain that adversarial nations with smaller space programs can soon assem-
ble and field capabilities they are today incapable of. It is feasible that within the 
next decade, we will see North Korea fielding a surveillance capability via a crude 
optical sensor on a CubeSat, in competition with South Korea, which is today devel-
oping a CubeSat-based telescope system.12 Equally probable is Iran fielding a rudi-
mentary missile warning system onboard a vehicle similar to the “Promise of Sci-
ence and Industry” national satellite, recently built by Iranian university students 
and launched atop a modified long-range missile.13

Although systems centered on smaller spacecraft may not be as reliable, these 
development efforts prove that the technology is both mature and accessible. To-
day’s clumsy student satellite feeds tomorrow’s “wisdom of experience.” Today’s 
school-bus sized communication spacecraft (for example, the MUOS, the Mobile 
User Objective System) will tomorrow be the size of a shoebox (for example, laser-
com on LADEE, the Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer).14 Com-
bining easy fabrication with access to space via ride-shares, small satellites are be-
coming a force to be reckoned with. At the rate of current development, the United 
States might find some of its actions or objectives deterred by the capabilities of its 
adversaries in the near future.

As it stands today, an adversary with basic space lift capability may be able to 
deny, disrupt, or degrade the US military enterprise by striking a few centers of grav-
ity (COG) of space power that fulfill a critical defense or military enabling function. 
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This can be accomplished either through a direct-ascent antisatellite (ASAT) 
weapon, or a co-orbital ASAT weapon, where a satellite is placed into a similar or 
intercepting orbit as its target, and then maneuvered into a collision course with it. 
This threat dates back to the Cold War and the USSR’s Istrebitel Sputnikov program.15 
Translated as satellite killer, the program focused on satellites capable of large ma-
neuvers to rendezvous with their targets, prepositioned to execute a “kamikaze-style” 
takedown of US space systems if and when commanded.16

One immediate deterrent to hostile space action is therefore to distribute the US 
concentration of space power, lessening the reward for hostile action. Fielding du-
plicate, redundant systems to those in existence is unrealistic in a fiscally con-
strained environment. Distributed or disaggregated systems, on the other hand, are 
intrinsically less vulnerable. Since the capability is exerted through a larger number 
of redundant component parts, multiple component satellites can be lost before to-
tal system failure. The exploding growth of CubeSats, which have a reputation for 
being low-cost and easily reproducible, has a natural place in this discussion.17

While there are definite cost and size advantages to CubeSats, they are also sig-
nificantly less capable than larger spacecraft, particularly in military applications. 
Larger spacecraft can lose multiple components and still have backup functionality. 
They host larger instruments better capable of fulfilling primary military functions. 
CubeSats are largely “single-string,” not robust to single-point failure, and are size- 
and volume-limited in the instrumentation they can host. They are simply not a 
factor in signals intelligence, hyperspectral collection, or protected survivable se-
cure communications. While they can fill a complementary role in ground-based 
imaging and imagery intelligence collection, larger optics, wider wavelength bands, 
and the need for cryocooling will always point in the direction of larger spacecraft.

The forte of CubeSats appears to be in the “numbers game.” Even in the absence 
of direct conflict, a disaggregated system allows for cost and efficiency benefits in 
acquisition and operations. Such systems are resilient by nature. A distributed sys-
tems architecture serves to eliminate the US dependence on finite COGs of space 
power; with multiple systems in play, the payoff for an attack lessens. Therefore, in 
an environment where any small satellite in a similar orbit to a national security 
asset could be a potential ASAT threat, American space policies must ensure that 
capabilities in this arena are not left behind.

However, military space acquisition policy and business practices are both be-
hind the times. Although policy papers by recent space acquisition leaders lean in 
favor of disaggregation, there has yet to be a push to implement this through enter-
prise leverage of small-satellite technology.18 The only US government organiza-
tions actively involved in CubeSat development are either doing so for research and 
development (R&D) or because of cost constraints; the resolve to make small satel-
lites a part of our national space architecture is simply not present. However, these 
systems are set to become an integral part of every other space-faring nation’s mili-
tary capability, likely within the next generation.

Therefore, there is an immediate need for decisive leadership action to focus US 
space acquisitions and operations into smaller, more agile systems, and more im-
portantly, transition these capabilities into the mainstream “operational” space in-
dustry directly benefiting the warfighter. This will drive a strategic investment 
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that will reduce the risk to space COGs. It will also support direct integration of 
small satellite technology into the national space enterprise, both military and ci-
vilian. Deploying mature technologies in parallel with ongoing R&D efforts for 
further development can help the United States widen the conversation on possible 
proportional and reciprocal dissuasion of enemy counterspace action, and preserve 
the “ultimate high ground” of space.

Applications of Cube Satellite Technology to Space Control
Any hostile action against a US spacecraft is considered tantamount to a declaration 

of war.19 However, in reality, the distance of and limited access to space provides 
anonymity to offensive space actions, similar to cyber attacks. It is more likely that 
to maintain regional superiority, adversarial nations would seek to develop a denial 
of service counterspace capability against the United States. A satellite malfunction 
could be caused by space environment conditions, faulty, or inadequate satellite de-
sign, or even orbital debris factors.20 Culpability, attribution, and retaliation are 
complicated by the lack of borders or sovereign regions in space and the infeasibility 
of total space situational awareness (SSA). This adversary may, therefore, be able to 
deny, disrupt, or degrade the US military space enterprise while maintaining plausible 
deniability. The uncertainty involved increases exponentially if hostile CubeSats are 
deployed as co-orbital ASAT devices. A low-velocity impact can be engineered to have 
just enough speed to shatter the impactor, causing disabling damage to the target, and 
leaving relatively little debris.

However, this is the crudest use of CubeSat technology as a counterspace tool. 
Rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO) are the ultimate tools for space sur-
veillance, advanced space-based SSA, and even offensive action. In 2005 and 2007, 
respectively, the United States proved an experimental RPO capability with mis-
sions such as the Air Force Research Laboratory’s XSS-11 and the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency’s Orbital Express.21 While Orbital Express was more than 
1,000 kg in mass and fielded two spacecraft that were aware of each another, XSS-11 
was 150 kg and demonstrated advanced maneuvering around its own spent upper 
stage. It demonstrated the capability to safely approach an “uncooperative” object, 
image it, and retreat to a safe distance.

Small satellites in space control are not a near-future scenario; rather, they are 
today’s emergency. China has developed a small satellite reputedly able to capture 
another satellite with a robotic arm.22 Published work by US academic authors dis-
cusses the concept and ongoing design of a CubeSat-sized RPO mission, with pre-
cise attitude determination and control, pointing accuracy, real-time maneuver 
commanding, and even optimal trajectory design for docking applications from a 
future CubeSat platform.23 A 10–25 kg (12U) CubeSat with optical sensors and agile 
maneuvering capability is a configuration that is easily achievable with today’s 
technology; such vehicles have a negligible radar cross-sectional area. In geostation-
ary orbit, they would be invisible from the ground.

Further, the delivery system for CubeSat is easily configurable. CubeSats can be re-
leased from stowed configurations designed to ride along with any launch vehicle. 
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Launch options include hosted payload services, a quickly growing industry that gov-
ernment payloads have utilized as secondary missions on commercial communications 
satellites. These payload services provide numerous launch opportunities per year 
to any desired orbit regime. This has even expanded to the commercial sector; in-
ternational telecommunication satellites, as well as national security satellites, 
have demonstrated the capability to host CubeSats.24

As this technology becomes smaller and easier to launch, the detectability factor 
significantly decreases, which would allow adversaries to take autarchic actions 
against the US space enterprise with a lessened fear of retribution or discovery. 
One example is the Russian object 2014-28E. Initially thought to be drifting space 
junk associated with the launch of three Russian telecommunication satellites, it 
has since been observed to be maneuverable, and made a close approach to the 
rocket stage that boosted it into orbit as recently as November 2014.25

Apart from satellite killer, another translation of istrebitel sputnikov is satellite 
fighter (istrebitel translates as fighter aircraft). The big push in next-generation fighter 
aircraft is stealth, and it is not unreasonable to refer to small satellites as the stealth 
aircraft of space. The existence of 2014-28E was not announced, and the smaller the 
spacecraft, the less the probability of ground-based detection. If sensor avoidance 
techniques are employed during an approach, the target object may not ever detect 
another satellite in its local space.26 Cumulatively, this reduces the culpability for 
space control actions, emboldening adversaries to move past proximity surveillance 
to offensive actions. . . all from a CubeSat platform.

RPO-capable CubeSats have the potential to be of critical importance to space-
borne intelligence gathering. They are capable of close approaches, surveillance, 
functionality, and material characterization, and battle damage assessment, all with 
a minimal fear of discovery. Even if discovered, close approaches are legal if they 
do not endanger the operation of the target body. Sociopolitical ramifications are 
likely inside a certain approach distance, but this is a gray area without much legal 
precedent or policy backing.27

This expanded reach of space-borne space control is the true jump in capability 
presented by burgeoning CubeSat technology. Never before has there been the capa-
bility for a force so large to be wielded from a body so small. CubeSats are poised to 
become the stealth aircraft of space technology. A nation capable of wielding a Cube-
Sat-based offensive space control capability creates a real and present threat to US 
space superiority. This article will next address what the United States can do to deter 
aggressive action in space concerning this threat, and prevail should deterrence fail.

Combating the Threat of Hostile Cube Satellite Actions
One of the key factors for successful deterrence is the criterion of “proportionality, 

reciprocity, and coercive credibility.” The more superior a nation’s available instru-
ments to inflict harm, the larger costs for non-compliance it may credibly impose.28 
The dissuasion of enemy escalation is accomplished by the threat of progressive re-
taliation, discouraging the enemy from an initial action.29 The political will to exert 
this response is never in doubt.30 The concept of proportionality drives the US’s re-
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taliatory action, but in the arena of space deterrence, each unique attack requires a 
unique response.

Three steps of escalating response and consequence are detailed below, derived 
from principles of force protection conditions (FPCON).31 The proposed staged strat-
egy ensures that the US response is proportional to the existing threat while main-
taining both strategic advantage and technological superiority.

The base of the CubeSat threat pyramid may be considered to be FPCON Alpha, 
where there exists “a general threat of possible terrorist activity, the nature and ex-
tent of which is unpredictable.”32 This translates to no known deployment of RPO 
capability by an adversarial nation or RPO missions in a first-time R&D regime 
only. Given this threat level, a security posture of deterrence through ground detec-
tion and observation is proportional and must be capable of being maintained in-
definitely. Methods currently utilized today, such as the Space Fence, the Space 
Surveillance Network, and the Space-Based Space Situational Awareness system are 
able tools for maintaining this ability to attribute.33

The next level on the CubeSat threat pyramid is FPCON Bravo, when “an in-
creased and more predictable terrorist threat activity exists.”34 The threat increases 
when specific intelligence suggests the capability for possible aggression by a par-
ticular nation and is realized when there is a known, operational RPO capability be-
yond the first-time R&D phase. If an adversary is aware that their technology is suf-
ficiently advanced that it may be able to attack and escape undetected, this can 
create an incentive to act. Dissuading an adversary nation from exercising mature 
RPO capabilities requires an escalation in the US’s ability to detect and respond to 
such an action. Amputating the veil of invisibility around co-orbital RPO CubeSats 
can have a sizable impact on the political will to act. The small size and detectability 
of inbound CubeSats imply that ground-based SSA is likely inadequate to accom-
plish the objective of dissuasion by detection. The onus for deterrence falls on the 
shoulders of space-based SSA mission sets.

The implementation of a similar policy can be inferred with regard to recent 
news reports concerning the GEO Space Situational Awareness Program (GSSAP).35 
GSSAP mission sets were announced to the world by then-USAF Space Command 
head Gen William L. Shelton. 36 “GSSAP will bolster our ability to discern when ad-
versaries attempt to avoid detection,” General Shelton said at the 2014 Air Warfare 
Symposium, “and to discover capabilities they may have which might be harmful to 
our critical assets.”37

The protection of space assets in the event of more direct threats is the final level 
on the threat pyramid and has larger geopolitical consequences, including impacts 
to warfighters in harm’s way. Nations with less accomplished space programs are 
capable of developing CubeSat technology; these nations are also less likely to ad-
here to the classic psychology of deterrence. The threats become more diverse and 
immediate as well: for example, command of a co-orbital satellite could be assumed 
by cyber-offense, at which point it becomes an unintended ASAT weapon.38 Alter-
nately, a known CubeSat could have an alternate purpose and later exploit holes in 
US detection capabilities to maneuver into a new orbit. By the time this satellite is 
reacquired, it could have caused harm to a high-value asset. To assign attribution, 
respond proportionally, and deter this kind of threat, the United States must be able 
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to characterize the motion, intent, and capability of inbound CubeSats, assign attri-
bution, and avoid imminent harm to space COGs, all in a responsive manner.

Enabling the full awareness of local space in the vicinity of a high-value asset can 
ensure that any object, even CubeSat-sized, will be detected and characterized. The 
United States must, therefore, make a concerted effort to develop CubeSat RPO 
technology for utility in the operational realm, exert deterrence by possession of 
such space control capabilities, and employ these RPO-capable CubeSats in a defen-
sive posture to perform proximity operations around high-value assets and monitor 
their local space. If justified and directed, interception attacks by the RPO “guard-
ian” CubeSat may even be needed to ensure the safety of the asset.

Guardian CubeSats designed for RPO can ensure the safety and sanctity of local 
space, while simultaneously performing as a contributing sensor yielding informa-
tion to global SSA systems. Designed for passive, autonomous proximity operations, 
such CubeSats would not interfere with the primary asset’s mission. The presence 
of a responsive communication link between the Guardian and its high-value asset 
gives the COG sufficient time to maneuver out of the way of an interception. The 
Guardian would also be able to image the interceptor, perform orbital tracking, de-
liver responsive intelligence regarding the source of the attack, and provide a post-
event battle damage assessment. This is apart from the deterrence aspect: the pro-
tective security function of the Guardian, the high likelihood of failure for hostile 
actions and subsequent negative consequences combine to dissuade the adversary 
from ever attempting the action. Critically, they also provide the United States the 
ability to respond to such an attack in a timely and proportional manner.

Conclusion
The natural evolution of a guardian paradigm becomes a truly revolutionary 

change to the status quo. Once the capability is established, and policy favors their 
continuous and rapid employment, deterrence becomes a function of uncertainty. 
In this scenario, Guardians are not deployed as continuous orbiters, but rather, “on 
demand.” Designs exist for ride-along CubeSats within the spare storage space 
aboard commercial telecommunications satellites;39 high-value assets could be simi-
larly adapted to fit not one, but multiple RPO-capable CubeSats within their vol-
ume. In response to an increased threat or intelligence hinting at an impending at-
tack, the high-value COG can deploy its Guardians to assess local space, determine 
threats, ensure safety, and provide responsive battlespace awareness. Deterrence 
by uncertainty can be achieved when adversarial nations are unable to determine if 
a particular target may (or may not) be hosting protector CubeSats within its vol-
ume. With the knowledge that these Guardians are RPO-capable, autonomous, and 
responsive to threats, the risk to invade the local space of a high-value asset will be-
come too high to justify action, thus preparing the nation to deter aggressive action, 
while maintaining readiness to deflect an attack should deterrence fail. 
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The United States has arrived at a historic crossroads for space and cyber. For 
decades, space and cyber have been treated as neutral territory or part of a 
global commons, but the rise of competitors and the commoditizing of tech-

nology within these domains have drastically changed the calculus of strategic deter-
rence. One road takes the United States down the path of massive and time-intensive 
investments into hardened and resilient systems with no guarantee that next-generation 
technology will be any more resistant to crafty attackers than the last.

Another road takes the United States down the path of multidomain offensive ca-
pabilities to create multiple dilemmas that overwhelm and hold the adversary at 

*Special thanks to Col Brad Pyburn, Col David Snoddy, Col Heather Blackwell, Lt Col Eric Trias, Lt Col Joy Kaczor, 
and Capt Carlos Rodriguez for their insightful contributions.
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risk, but the efficacy of this approach across a range of actors is unknown. Yet just 
beyond the technical horizon, we face the implications of science fiction in motion 
as new technologies such as artificial intelligence, robotics, and weaponized lasers 
are developed and fielded against a disturbing backdrop of world events.1 Consider 
the Russian–Ukrainian cyber conflict playing out across the fabric of society, including 
utilities, mass media, and finance, and all while the international community fails to 
establish intervention redlines as malware spills beyond the borders of the conflict.2 

Strategic deterrence in the 21st century is much bigger than nuclear deterrence was in 
the 20th century. The US military is still “catching up” to this new deterrence reality and 
having a robust discussion on what deterrence means in today’s global threat landscape.

—Gen John Hyten, USAF
Commander, US Strategic Command

Conflict may occur along the spectrum at any point, in varying degrees of intensity, 
with more than one adversary, and in multiple domains. At all phases. . . our plan-
ning and operations are designed to deter and develop “off ramps” to de-escalate the 
conflict. . . while dissuading our adversaries from considering the use of cyber attacks, 
counterspace activities, or nuclear weapons.

—Adm Cecil D. Haney, USN
Former Commander, US Strategic Command

Furthermore, ponder North Korea’s offset strategy to hold conventional Ameri-
can forces at risk with nuclear weapons while employing asymmetrical tools with a 
clear intent and resolve to challenge US hegemony.3 As we grapple with this dy-
namic environment, we find ourselves at the precipice of the next revolution in 
military affairs, and our next investments will heavily influence our future options.

This article examines how the nation could better prepare to deter aggressive ac-
tion in space and cyberspace, and if necessary, prevail should deterrence fail. The 
key themes throughout this article include a strong need for space and cyber situa-
tional awareness, the need for an international attribution and escalation framework, 
and a national investment in space and cyber education, along with an updated na-
tional strategy and military doctrine. Although related, this article focuses on deter-
rence and avoids the topic of cyber coercion.

Problematic Assumptions in the Strategic Deterrence Framework

Deterrence prevents adversary action through the presentation of a credible threat of 
counteraction. In both peace and war, the Armed Forces of the United States help to 
deter adversaries from using violence to reach their aims. Deterrence stems from an 
adversary’s belief that a credible threat of retaliation exists, the contemplated action 
cannot succeed, or the costs outweigh the perceived benefits of acting. Thus, a potential 
aggressor chooses not to act for fear of failure, cost, or consequences.

—Joint Publication 3-0, Joint Operations
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The concept of deterrence has a long history in warfare and military doctrine re-
flects a deep understanding of its most salient elements. From the Joint Publication’s 
description of deterrence, the most important element involves the adversary’s be-
lief in retaliation, failure, or unacceptable costs. The description makes several as-
sumptions that are problematic when considering space and cyberspace. The first 
assumption asserts that the United States can quickly and reliably attribute behavior 
to an adversary. The second assumption is that the adversary can observe success or 
failure of their actions, let alone the actions of others. Finally, the third assumption 
states that costs and benefits can be measured and rationalized. Challenging these 
assumptions may reveal opportunities to exploit situations.

For deterrence to be effective, several conditions should be met:
1.  The threat must be communicated accurately to the target.

2.  The target must clearly understand the threat.

3.  The target must believe that the anticipated cost of its undertaking the action out-
weighs potential benefits.

4.  The target must believe that the “deterrer” will take the threatened action(s).

—USAF Doctrine Annex 3-0
Operations and Planning

The US Air Force elaborates on the conditions of deterrence as part of USAF doc-
trine. Here, too, we observe assumptions that are problematic in the modern age. 
First, cyber and space activities are often hidden due to the highly classified nature 
before and after they have occurred, and often under the guise of anonymity. Un-
like nuclear tests and operations that are generally observable to all adversaries, cy-
ber and space activities may or may not be detectable by the target, and typically 
not by third parties. Second, the description assumes that all adversaries are paying 
attention and understand the threat. Within the space and cyber domains, this may 
require specialized tools that detect disturbances in these domains, and more im-
portantly, interpret correctly for their situation. Finally, the description assumes 
that the prep work supporting threatening actions has already been accomplished. 
For example, the United States has strong relations with the international commu-
nity and generally adheres to an ethical and legal framework to maintain the legiti-
macy of its world leadership role. An adversary, suspecting that no legal framework 
for retaliating across the global commons exists, might not believe the United States 
is willing to take threatening actions. Additionally, the same adversary might not 
believe that the United States has prepositioned space and cyber weapons available 
to retaliate. Although not addressed in Joint or USAF Doctrine, the timing of retalia-
tory action must also be considered. Space and cyber attacks have the potential to 
rapidly scale and affect large populations, then disappear into the complexity of cy-
berspace. This highlights the need for agile options, to include real time action, lest 
aggressors become emboldened with guerrilla style tactics.
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Challenges in Deterring Cyber Attacks

Summary of Challenges to Cyber Deterrence

• Difficulty of attributing cyber attacks to their perpetrators
• Ease of acquiring cyber weapons and conducting cyber attacks
• Broad scope of state and nonstate actors who engage in cyber attacks for a multi-

tude of reasons and against both state and nonstate targets 
• Short shelf life of many cyber weapons
• Difficulty of establishing thresholds and red lines for cyber aggression
• Difficulty of setting and enforcing international norms regarding cyber behavior
• Challenges associated with avoiding escalation

—Dorothy E. Denning
Emeritus Distinguished Professor 

Navy Postgraduate School

Some scholars have identified a collection of challenges associated with cyber de-
terrence.4 Information security researcher Dorothy E. Denning summarizes many of 
these challenges and compares, as many others have, the nature of cyber deterrence 
to that of nuclear deterrence. Key differences might include the degree of difficulty 
in acquiring weapons, the shelf life of these weapons, and the motivations and attri-
bution of firing these weapons, to name a few. One might infer from the community 
of researchers that instead of comparing cyber deterrence to nuclear deterrence, 
strategists and policymakers need to instead reflect on the strategic deterrence 
framework and either shape space and cyber to allow the traditional deterrence 
model to work or reset expectations about the effectiveness of deterrence in these 
domains. The next section provides some perspectives on how to accomplish both.

Applying the Deterrence Framework to Cyber

Deterrence is all about capability and intent, and in cyber we’ve shown a little of either 
publicly. I think of the nuclear “tests” we conducted in the ’50s/’60s to demonstrate not 
just capability, but resolve. . . we should showcase the broad spectrum of capabilities 
we can bring to bear through our powerful “engine” of offensive cyber. We show “dem-
onstrations” of how cyber can impact kinetic systems—this will also help decision mak-
ers properly prioritize cyber security/hygiene/defense through the proper risk-informed 
investment strategies.

—Col Brad Pyburn, USAF
Commander, 67th Cyberspace Wing

As previously discussed, applying the deterrence framework to the cyber domain 
can be challenging and complicated. This article expands upon Geist’s recommen-
dation for a “Strategy of Technology” to implement a cyber deterrence framework.5 
Geist outlines three components of his strategy: denial, resilience, and offensive capa-
bilities. The article examines each component, maps it back to DOD Joint Operations 
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doctrine, outlines shortfalls, and makes recommendations for building a robust de-
terrence framework.

Deterrence by Denial (Fear of Failure)

The first, and generally considered the most effective, component is deterrence 
by denial. This type of deterrence is characterized by rendering cyber weapons in-
effective such that an adversary is discouraged to even attempt an attack. From 
DOD Joint Operations, this exploits a fear of failure and opens the possibility of po-
tential attribution. The classic example involves a strong vulnerability patching ap-
proach that leaves exploit weapons inert. Denial works because exploits tend to be 
fragile in that some technical and situational conditions need to be satisfied before 
the exploit is effective. The fact that some conditions exist gives great hope as a 
form of deterrence because the defender can often influence many of these condi-
tions. The typical problem involves a numbers game: multiply the number of po-
tential vulnerabilities (order of thousands) with the number of enterprise systems 
(order of hundreds of thousands) and the number of exploit attempts (that is, the 
Air Force blocked 1.3 billion connection attempts in 2016), and you get an upper 
bound on the number of possible exploits in a given time frame.6 Granted that ac-
tual risk exposure is dependent on linkages between systems, vulnerabilities, and 
exploit attempts, but the key theme involves a scale of problem that is difficult to 
manage. Another typical problem involves some legacy systems from developers 
who never imagined these systems would be exposed to exploit attempts. Utility in-
frastructure, vehicles, and embedded systems are good examples of such exposure.

The United States can enhance its deterrence by denial strategy in several ways. 
First, the most obvious solution involves implementing cyber security best prac-
tices such as defense in-depth, patching, configuration management, strong authen-
tication, deep inspection of communications traffic, and so on. Chinese research 
into quantum cryptography using satellites is a great example of strategic invest-
ment into their denial deterrence.7 Second, workforce education and training are 
paramount, along with exercises, drills, and accountability for online behavior. 
Third, the United States needs to change expectations regarding technology. Specifi-
cally, strategists and policymakers need to stop viewing information technology as 
a utility, and instead expect a perpetually contested environment. In doing so, they 
can segment forces into groups with extremely limited exposure to cyber threats, 
accepting the potential for a reduced capability for the short period in which the cy-
ber terrain is contested.

Deterrence by Resiliency (Cost)

The second component is deterrence by resiliency. This type of deterrence is char-
acterized by increasingly expensive efforts such that an adversary is discouraged, 
although not necessarily prevented, from attacking. From DOD Joint Operations, 
this exploits a resource cost in multiple ways. First, this strategy may consume the 
adversary’s exploit tools and zero-day opportunities. Exploit owners cannot guaran-
tee sole ownership, and over time such tools and opportunities often become stale. 
Once an exploit is understood, and a patch is deployed, the tool may have reduced 
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value. This is particularly a problem if the exploit tool was expensive to develop or 
acquire. Loss of anonymity is a related cost because as the exploit tool or technique 
is repeatedly used, the defender may piece together enough information for reason-
able attribution. Second, as the defender’s capacity increases, the adversary may 
require a larger force to find and exploit vulnerabilities that meet their specific objec-
tives. Consider how redundancies may dampen the effect of denial of service at-
tacks while increasing the adversary’s required resources. Third, over time previ-
ously understood networks may change, reducing the value of reconnaissance info 
and prompting rework. Finally, even upon successful exploit, active defenders 
might detect and force an adversary out, thus inducing the cost of finding another 
way back into the system.

The United States can enhance its deterrence by resiliency strategy in several 
ways. First, the most straightforward approach involves investment into active de-
fense capabilities. Additional manpower and research into automated detection and 
investigation capabilities help find, fix, track, engage, and assess adversaries on 
contested US networks. Investments into mission mapping technology help defend-
ers identify key cyber terrain and fight adversary activity to assure missions.8 Second, 
leverage the natural advantage of the home game. Since cyberspace is malleable and 
mutable, shaping the environment to give defenders the advantage makes sense. De-
ploy software-defined networks to unpredictably change the environment and render 
previous adversary reconnaissance useless. Harness the workforce by defining mean-
ingful cyber conditions based on mission set rather than by geography, and exercise 
such conditions routinely. Third, leverage the natural complexity inherent in cyber-
space. Deploy thousands of decoy systems, and let adversaries run around the mirror 
maze while defenders observe and learn from their tactics. Deploy distributed file 
systems that store fragments of files across thousands of systems. Owners will be able 
to find and reassemble, whereas adversaries will grow frustrated and make mistakes, 
ultimately leading to attribution. Planting malware in these decoys and file systems 
may ultimately increase the adversary’s cost considerably. Furthermore, revealing 
evidence of a cyber attack to the international community, particularly in the context 
of standing treaties, may also increase an adversary’s cost.

Deterrence by Punishment (Consequences)

Finally, the third component is deterrence by punishment. This type of deter-
rence is characterized by attacking, or threatening to attack, the adversary directly 
such that they are too intimidated to fight back. From DOD Joint Operations, this 
exploits a fear of consequences but requires strong attribution to be effective. Pun-
ishment deterrence can be a complex topic for several reasons previously outlined 
by Denning. Critical among them is the question of whether cyber deterrence is 
limited to cyber types of punishment, or are other instruments of power available? 
Questions of redlines, escalation, proportionality, and survivability are germane to this 
discussion and should be framed before considering this dimension of deterrence.

The United States could work toward a deterrence by punishment strategy in 
several ways. First, a framework of international and domestic law should be estab-
lished in at least two areas. One area involves guidelines associating cyber punish-
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ments with cyber violations. The other area involves integrating and relating strate-
gic domain actions (space and cyber) with traditional domain actions (air, land, and 
sea).9 Here Manzo suggests establishing equivalent classes that are agreed upon by 
the international community, may be used to interpret the significance of actions 
across domains, and may avoid unintended escalation. Typically, this occurs 
through tradition and custom, but conflict in space and cyber are still normalizing. 
For example, should the United States decide to leverage its new naval laser tech-
nology as a potential space weapon, it should establish a framework that clearly es-
tablishes redlines and employment criteria.10 Second, the United States could pro-
mote a cyber arms race complete with a showcase of exploit tools and a 
significantly large industrial base able to craft new exploit tools over time. Note that 
the deterrent isn’t any particular exploit tool, but rather the industrial base that 
builds them. While this may lead to a space and cyber arms race, the counter argu-
ment might be that this is an eventuality, and the United States might as well seize 
the initiative. The key to developing a viable build-and-discard cyber weapon capa-
bility includes significant reforms or new authorities in the federal acquisition regu-
lations. Third, the United States could take the initiative to preplace malware on 
their adversaries’ critical infrastructure as a means of holding cyber terrain at risk. 
While demonstrating evidence of such preplaced capabilities might sacrifice the as-
set, planting the seed of doubt in the trustworthiness of their systems may pay divi-
dends for years. If the United States were to highlight this exposure to other poten-
tial adversaries, the impact might reverberate across state-sponsored actors. Care 
would need to be taken to distinguish malware intended to create cyber effects ver-
sus malware intended to facilitate intelligence collection.

Fourth, the United States could entangle government and military systems with 
global civilian systems to change the calculus of deterrence. This approach assumes 
that an attack on the US government would be sufficiently egregious to the civilian 
population and world economy, and thus garner political support for full-spectrum 
options. The Global Positioning System (GPS) shares this characteristic in so far as 
an attack on it to degrade military operations would also impact civilian popula-
tions across the globe and help justify kinetic countermeasures.

Deterrence across a Range of Actors

Investments into deterrence strategies must account for potential attacks across a 
range of adversary actors. Whereas a nation-state might be more receptive to deter-
rence by punishment, nonstate actors may have little to hold at risk and therefore 
deterrence by denial or resiliency might be more appropriate. Historically, the US 
military has put disproportionately more effort towards denial strategies, with some 
growing efforts toward resiliency, because it requires little external coordination. 
However, nation-states are not deterred by these internal efforts because within 
their strategic calculus, the potential payout has historically far exceeded the risk of 
attribution and US action. The key to deterrence by punishment is to position 
something the adversary values at risk. For nation-states, perhaps this aligns with 
Col John A. Warden’s centers of gravity theory.11 For nonstate actors, the impact of 
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offensive cyber operations remains unclear.12 Current theory suggests focusing on 
key leadership individuals and their immediate objectives.13

Recommendations

Increase Global Space and Cyber Situational Awareness

I think all warfare today requires interdependencies, coalitions, and partners. But in 
cyber, I think there is a more profound requirement to have partnerships in ways that 
are different than other military warfighting domains.

—Lt Gen J. Kevin McLaughlin, USAF
Deputy Commander, US Cyber Command

Among the many concerns regarding space and cyber deterrence, attribution and 
transparency must be addressed if meaningful deterrence is desired. Each factor 
should include at least two components. First, the adversary needs to know that 
they have been caught red-handed and thus subject to justice. Second, potential ad-
versaries need to observe that bad actors are held accountable for their actions to 
deter further undesirable behavior. In an age of encryption and spoofing, holding 
the offenders accountable may seem like an insurmountable problem, but one 
merely has to remember that cyberspace is, by definition, a man-made environ-
ment and thus malleable and mutable.14 Instead of defaulting to an environment 
that allows end-to-end encrypted traffic to pass obfuscated through systems owned 
by nation-states; instead require traffic to be inspectable based on the laws of the 
hosting government.15 This is not to say that all traffic will be inspected, only that 
governments retain the right to inspect any good or service (in this case, informa-
tion) that passes through their borders, even transient traffic. While some countries 
may not adopt this model; neither is the recipient of such traffic under any obliga-
tion to accept it, nor does the model impede public traffic. However, this model 
does provide collaborating governments with a means of detecting and tracing bad 
behavior, and more importantly, collecting evidence for closer inspection by the in-
ternational community. Additionally, collaborating governments can assist each 
other to facilitate cyber attacks in a manner similar to allowing flight paths through 
friendly airspace, creating a more natural framework for coalition vice unilateral 
engagement. With evidence in hand, all instruments of national power across all 
domains become plausible.

Establish a National and International Framework

One thing the exercises have highlighted is the difficulty at times of determining the ap-
propriate response due to a lack of rules of engagement in space. If we’re going to act 
decisively in real time, we have to address these issues legally and operationally.

—Vice Adm Charles A. Richard, USN
Deputy Commander, US Strategic Command
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Closely related to the aforementioned investments into global space and cyber 
situational awareness, the need for a national and international framework for 
managing behavior in the global commons is paramount. Key among these needs is 
a requirement for governments to be accountable for space and cyber activities that 
are either sanctioned by or originate from their jurisdiction. While it may seem 
foolish on the surface to enact a law that is difficult to enforce, the true goal is to 
force a decision on state actors. Either the originator acknowledges that they are a 
space/cyber combatant and thus deals with the aftermath, or they claim the part of 
victim or bystander. In the latter cases, this opens an opportunity for the injured 
parties to shape the outcome by requiring additional laws, cyber security education, 
limitations on outbound traffic, or in extreme cases network isolation. The premise 
behind this strategy involves an expectation that states allowing technology to be 
used must first demonstrate the ability to govern it because of the potential for 
global impact.

Consider the idea of consolidating management of cyberspace and assigning the 
United States as the international steward for the benefit of humanity. While this may 
seem outlandish at first, reflect on the way that the United States already plays a sim-
ilar role for space (GPS) and world currencies (US dollar as the world’s reserve cur-
rency). The United States already influences much of the infrastructure (that is, do-
main name services) through research and development, and US companies (Google, 
Intel, Microsoft, and so forth) are directly involved in crafting cyberspace, so perhaps 
the US government might take a larger role in the employment of such technologies. 
Perhaps part of this role might involve the registry of devices and people allowed to 
use the Internet, thus striking a balance between privacy and security.

Strategically Develop Space/Cyber Military Operators and Citizen Militias

Cyber Airmen may attend professional developmental opportunities such as Air Force 
Institute of Technology, Computer Network Operations Development Program, or the Air 
Force Weapons School, all of which will positively impact the operationalization of the cy-
berspace domain within the Air Force and in turn, the future of the Cyber Mission forces.

—Maj Gen Chris P. Weggeman, USAF
Commander, 24th Air Force and Air Forces Cyber

One of the key strengths of the United States and many western democracies is 
the freedom of innovation and industry. Investments into such programs as Cyber 
Patriot, National Collegiate Cyber Defense, and Advanced Cyber Education yield 
generations of citizens with cyber acumen (shown in figure).16

Showcasing the investment and resulting abilities becomes a strategic tool for de-
terrence since not only government agencies but also private corporations have a 
deep understanding of cyber security. However, deeper investments of computer 
science, engineering, and cyber operations into K-12 is needed to demonstrate a na-
tional commitment to our security and safety. This is much more than formal edu-
cation, but rather a cultural change where cyber role models, children’s television 
programming, and successful careers shape the attitudes of our youth. By building 
a national reserve of ethical talent, the United States not only enhances the cyber 
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resiliency within domestic companies and products, but may also draw upon this 
reserve in times of crisis. Whereas totalitarian regimes might limit the development 
of such talent in fear of regime overthrow, the United States might embrace ethical 
hacking in a manner similar to universal gun rights and ownership, thus giving the 
United States a strategic advantage. In a similar manner, the forecasted ubiquity of 
space travel through companies like Space X may create a similar deterrence effect 
where any attack on travelers may yield a conventional response, particularly if at-
tribution and transparency are addressed.17

Courtesy Stacy Burns

Figure. Hannah Kirst (Texas A&M University), David Home (University of Colorado), Matthew Holt (Lock 
Haven University, Anh Bui (University of North Carolina at Charlotte) and Albert Bierley (University of Cali-
fornia) are among the students benefitting from Advanced Cyber Education at the Air Force Institute of 
Technology in July 2017.

Update National Security Strategy and Joint and Air Force Space/Cyber Doctrine

I would argue that we should view cyber as one element of a broader deterrence campaign.
—Adm Mike Rogers, USN

Commander, US Cyber Command

As previously mentioned in joint and Air Force doctrine, deterrence requires clearly 
communicated and credible threats along with a believable intent to exercise those 
threats. Current space doctrine emphasizes responsible behavior, partnerships that en-
courage restraint, collaboration toward quick attribution, and appropriate responses 
when deterrence fails.18 However, current cyber doctrine specifies very little toward 
a deterrence strategy.19 One might be tempted to adopt the same deterrence strat-
egy across space and cyber, however, this may not work for several reasons. First, 
the cyber landscape changes more rapidly than space. Second, the United States 
has more deterrence options and actors in cyberspace. However, given the increas-
ingly contested nature of both domains, the United States should be more explicit 
about taking action both within and across domains. Furthermore, enhancements 
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to the National Security Strategy might include the full spectrum of national instru-
ments of power to realize this article’s recommendations. A consistent strategy and 
doctrine will be key to safeguarding the nation.

Conclusion

It is unfortunate when men cannot, or will not, see danger at a distance; or seeing it, 
are restrained in the means which are necessary to avert, or keep it afar off. . . Not less 
difficult is it to make them believe, that offensive operations, often times, is the surest, if 
not the only (in some cases) means of defence.

—President George Washington
25 June 1799

In summary, the United States has reached an important crossroad as it contem-
plates the future of space and cyber deterrence. Historically strategic deterrence 
has worked, but applying such constructs to space and cyber domains remains chal-
lenging without better attribution, international laws, human capital investment, 
and updated national strategies and doctrine. Without these changes, space and cy-
ber will remain niche and nuanced domains, susceptible to attack and exploitation, 
and in the worst case, our nation’s Achilles’ heel. As leaders entrusted to make 
sound investment decisions, we have the ability to shape not only space and cyber, 
but possibly our national destiny as well. 
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Baptism of Fire: The First Combat Experiences of the Royal Hungarian Air Force 
and Slovak Air Force, March 1939 by Csaba B. Stenge. Helion & Company (https://
www.helion.co.uk/), 26 Willow Road, Solihul B91 1UE, England, 2014, 136 pages, $24.96 
(softcover), ISBN 978-1-906033-93-4.

During 23–24 March 1939, Hungary and Slovakia fought a very short conflict over Sub-
Carpathia, a small section of eastern Slovakia that had been part of the Kingdom of Hungary 
before 1918 but awarded to Czechoslovakia, established by the post–World War I peace set-
tlement. In early October 1938, Hitler annexed the German-inhabited Sudetenland and then 
annexed the Czech provinces of Bohemia and Moravia on 14 March 1939 and established an 
“independent” Slovakia. The Hungarian government now sought to annex Sub-Carpathia 
from a weak Slovakia. The “air campaign” of this short conflict pitted the Royal Hungarian 
Air Force, which had existed only since 1920, and the newly formed Slovak Air Force, which 
had existed for only about two weeks. Baptism of Fire provides the history of this very short 
and little-known air campaign—one that is obscure even in the nations that fought it, virtu-
ally unknown outside these two Central European countries in the turbulent interwar pe-
riod, and completely lost among the greater air campaigns of the much larger European 
war, which began on 1 September 1939.

Author Csaba B. Stenge is a Hungarian architect and military historian. Born in Pécs, 
Hungary, in 1975, he received his master’s degree and doctorate in history from the Univer-
sity of Pécs, writing his doctoral dissertation on the Royal Hungarian Air Force during World 
War II. He has worked in the archives at Tatabánya, Hungary, since 2003 and became its di-
rector in 2011. His research interests are in air warfare during World War II, particularly the 
history of the Hungarian Air Force. Baptism of Fire is Dr. Stenge’s seventh book (his second 
in English), and he has published 70 articles in four languages.

Despite the relative obscurity of this air campaign, the book does have several merits. 
First, the governments of the belligerent countries believed that the conflict was important 
to them. Hungary sought to recover a historic region of the pre-1918 kingdom, arbitrarily 
taken from it in the postwar peace settlement and, at the same time, to establish a common 
border with its historic ally Poland. Slovakia, on the other hand, saw the annexation as a suf-
ficient affront to its sovereignty to justify fighting for it. After a two-day conflict, the Hun-
garian military forces prevailed, and Hungary annexed the area. However, the annexation 
was short-lived because in August 1944, the Soviet Army occupied Hungary, and, after the 
war, Stalin forced the restored Czechoslovakia to cede this territory to the Soviet Union. It is 
now a part of Ukraine.

Second, the book documents the two-day air campaign between these two relatively new 
air forces. The Royal Hungarian Air Force, formed in 1920, consisted originally of Hungar-
ian pilots and ground crews of the former Austro–Hungarian Air Force of World War I. The 
Slovakian Air Force was even newer and less experienced, consisting of Slovakian pilots and 
ground crews of the former Czechoslovakian Air Force before the dissolution of “rump” 
Czechoslovakia, the German annexation of Bohemia and Moravia, and the establishment of 
an independent Slovakia two weeks before this air campaign. The actual offensive consisted 
of mainly tactical air operations: Slovakian attacks against Hungarian ground forces, Hungar-
ian air strikes against Slovakian airfields, and air-to-air confrontations between aircraft of both 
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air forces. These air arms flew a mixture of Italian and German biplanes and monoplanes of 
the 1930s. This two-day air campaign was the only combat experience of both air forces before 
Operation Barbarossa, the German invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1941, two years and 
two months later. Perhaps the most interesting facet of this campaign was not about the cam-
paign itself. During Barbarossa, the two air forces—now German allies—participated in the 
initial air action, and one Slovakian pilot, Ján Režňák, fired on a Hungarian pilot, once his 
enemy but now his “ally.” By the end of the war, Režňák had become the most successful 
Slovak pilot of the war.

Finally, Baptism of Fire offers a wealth of information and data about both air forces. 
Since the majority of Hungarian primary materials was destroyed during World War II, the 
author made a tremendous effort to find the documentation needed to prepare this book. It 
contains a full and detailed account of the origins and conduct of the conflict, appendices of 
Slovakian and Hungarian air force ranks, air victories claimed by the Hungarian Air Force 
fighter squadron, technical details of the major aircraft that fought in the conflict, Hungarian 
soldiers who received decorations, and short biographies of the Hungarian pilots who fought 
in the war. Finally, the book includes numerous photographs, many provided by the author, 
of the pilots and operations of both sides, as well as color prints of the aircraft that fought in 
this campaign. For readers interested in the history of Central European air forces or Euro-
pean military aviation in the interwar years, Baptism of Fire would be useful and interesting.

Robert B. Kane, PhD
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Strategy in the Second Nuclear Age: Power, Ambition, and the Ultimate Weapon 
edited by Toshi Yoshihara and James R. Holmes. Georgetown University Press (http://
www.press.georgetown.edu), 3240 Prospect Street, NW, Suite 250, Washington, DC 20007, 
2012, 256 pages, $32.95 (softcover), ISBN 978-1-58901-928-7.

The editors of Strategy in the Second Nuclear Age offer a collection of essays that challenge 
the reader to examine strategies and options in light of the breakout of new nuclear nation-
states. Toshi Yoshihara and James Holmes precede and follow these pieces with a thought-
provoking introduction and conclusion. The former takes issue with the limited scope of 
Carl von Clausewitz’s On War by stating that strategy is much more than the operational 
strategy of battles and engagements. Nuclear strategy involves the fielding of high-end “en-
gines of war” technologies in peacetime that nation-states do not want to use in the conduct 
of war. The conclusion is based upon analysis of the essays, highlighting that “proliferation 
is now a fact and nuclear rollback is a remote prospect at best” (p. 225).

Each essay independently contributes to the two recurring themes of rationality and inter-
action. Rationality can be thought of as a nation’s intellectual approach to its policy-making 
process, particularly the use of its nuclear strategy to achieve a favorable political end state. 
Interaction pits that rationality against other nation-states and introduces questions of sta-
bility versus predictability. On the one hand, for example, if opposing conventional forces 
pitch weak against strong, then nuclear states with weak conventional forces may well con-
sider nuclear escalation a viable option. On the other hand, nations with comparable nu-
clear capabilities may seek advantage through conventional means.

One of the most fascinating early chapters in the book (chap. 2) discusses deterrence the-
ory and its application by emerging nuclear states. This (deterrence theory) is the founda-
tion that formalizes strategy, and it quickly becomes apparent to the reader that a myriad of 
subjects need to be analyzed. Having challenged Clausewitz, the editors substantiate their 
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claims that “more is better” with a broadening discussion on several factors that affect the 
resultant strategy and political status quo. No reader is left doubting that nuclear strategy is 
a complicated, devious, and fully expansive subject. Those of us who thought we had a good 
understanding of it will find additional gems of knowledge to admire.

These factors include the size of a nation’s nuclear arsenal, concerns over the transfer of 
technology and know-how to states and nonstate proxies, and use of the program as cover 
for conventional aggression (p. 23). Perhaps the most important factor is the level of a na-
tion’s desire to use nuclear weapons in war. This, the most dangerous part of any strategy, is 
in turn supported by a subset of related considerations. The contributor offers sound argu-
ments about how a state on the verge of defeat could gamble by introducing nuclear weap-
ons to the fight, hoping that the psychological shock of their use could turn defeat into vic-
tory. The point is well made and gives the reader a good example of the themes already 
mentioned—rationality and interaction.

Nine of twelve chapters focus on individual nation-states, and because each is a stand-
alone essay, they can be read in any order. Nevertheless, their selection for inclusion is in-
teresting in itself. China is one of the official nuclear states, having detonated a device in 
1964 and thus meeting the conditions laid out in Article IX of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty. At the other end of the spectrum, Japan also warrants an essay even though it is not 
a nuclear state. Yoshihara and Holmes include Japan because it does have a robust deter-
rence policy, linked closely to its relationship with the United States. Developing a nuclear 
weapon capability, however, is not on Japan’s near-political horizon. South Africa is featured 
as well, having developed a covert nuclear program that it subsequently relinquished. The 
nuclear and conventional impasse between India and Pakistan ensures that these two nu-
clear nations receive similar yet contradictory essays. The ambiguity of Iran is discussed. 
The motivations, policies, and strategies of North Korea come under the microscope. Since 
the book was published, North Korea has continued to develop and improve its nuclear 
technology. In hindsight, the essay offers fascinating insight into how the rationality of new 
nuclear states is difficult to predict with any degree of certainty. The contributors offer 
many surprises, and I have deliberately not expanded on the details. All I will say is that to 
gain full benefit, readers should question—really question—the balance of argument.

Each piece not only tells the story of nuclear technological achievement but also adds to 
our vocabulary of the building blocks of a nation’s nuclear strategy. Terms like credibility, 
nuclear umbrella, and extended deterrence join more familiar verbiage like first- and second-
strike capabilities or nuclear security.

Readers benefit from the layout of Strategy in the Second Nuclear Age. No one chapter is 
overwhelming or contains too much information to absorb. Each one can be read as a stand-
alone entity yet can still contribute to our understanding of what makes nuclear strategy. 
The editors’ analysis in the final chapter requires much more concentration, but at least by 
this stage our knowledge has prepared us for a more difficult read. Surprisingly, the generic 
title of the book does not really prepare readers for the level of information included within 
the covers.

Wing Cdr John M. Shackell, RAF, Retired
Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center

San Antonio, Texas
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The Battle of Britain on Screen: “The Few” in British Film and Television Drama, 
2nd ed. by S. P. MacKenzie. Bloomsbury Academic (http://www.bloomsbury.com/us 
/academic/), 1385 Broadway, 5th Floor, New York, New York 10018, 2016, 192 pages, 
$79.80 (hardcover), ISBN 9781474228459; $20.96 (softcover), ISBN 9781474228466.

In this second edition, S. P. MacKenzie updates his earlier study of the British Film and 
Television Drama treatment of the Battle of Britain on Screen. In modern British history, World 
War II’s Battle of Britain holds a key spot in the collective memory. Facing Adolf Hitler’s war 
machine alone after the fall of France, England knew that its fate rested in the flying skills of 
a “few” British Royal Air Force (RAF) fighter pilots. The RAF prevented a German invasion 
by defending England from the Luftwaffe’s aerial assault. Since the battle played such a piv-
otal role in the homeland’s survival, it is only logical that a portrayal of that struggle would 
make its way to both film and television.

The Battle of Britain on Screen does more than merely describe the plot of six movies and 
television dramas. Rather, it offers a full history of the productions, addressing how each 
film’s concept was developed, how the cast was selected, and how both flying and static air-
craft were sourced. Following a brief account of the making of the projects are a synopsis of 
the plot and technical details about the films. Because movies and television shows are not 
created in a vacuum, the author also examines the social environment during their produc-
tion and how it affected the treatment of the Battle of Britain. Finally, the book covers both 
the critics’ and public’s reception of these dramas.

Actually produced before the battle, The Lion Has Wings (1939) is the first movie that 
MacKenzie discusses. Filmed in record time as Britain was on the cusp of the war, The Lion 
Has Wings is best described as a teaming with propaganda to bolster British morale, portray-
ing the RAF and British air defenses as nearly invincible. As one might expect, access to 
British aircraft for air-to-air filming was limited and nonexistent for German planes.

In 1942, fewer than four years after the release of The Lion Has Wings, the wartime film The 
First of the Few appeared on the silver screen with its telling of the story of R. J. Mitchell and 
the development of the legendary Supermarine Spitfire. Although the movie was well received, 
the producers “took liberties with the facts” (p. 30) to put forward their desired story line.

Angels One Five was the first British post–World War II film (1952) about the Battle of Brit-
ain. As with all such movies, securing period aircraft proved difficult; consequently, the 
film’s focus shifted from the machines to the people involved in the battle. Furthermore, the 
title changed from The Battle of Britain to Angels One Five, which portrays life at a British 
fighter station by following Pilot Officer T. B. “Septic” Baird from his arrival on station until 
his death in combat.

Four years later (1956), Reach for the Sky premiered, telling the story of British ace Sir 
Douglas Bader, who lost his legs in a flying accident prior to the war but fought his way back 
into the RAF and became of Britain’s top aces before he was shot down and captured. Bader 
actually consulted on the making of the film.

More than 25 years (in 1969) after the Battle of Britain came to an end, a movie of the 
same name presents both the British and German sides of the battle. Doing so required the 
production team to walk a tightrope to accommodate both the British and German veterans 
who served as technical advisers. In this genre of movies, Battle of Britain is known for hav-
ing assembled the largest collection of British and German (actually Spanish-made under 
license) aircraft. The filmmakers shot a considerable amount of air-to-air footage (primarily 
in Spain)—so much that the outtakes and excess footage have been used in other more re-
cent Battle of Britain movies (both British and international).

Reflecting a shift away from portraying the “few” (British fighter pilots) as gallant heroes, 
the television series Piece of Cake (1988) portrays the mythical RAF “Hornet” fighter squadron 
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in what was described as a “revisionist interpretation” (p. 84) of the “few.” Piece of Cake fol-
lows the squadron during the early days of the war with the British expeditionary force in 
France and ends with the Battle of Britain. Some of the aerial footage is beautiful, but MacK-
enzie points out that the series is riddled with inaccuracies, including the use of Spitfires in 
pre-Battle of Britain France (Hawker Hurricanes were too difficult to secure for filming).

In what the author calls “a reaction against Piece of Cake” (p. 86), the 1991 television drama A 
Perfect Hero features British Spitfire pilot Hugh Fleming, whose face becomes disfigured when 
his airplane catches fire after being shot by a German fighter. The story covers Fleming’s trials 
and tribulations in war-torn England during his recovery and attempt to adjust to his disfigure-
ment. Ultimately, he discovers that he feels comfortable only when he flies a Spitfire.

Finally, First Light (2010) is based on teenage Spitfire pilot Geoffrey Wellum’s autobiogra-
phy, which he wrote as a form of personal therapy to help him with “survivor’s guilt” (p. 
114). First Light “foregrounded the cumulative psychological stress of aerial combat in a way 
rarely touched on in earlier screen dramas” (p. 115).

Although the subject of this text is British film and television, MacKenzie does take the 
occasional detour to briefly discuss non-British productions such as the Czech film A Dark 
Blue World and the American films Pearl Harbor and Yank in the RAF. Throughout the book, 
the author highlights the British distain for American movies about the Battle of Britain that 
depict Americans as heroes who came over to England and saved the day.

Even though The Battle of Britain on Screen might appear to be a “niche” book concerned 
only with a small group of movies and television shows, this account supplies a well-delivered 
understanding of how the social memory of events affects their portrayal on screen. Aficiona-
dos of war movies will certainly enjoy this book, as will students of the Battle of Britain. A 
quick Internet search confirmed that all of the movies and television shows are still available 
for purchase. Warbird fans will also enjoy the text because it relates how the various produc-
tion efforts were able (or not able) to secure the aircraft necessary to bring the movies and 
television shows to life. Hopefully, S. P. MacKenzie will expand his study of the Battle of Britain 
by writing a book on the American movie industry’s treatment of the European air war.

Lt Col Dan Simonsen, USAF, Retired
Barksdale AFB, Louisiana

Nuclear Nightmares: Securing the World Before It Is Too Late by Joseph Cirincione. 
Columbia University Press (https://cup.columbia.edu), 61 West 62nd Street, New York, 
New York 10023, 2013, 280 pages, $26.95 (hardcover), ISBN 978-0-231-16404-7; 2015, 
$18.95 (softcover), ISBN 978-0-231-16405-4.

Joseph Cirincione’s latest work, Nuclear Nightmares, offers a thoughtful and balanced 
look at the issue of nuclear proliferation and arms control. Echoing a recent theme by the 
Obama administration, Cirincione labels nuclear weapons as one of two threats that could 
lead to global catastrophe, the other being global warming (p. 1). The author serves as presi-
dent of the Ploughshares Fund, an organization that finances and supports initiatives to pre-
vent the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction—a fact that helps explain the subject 
of this work and the title of the publication. Although he desires to focus solely on nuclear 
proliferation, a concurrent theme running throughout the book is the debate surrounding 
the nuclear policy of the Obama administration (p. 2).

Cirincione presents arguments from both sides of the particular issues he addresses, in-
cluding counterproliferation, force structure, modernization, and the nuclear defense budget. 
While he provides competing views on various matters concerning America’s nuclear policy 
and force structure, the reader can clearly determine which side of the debate the author 
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aligns with based upon his writing. Cirincione’s approach expands beyond current debates 
about diplomacy and budgets as he adds chapters covering topics like nuclear effects and nu-
clear accidents. Perhaps the most controversial part of Nuclear Nightmares is the declaration 
that Pakistan is the most dangerous country on the earth. It is not that the nation possesses a 
nuclear capability, the author argues; rather, it is the “confluence of several disturbing 
trends[:] . . . an unstable government, a fragile economy, strong extremist influences in its 
military and intelligence agencies, and enough nuclear material for 200 bombs” (p. 119).

Cirincione acknowledges the realism associated with pursuing nuclear weapons but of-
fers a cooperative diplomatic strategy for confronting proliferation. As he notes, “The main 
reasons that states acquire nuclear weapons are security, prestige, domestic policies, and, to 
a lesser degree, technology, and economics” (p. 153). Although realism drives the desire to 
acquire nuclear weapons, the author states that international regimes can put the genie 
back in the bottle: “The reason that more states do not have nuclear weapons is because 
many nations working together have implemented policies to steadily reduce the role and 
numbers and desirability of nuclear weapons in the world” (p. 154). There appears to be 
some inconsistency in Cirincione’s analysis since most of those nations banning together 
already possess nuclear weapons. Is this really an international regime at work or just na-
tional realism in action as the haves try to keep the have-nots from joining the nuclear club?

Anyone without a firm foundation in nuclear weapons policy, force structures, or even 
weapons effects will find Nuclear Nightmares a solid primer on these issues. Although Cirin-
cione attempts to deal with such matters evenhandedly, his last chapter delves into promo-
tion, which outlines the work of the Ploughshares Fund and other organizations devoted to 
nonproliferation. Despite such self-aggrandizement, readers will discover in that chapter a 
treasure of information about grant money available for further research into these topics. 
Nuclear Nightmares takes a compelling look at a national security issue that will continue to 
grow in importance.

Col Mel Deaile, PhD, USAF, Retired
Montgomery, Alabama

Spies and Shuttles: NASA’s Secret Relationship with the DoD and CIA by James E. 
David. University Press of Florida (http://www.upf.com/), 15 NW 15th Street, Gaines-
ville, Florida 32603, 2015, 370 pages, $49.95 (hardcover), ISBN 978-0-8130-4999-1.

In response to the surprising and successful launch of the Soviet Union’s first satellites, 
Sputnik I and Sputnik II, a year earlier, the US Congress passed legislation establishing the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1958. Although this legislation 
mandated that NASA’s space program carry out research in a peaceful, scientific, and open 
manner—separate from the US national security and intelligence agencies—according to 
James David’s Spies and Shuttles, NASA “could not and did not always follow” (p. 3) its own 
guiding principles. Instead, the lines of separation between NASA and the covert and mili-
tary operations of the Department of Defense (DOD) and intelligence community were 
blurred from the beginning despite NASA’s well-managed public appearance as an exclu-
sively civilian space-exploration agency.

With clarity and detail, Spies and Shuttles lays out the Cold War dynamics that chal-
lenged NASA’s status as a separate civilian agency, arguing that to accomplish their mis-
sions, both sides needed each other’s hardware and personnel and heavily depended on 
each other for data and expertise on foreign spacefaring nations’ programs. Organized in 
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chronological order, the book traces the evolution of the strategic partnership among 
these strange bedfellows—one that has forced NASA to both veer from its guiding princi-
ples and at times operate under severe restrictions imposed by the defense and intelli-
gence agencies. While much of the previous literature on NASA has covered the open, un-
classified relationship between civilian and national security space agencies, David’s book 
represents the most careful and comprehensive attempt to demonstrate that their interac-
tions were far more complex, hidden, and classified than previously thought. Despite 
what its title suggests, this book is not exclusively about their cooperation on the space 
shuttle program. Rather, by reviewing newly declassified records, David offers a remark-
able overview of NASA’s history as well as its consumption and criticism of CIA intelli-
gence reports on the USSR’s space programs—particularly the national intelligence esti-
mates. The estimates concluded that the Soviets were not engaging in a manned lunar 
landing program that could compete with Apollo—a determination that did not prove use-
ful during efforts to convince the White House that budgets needed increasing. Over the 
years, NASA also participated actively in classified and covert activities, including provid-
ing the U-2 cover story until the capture of Gary Powers and testing the CIA’s A-12 recon-
naissance aircraft. David brings to light the contentious discussions and strained interac-
tions regarding limitations imposed on NASA (due to national security concerns), from 
the first restrictions on Tiros—NASA’s first low-Earth-orbital weather satellite and space-
based Earth-imaging program—to its systematic land remote-sensing programs. Spies and 
Shuttles also documents the growth and dramatic expansion of NASA during the Apollo era 
(1961–72) and its continued role as a consumer and critic of the CIA’s reports. David 
maintains that the space shuttle program was the culmination of the partnership and fur-
ther “sacrificed its guiding principles” (p. 189). Despite the slow start, outrageous price 
tag, and the absence of flights until April 1981, the shuttle program contributed tremen-
dously to growth of the interaction among civilian and national security agencies until 
STS-53—the last dedicated DOD mission in late 1992.

Although the subject might be interesting to the wider air and space community, this 
book is highly recommended to readers seeking to understand the evolution of the US space 
strategy and integration of space power into global military and intelligence operations. 
Missing, however, are some critical reflections on how the international security environ-
ment affects and challenges NASA’s guiding principles. As a curator in the Division of Space 
History at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, David is fully committed to 
writing a comprehensive history of the common interests and activities of NASA and na-
tional security space programs, but his study includes little interpretation and analysis of 
that relationship. The account entirely relies on unclassified documents to tell a story since 
it offers no firsthand individual accounts and interviews that potentially would have added, 
or perhaps even demanded, a closer critical engagement with the data presented. Moreover, 
Spies and Shuttles neither raises questions for the future nor elicits a debate about the future 
of NASA’s support of the DOD’s operations. Perhaps the most significant contribution of this 
book is that it might generate new research such as studying threat perceptions, the effects 
of adversary decision makers on American policy makers and agencies, and even wider gov-
ernment deterrence efforts to learn why these agencies engaged in the way they did. None 
of these shortcomings detracts from the book’s exhaustive, insightful, and admirable contri-
bution to our better understanding of the extent and terms of engagement between NASA 
and national security agencies. We just need a bit more analytical and critical engagement 
to fully explore the unknown.

Lana Obradovic, PhD
University of Nebraska–Omaha
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Intelligence and Surprise Attack: Failure and Success from Pearl Harbor to 9/11 
and Beyond by Erik J. Dahl. Georgetown University Press (http://press.georgetown 
.edu), 3240 Prospect Street, NW, Suite 250, Washington, DC 20007, 2013, 288 pages, 
$29.95 (softcover), ISBN 978-1-58901-998-0.

In Intelligence and Surprise Attack, Erik J. Dahl, a retired Navy intelligence officer, examines 
how and why major surprise attacks—whether by conventional military forces or terrorists—
succeed and fail based on intelligence specialists’ and policy makers’ understanding of strategic 
and tactical intelligence. He challenges the commonly held belief that intelligence analysis 
alone can prevent such attacks, asking specifically about the degree of tactical intelligence 
necessary to do so and the level at which policy makers must be receptive to warnings from 
intelligence analysts. As he explores these questions, the author compares well-known intel-
ligence failures with well-known successes to determine how and why surprise attacks fail 
and succeed. Dahl’s core thesis is that these strikes are prevented by a combination of precise 
tactical warning from the American intelligence community and the receptivity of decision 
makers to the data provided. He argues convincingly that the intelligence community should 
develop tactical-level capabilities while simultaneously cultivating relationships between intel-
ligence professionals and decision makers who can respond appropriately to specific threats.

Dahl examines several case studies that support his thesis. In chapter 2, he concludes 
that a lack of tactical intelligence and decision makers’ poor reaction toward intelligence 
allowed the Japanese to carry out the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. Thus, he takes issue 
with the conventional notion that sufficient intelligence was available but simply misunder-
stood or ignored. That said, the author allows both the intelligence community and decision 
makers to share responsibility for the Pearl Harbor debacle.

Dahl then compares the failures of Pearl Harbor with later American intelligence suc-
cesses, finding that—in stark contrast to Pearl Harbor—the Battle of Midway benefited from 
specific tactical-level information on Japanese plans supplied by the American intelligence 
community and from decision makers’ acceptance of such information following Pearl Harbor. 
This comparison of the two attacks offers the most convincing evidence of Dahl’s primary 
thesis. The following chapter tests his argument on nine case studies of surprise attacks, 
ranging from the outbreak of the Korean War to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait. Dahl’s examina-
tion of these cases suffers from cursory analysis that fails to contribute significantly to his 
overall argument. Additionally, he limits his case studies to an American analyst’s point of 
view. Although the brief treatment of the 1973 Yom Kippur War recognizes the failure of 
both Israeli and American intelligence, the analysis examines only the Americans’ inability 
to foresee the attack on Israel. At least some consideration of Israeli decision makers’ recep-
tivity to the intelligence available to them could have provided additional evidence strength-
ening Dahl’s overall contention.

Although the case studies of Pearl Harbor and the Battle of Midway, as well as Korea and 
Vietnam, lend support to the author’s position, the other studies pertaining to conflicts that 
did not involve direct US military involvement could have been set aside in favor of more 
relevant ones (that is, the Cuban missile crisis). Furthermore, even though Dahl’s objective 
is to analyze the use of tactical-level intelligence to prevent surprise attack, he doesn’t ex-
plain what US policy makers could or should have done to prevent the Soviet invasions of 
Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan even had they been more willing to consider intelligence 
indicating imminent invasions. Given the United States’ issues in Vietnam in 1968, it is un-
clear what steps America might have taken to prevent the invasion of Czechoslovakia had 
President Lyndon B. Johnson’s administration been more attune to intelligence warnings. 
Consequently, Dahl’s core argument is most convincing when he addresses attacks on 
American interests in the second half of the book.
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Part 2 examines surprise attacks by terrorists, including the East Africa embassy bomb-
ings in Kenya and Tanzania, a failed 1993 strike on New York City, and the 9/11 attacks. The 
author’s analysis of these events offers convincing support for his chief argument by finding 
that unsuccessful terrorist attacks are not foiled by a sharp intelligence analyst who pieces 
clues together for a decision maker who in turn reacts promptly to avert the catastrophe. 
Instead, such attempts fail because government officials pay attention to specific tactical-
level intelligence of an attack provided by intelligence professionals. Dahl asserts that although 
an enemy’s hostile intent is often well known and understood by intelligence officials—as it 
was at the time of the embassy bombings—prevention depends upon whether or not the 
intelligence community and law enforcement give decision makers sufficiently specific 
warnings that convince them to take action. His case study of the 1993 attack on New York 
demonstrates that the attempt failed thanks to specific actionable intelligence and policy 
makers’ acknowledgment of the threat following the 1993 World Trade Center bombing.

Dahl’s rather limited selection of choices and his US-centric analysis leave much room 
for further investigation, a point he himself admits (p. 175). Further, the two chapters in 
which he tests his argument against a broader range of cases would benefit from more thor-
ough examination and additional case studies. However, this criticism is relatively minor 
considering the strength of the author’s more extensive case studies.

Ultimately, by challenging conventional notions and stressing the importance of relation-
ships between intelligence professionals and decision makers, Dahl sets the stage for further 
discussion and debate on how the two communities should work together to prevent future 
surprise attacks. Both military intelligence professionals and individuals involved in policy 
making would do well to consider his arguments.

1st Lt Herman B. Reinhold, USAF
Department of History

United States Air Force Academy, Colorado

Global Responses to Maritime Violence: Cooperation and Collective Action edited by 
Paul Shemella. Stanford University Press (http://www.sup.org/), 500 Broadway Street, 
Redwood City, California 94063-3199, 2016, 344 pages, $27.95 (softcover), ISBN 
9780804798419.

Global Responses to Maritime Violence, a collection of essays written by a wide range of 
subject-matter experts, describes the issues and opportunities associated with violent activi-
ties in the maritime environment, as well as their effect on a variety of stakeholders, includ-
ing those not located on the high seas. The book is well organized and logically presented in 
three parts. The first part, “Examining Maritime Violence,” introduces and describes the 
problem. In part 2, “Riding the Storm,” the contributors provide a detailed review of histori-
cal and current operations addressing the issue of violence in the maritime environment. 
Part 3 offers a series of case studies chosen to reinforce and validate the theories and recom-
mendations of Captain Shemella and his contributors.

Part 1 introduces and identifies the type and scope of violence in the maritime environ-
ment. Establishing a baseline, Shemella defines the subject environment as one that in-
cludes oceans, seas, and their littoral regions as well as navigable rivers and lakes and the 
infrastructure that supports them all (that is, ports, locks, and canals). The editor completes 
the baseline by describing the significant socioeconomic impact of the maritime domain on 
the world’s population.
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Contributors then dissect the difference between maritime terrorism and armed criminal 
activity. Terrorism strikes a strong chord with most readers. Acts of terror, whether for po-
litical, religious, or financial reasons, command society’s attention. The senseless and re-
morseless destruction and death associated with the event often outweigh the actual dam-
age it causes. As a result, the fear of terrorism leads one to believe it is far more prevalent 
than reality suggests.

Despite the fact that terrorism captures the public’s attention, armed criminal activity is 
identified by the contributors as by far the most common form of violence on the seas. The 
contributors offer an excellent description of the issues and effects arising from criminal 
activity that targets stakeholders. They also examine the socioeconomic and sociopolitical 
dangers and effects related to criminal activities against maritime targets.

Part 2 delves more deeply into the cooperative efforts and options available to interdict and 
mitigate violent activities in this environment. Contributors address the strategy and tools em-
ployed by national and international government, nongovernmental, and commercial organi-
zations to detect, monitor, and—when possible—counter terrorist and criminal activities.

Part 3 provides a selection of case studies detailing incidents of terrorism and violent 
crime on the world’s oceans. The case examples include a review of maritime terrorist activi-
ties of the Sri Lankan Tamil Tigers insurgency, together with examples of piracy and violent 
crime on the Horn of Africa, in the Straits of Malacca, and off the coast of Guinea-Bissau. 
Lessons learned from these cases supply significant validity and credibility for the editor’s 
and contributors’ suppositions.

Throughout the book, a number of common themes emerge. For example, the contribu-
tors note the lack of consistent governance, especially when vessels operate far from na-
tional borders. In some cases, governance is virtually nonexistent, a fact especially true for 
the littoral and maritime areas located in or near unstable states wracked by political and 
economic conflict.

Another common theme is that violence on the high seas is a direct extension of sociopolitical 
and socioeconomic crises and challenges on land. For example, poverty-stricken fishermen in 
the Horn of Africa may turn to piracy when their primary fishing grounds are depleted due to 
overfishing or when they are spoiled by industrial pollution. The consistent emergence of 
common themes across a literary work is an indication of saturation with regard to the subject 
matter. In research, significant levels of saturation provide a commensurately high level of 
credibility for the subject matter.

In many ways, Global Responses to Maritime Violence is similar to a textbook. The essays 
are well written, describing their subjects in coherent, easy-to-understand concepts. Under 
the editorial control of Captain Shemella, the contributors first develop the reader’s base of 
knowledge regarding issues faced by stakeholders operating within or depending upon the 
maritime environment. The second part then builds on the first by informing the reader’s 
knowledge of the concepts and options available to government, nongovernmental, and com-
mercial organizations tasked with maintaining governance on the seas. Part 3 knits the first 
two sections together through real-life examples of terrorism and violent crime in the mari-
time environment. By the end of the book, the reader has acquired a broad knowledge of the 
issues, complexities, and options associated with this diverse and complex area of the world.

The book’s academic style reflects Shemella’s pedigree as a lecturer and subject-matter 
expert at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. He possesses the requisite 
knowledge to discuss the issue and has gathered together a distinguished group of experts to 
delve more deeply into specific concepts and issues related to the topic. Global Responses to 
Maritime Violence could easily be used as a primary text for a course in either maritime or 
homeland security.
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Unlike most textbooks, however, this study is an easy and informative read. The editor’s 
presentation of concepts, coupled with examples, keeps the reader’s attention without coming 
across as preaching or lecturing. Instead, Captain Shemella and his contributors teach by tell-
ing a story that happens to be true. Consequently, the book is not only informative but also 
enjoyable. I recommend Global Responses to Maritime Violence to any individual—academic or 
otherwise—interested in the subject of terrorism or violent crime in the maritime environment.

John L. Mahaffey, PhD
NATO Communications and Information Agency

The Hague, Netherlands

Operation Overflight: A Memoir of the U-2 Incident by Francis Gary Powers with Curt 
Gentry. Potomac Books (http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/pages/PotomacBooks.aspx), 
University of Nebraska Press, 1111 Lincoln Mall, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0630, 2003, 344 
pages, $27.95 (softcover), ISBN 978-1-57488-422-7.

When I was stationed at Osan Air Base, Republic of Korea, from 1996 to 1998, I often 
heard the roar of U-2s launching. I recall a memorable protocol visit, standing on the Osan 
flight line with a World War II fighter ace and his spouse, a Korean War fighter ace and his 
WASP (Women’s Airforce Service Pilot) spouse, and base leaders. We were filled with antici-
pation, and our excitement increased as we observed the U-2 taxi onto the runway, launch, 
and vanish from sight. The exhilaration that we felt that day equates to the intellectual and 
emotional stimulation that people will experience when they read Operation Overflight: A 
Memoir of the U-2 Incident.

I spent several days rereading this thought-provoking and inspiring memoir. Kudos to the 
authors for their personable writing style and foreshadowing reflected in such passages as 
“one question was never asked, one subject never discussed” (p. 21) and “maximum altitude” 
(p. 78), which occur throughout the book. These and other literary hooks kept me wonder-
ing if or when the authors would reveal the answers.

The tantalizing bread crumbs that they strategically shared made it difficult to select a 
topic for this review. For example, should I focus on the U-2’s mechanical and utilization 
evolution, good and bad? Questionable decisions about centralized control and decentral-
ized execution that were made without consulting the experts? Pulitzer Prize–worthy spin-
doctored material that yielded the perfect scapegoat-making platform? The captivating his-
torical interconnectedness of the Korean conflict, President Kennedy (emphasis added), and 
the 1968 North Korean capture of a US spy ship? Conspiracy theories, including one about a 
US Marine Corps private who in 1959 defected to Russia and was mentioned in the National 
Archives “Commission Document No. 931 [that] is still classified and withheld from research 
[as of 13 October 1969]. . . . The title . . . is ‘[Lee Harvey (emphasis added)] Oswald’s Access 
to Information About the U-2’.” (p. 305)

Exploring these and other topics, this review focuses on Francis Gary Powers the leader. 
Given the opportunity, I would have jumped at the chance to serve under him—a statement 
I would make to and about only a few leaders. His courage to ask the tough questions, do 
what’s right in the best interest in our nation, and strengthen his resilience when it ap-
peared that several US government leaders, reporters, and citizens called or considered him 
a traitor is praiseworthy.

Glimpses into his character-building begin in chapter 1. Sharing insight into his youth, 
the authors highlight how after his first airplane ride, Mr. Powers was hooked. His patrio-
tism grew to such an extent that although he missed World War II, he would find a way to 
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serve and, hopefully, fly. During this time, Mr. Powers’s rebellious streak and search for ex-
citing adventures sprouted when he enlisted in the Air Force. In 1951 he became an officer 
and joined the Air Cadets.

Enter the “Agency” (Central Intelligence Agency [CIA]) in 1956. The remainder of chap-
ter 1 and all of chapter 2 elaborate on how Mr. Powers and others became CIA civilian pi-
lots, the training they received, and the eagerness to collect information from behind the 
Iron Curtain. At this point (circa March 1960), the rebellious Mr. Powers posed the unasked 
question and topic never mentioned by the Agency: “ ‘What if something happens and one 
of us goes down over Russia? . . . What story does he use? Exactly how much should he tell?’ 
His [Agency intelligence officer’s] exact words were, ‘You may as well tell them everything, 
because they’re going to get it out of you anyway’ ” (p. 52).

Chapter 3 includes details of Mr. Powers’s 1 May 1960 capture, incarceration, interroga-
tion and trial, and treatment. Notable actions include his ignoring CIA guidance and abiding 
by the code of conduct created after the Korean conflict and learned while he served in the 
Air Force. The fact that he had to play by the rules of a foreign judicial process and was un-
able to defend himself or make an appeal seems unreal. I wonder how many people could 
have prevailed in similar circumstances.

Chapter 4 describes the deplorable behavior of the press and senior US government offi-
cials who maligned Mr. Powers when he could not defend himself publicly and honestly. 
Only after openly testifying before Congress was he praised for demonstrating loyalty to his 
country. As the truth was revealed, the American public started expressing its skepticism of 
the media and the government, wondering what other deceptions lurked about.

Along with Mr. Powers’s strength of conviction to set the story straight by writing a book, 
his loyalty continues to shine in chapter 5. Here, the authors justify criticism of certain 
agencies and individuals but, in fairness, thank them for their beneficial efforts and support. 
Despite the fact that many individuals in the United States initially considered Mr. Powers a 
traitor (perhaps some still do), he remains protective of his nation: “I have omitted some 
matters which I feel could affect present national security” (p. 307). Mr. Powers never re-
vealed the “maximum altitude” at which a U-2 could fly.

Anyone who wishes to explore Mr. Powers’s admirable behavior, to learn from history, to 
examine espionage and groupthink, to use the power of deception for the greater good, and 
to encounter themes relevant to our current volatile environment should read this book. I 
believe that Mr. Powers was on target when he said, “There was much that could—no 
should—be known if for no other reason than to avoid repeating the same mistakes in the 
future” (p. 283). Hopefully, more people will read Operation Overflight: A Memoir of the U-2 
Incident and, like Mr. Powers, think critically, ask tough questions, take action, admit mis-
takes, protect our nation, and catalyze positive change by doing the right thing.

Lt Col Katherine Strus, PhD, USAF, Retired
San Antonio, Texas
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